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1. OVERVIEW

Indiridualiled Instruction for Data Access (IIDA) is a research project ,

involving the design, testing, and evaluation of a machine intermediary which

teaches and assists users of the DIAtOG syitem. The original intent of IIDA

was to produce..a fully operational service, a system that would be available

to a Variety of users on a selfsupporting baais. However, when funding for

the project was renewed in 1978 following the initial design study, emphasis

on uaer training declined, the original goal was changed, and the project

foéussed on proving the concept of a search assititanceflystem through testing

number of users on the system in an experimental setting. While the
AO

inncevative aspect of IIDA remains its assistance mode, which helps the

searcher in the conduct of his search, an instructional camppnent provides the

studdnt a background on the useSf DIALOG, and brings students with no

previous instruction in searching to a level where they can perform a basic

search and understand the messages issued by DIALOG and IIDA. The purpose of

the instructional program is to teach the user to perform a search so Chat the

effectiveness of IIDA assistance can be tested; the intent is.not merely to
4

demonstrate that searching can be taught by a CAI program. 4

The purpose of this report is to explain in same detail the

instructional aspect of IIDA and the benefits it is(designed to impart to.

users of the system. Progress to date, in terms of testing the system with

students, will be described briefly as it.relates to changes in the

instructional program add general ob'servations. Testing is scheduled to be

completed in January 1980.. Until then, conclusive results will be unavailable.

2. STIUCTURE OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM .

The ptudent's learning experience with IIDA is divided into three
'_

i

parts. Exercise 1 provides the student with an introduct'on to seven basic

DIALOG commands and the IIDA HELP command. Exercise 2 p 'ovides an opportunity

for the student to conducil/a-simple search, through DIALOG, using the commands

introduced in Exercise 1. Exercise 3 presents further detail on the seven
,

basic DIALOG commands and introduces the advanced commands which are used by

experienced searchers. Exercise 3 includes details of how to use such DIALOG

t
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facilities as AARCH SAVE and text searehing, and also includes detailed

.instruction on how to search the data bases available through IIDA and how to

. use,IIDA facilities. An overview of various search strategies is aldo

4presented in Exercise 3. In the first and third exercises the student is

required to enter particuAir commands and to view ehe system response to dhem;

however, there are no tests of skill required of the student, as many CAI

programs require for the student to proceed.. The student is encouraged to

gain a broad overview of DIALOG searching and an,awareness of the help which

IIDA can provide.i It is intended that upon completion of both the

instructional exercises the student will be able to perform a search in the

e assistance mode.

2.1 Introduction to IIDA

After completion of login procedures, the student is offered introductory

material on the IIDA system. The purpose of this material, which consists of

four frames of.instruction, is to familiarize the student with IIDA and with

,procedures to be used in the conduct of all exercises and assisted searches.

The learning goal for the student is that, on 'completion of the frames, he

should be able to visualize.the search process, use IIDA assistance

facilities, correct typographical errosa, and escape from any mode. He is

given an explanation of the three instructional exercises and assistance mode.

Sitice the introductory material is an option which the student can

review before beginning any exercise or prior to conducting an assisted

search, it is not part of any single exercise. it serves not only the

informative function, but also familiarizes the student with the use of the

terminal'and the mechanical procedures as well. .He learns, for example, that

he must enter a carriage return in order to send his message or command to the

computer and that he can "erase" errors but in a different way from what he

has experienced with a typewriter. The student may see any or all of the

introductory material by answering "yes" to the question "would you like more

information about IIDA?" which follows the first three introductory frames.

Upon ending Whatever frames of introduction the student selects, he is-shown

the options of Exercise 1, Exercise 2, Exercise 3 and Assistance Mode. It is

2
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assumed dhat the student has learned enough in the introductory material to

select one of the four options. Exhibit 1 is a transcript of IIDA's

introduction.

2.2 -Choice of Exercises

After completing the introductory frames or answering "no" to the

.invitation to see the introduction, the student selects the exercise'he wants

r,ccomplete. He selects and enters either 2, 3, or 4, the first three being

Exercises and the fourth an assisted search. If the student does not want to

proceed, he lay enter the command /DONE to exit IDIA altogether.

One of.the features of IIDA-which demonstrates its versatility is the

availability of choice in the order in which the student may proceed through
0

the instructional sequence. A student may elect to ignore any of the
-

r exercises and proceed with an assisted search, he may follow the established

order of IIDA exercises and then perform an assisted*search, or he may proceed

in any order. When the student exits from any exercise or completes a search

in the assistance mode he is able to select again from the four options.

Exhibit 2 illustrates the menu of exercises in IIDA.

2.3 ,Exeicise

Exercise 1 presents the DIALOG commands BEGIN, EXPAND, SELECT_r COMBINE,

TYPE, PAGE, and LOGOFF within the context of a structured search. The student

enters commands, sees the systei.'s response to the commands, and receives a

brief, very basic explanation of what has been seen. Completion of Exeicise 1

takes approximately 20 minups.

The present Exercise 1 simulates a search in COMFENDEX (file 8) on the

topic of the use of solar collectors or heat pumps in residential buildings.

A complete transcript of Exercise 1 is reproduced in Exhibit 3.

2.4 Exeicise

Exercise 2 gives the student the opportunity to conduct a real search in

COMPENDEX. Two search topics, both appropriate to COMPENDEX, are suggested to

the stuaent, although he may actually search on the topic of hisichoice.

3
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The suggested search tbpics are:

1. The use of asphalt cement for paving roads and bridges
4

2. The use of passive solar energy to heat residential buildings

The topics were selectdd ,for seueral reasons: first, these topics have been in

the news enough that most engineers or engineering students will know

something about one or'both topics. This will enable the IIDA student to

select appropriate search terms without much difficulty. Second, the data

bases contain a large number of items on these topics, and so the student is

assureclAt least moderate success if he uses only the simplest search strategy

and the basic commands which were introduced in Exercise 1.

Upon seeing the topics suggested for Exercise 2, the student is asked to

establish a goal in terms of the,number of citations he hopes to retrieve. He

i is told that he can change his goal at any time during.the search and is

instructed on how to do it. The student is asked to take a moment to t nk of

appropriate terms related to the topic he has chosen; the setting of he goal

and the "moment" to think of search terms contribute to the ispression the ,

student receivei about the process of bibliographic seaiching as a whole.

IIDA tries to instill in the student the idea that he should not begin a

search without establishing a goal and without thinking through at least part

of.a search strategy. While the student will receive more detailed

instruction on logical search strategies in,Exercise 3, he may begin to form

the habit of thinking about hia goal, baiedion how broad or detailed a list of

citations he needs, and the terms which he can use in his search, by going

h the process rather than being instructed on the process. The

pre inary material to the actual conduct of the search in Exercise 2 is

illustrated by Exhibit 4.

Following the preliminary material to Exercise 2, the student waits a

matter of a few seconds for the logging in procedure to bOrompleted with

taALOG. IIDA tel1s the student that IIDA will place the phone call to DIALOG, /

and that a short deiay is to be expected. He is informed of the

initialization and status of all telecommunications processes, when the IIIALOG

login-procedure is begun, and when he is connected to DIALOG. If the call
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cannot be completed through T/MNET, and TELENET is used for a second attempt,

or vice versa, and the student is so informed. This procedure, of keeping the

student informed of what is happening, even though he may not be directly

involved in the process, is designed to maintain1his interest and to keep him

assured that he needs do nothing but wait. 'This reassurance is particularly

helpful, it appears, to those students who have not experienced.online delays

Ns previously. A transcript of a typical user's view of the DIALOG login

procedure through IIDA is illustrated in Exhibit 5.

It is important to note that if, for any reason, the DIALOG system

cannot be accessed, the student is informed and is given the information that

"IfiA will quit for now." This signals that the student should log out and

try again later. Once.again, the student is assured that he has done nothing

wrong". This is in kgeping with the IIDA practice of letting the student

know what is happening each step of the way and letting the student have cevery

opportunitifor success with the system, with as little frustration as

possible. Exhibit 6 illustrates the messages received by the student

following uns cessful attempts to connect with the DIALOG retrieval system.

k
Although Exercise 2, following the preliminary information regardikg

suggested seach topics, operates identically to assistance mode, the Exercise

is still inditructional without taking the instructional frame format used in

Exercises I and 3. Here the student."learns by doing" an actual search.

The search is conducted in a usual manner, following the IIDA

instruction to begin the search with the BEGIN command. The student is

informed by IIDA of syntax and strategy err rs, and can access the help

program at any pointen the search simply byl entering /HELP. IIDA asks the

student to rate the relevance of citatioa.sTPED out. This rating is used for

several purposes: first, IIDA converses with he student on his progress in

terms of relevance. Secondly, IIDA can inform the student that his search may

be nearly complete, when-he has TYPEd a fair number of highly relevant

citations. Finally, the rating of the relevance of individual citations

forces the student to think about what citations he has retrieved and to look

for concepts that he has not included in his search.

5



Upon campletion pf Exercise,2, the student should have a good

understanding of the basi seNten commancts introduced in Exercise 1, a sense of

4
confidence in terms of whit kind of response to expect of the system in its

responses to the basic commands, and a bdginning notion of search strategy. '

While the idea of a logical search strategy has not yet been iritroduced by

instruction, the student has had the oppotunit to "discover" what seems bo

work and what does not. In any event, tt4 student knows that more instruction

awaits him in Exercise 3;aand while he may have seen a good bit of Exercide 3,

using/HELP, he will now be able to proceed' through as much of Exercise 3 as he

needs to'review basic cammandt and to letrn the moretadvaticed techniques.

%
Completion time for Exercise 2 cannot be predetermined as each student

begins it with'a different degree of expertise in using the material

introduced,in Exercise 1. For purposes of testing the system with st dents,

one-half hour wai scheduled as a minimum, although rates of completior thus
1-^).

far have varied from 15 mingtes to aver one hour.

2.5 Exercise 3

J

Exercise 3, the longe*st' exercise of IIDA, se two urposes. First, it

is an instructional program, similar to Exercise 1, in that the' student can

follow through,frames, in sequential order, learning new camhands and

techniques and practicing use of the material while learning. Secondly, the

frames of instructional material are used asxthe /HELP library; the material

'can be accessed by the student during any exercise or in the course of an

assisted search. Through a series of eight frames the student can be

introduced tothe entire contents of the exercise, and on completion of the

eight frames he may folloW any of seven lines of detail. If the student
fi

elects to see only the eight introductory frames he may use the eight frames

as a table,of contents and access needed inforamtion later, during a reil

assisted searcif. If the seudent does not have the transcript of the first

eigtft frames of the exercise with him, or if he elects not to use Exercise 3

as instructional m#erial, he may still access it though the /HELP library,

thuough a series of frames and mepus, presented when he enters /HELP during a

search.

6
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The completion of the eight frames which introduce the contents of

Exercise 3 takes the student approximately 10 minutes. If the studen elects

to continue in the instructional 'mode, he may take up to an houi or take to

follow all seven lines of discussion. The material goes into consi rable

detail, but after each frame the student has the option of got dto more

detail, selepting another subject within the Exerpise, or exiting the Exercise

altogether. Allowing dhe student to determine the level of detail he wishes

to pursue is th keeping the overall IIDA- philosophy of having the student

learn at his a6n pace, thrself discovery. .Exhibit 7 is a transcript,of

the first eight frames of Exercise 3. Exhibit 8 illustrates all instructional

units of Exercise 3 in sequential order.

3. CONTENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL EXERCISES

3.1 IIDA teaching philosophy

The instructional programs of IIDA were designed to allow the student to

learn through self discovery. Instead of presenting commands, their meanings,

and then an opportunity for the student to use what he has learned, the IIDA

teaching exercises were developed.to allow theltstudentto use the cOmmands

first, to see the system response to the command givAn in the cpntext of a

search, and finally to see/a very brief ezplanation of what happened. It was

felt that this approach would allow the student to gain an understanding of .

the whole process of searcbing rather than the narrower view of just the

DIALOG commands.

3.2 Exercise

Exercise 1 consists of instruction on basic DIALOG commands. It begins

with a brief explanation of the exercise, explaining that instruction will

take place in the context of a simulated DIALOG search. The topic of the

search is introduced so that the student has enough background to carry out

the search.



IIDA issues instructions to the studerit to enter certain commands,

starting with the BEGIN command. Upon entering the IIDA directed command

BEGIN 8 the student sees the exact response ihilt he would see if he were.doing

an unassisted DIALOG search. Following the syliteM response, the student sees

an explanation of what his command has evoked from the system. In Exercise 1,

the explanations are extiemely brief, running an average .of ten lines. They
/

tell the Students the moat basic facts about the command and the system

response. More detailed eXplanations, introductions to abbreviations for the

coAmands, an& alternative ways of approaching each step of th'e search are

saved for Exercise 3.

The student proceeds with the search by selecting the term "solar

collectors" using the SELECT command. An explanation of the SELECT command'
-4

and response follows, and the idea of looking asame of the records retrieved

is introduced. The student is then told to 'enter the TYPE command, and he

sees two records.

Next, the notion of finding additional terms to express the subject of

the search is introduced, and the student is told to enter EXPAND HEAT PUMPS.

The resultant EXPAND table is explained, and in the same context the PAGE

commadd is presented. Nak

The student is next instructed to-SELECT HEAT PUMPS and SELECT HEAT PUMP

SYSTEMS. The idea of combining the concepts SELECTed into a single set is

suggested and the student is told to enter COMBINE 1 OR 2 OR 3. After the

response, the student is- given an explanation of the response and of the use
/,

of the OR logical operator to reate the union or several sets.

The program then instructs the student to add the concept of

"residential" to his search; the student is told to SELECT RESIDENTIAL and to

COMBINE the concept with the previous set using the COMBINE command. The use

of the AND logical operator Ls then introduced. Several records are TYPEd in

another format (format 5) which reveals to the student the fact that abstracts

are available and can be useful in determining the usefulness of's specific

item.



The IIDA /HELP command and its use is introduced so that the student mity

review the sets.crea.ted in the search. By using the /HELP command, the

student also learns what other kinds of assiatance are available through IIDA,

and he may begin to anticipate using /HELP In later exercises and actual

searches.

Finally, the-LOGOFF command is introduced and the student ends his first

search experience.

IIDA then gilies the student an eight-line review of Exercise 1 in the

form of a summary of commands introduced.

The content of Exercise 1 follows the objectives of the entire IIDA

teaching philosophy. First,lihe idatructions are as brief as possible. The

student is given the chance to learn by doing, rather than learning from a

textbook approach. Secondly, the.student sees results of his efforts

immediately. If he makes An errori IIDA issues the message to "try again

entering (command indicated) exactly." The continuous feedback enables

the student to see his errors and correct them easily. It also teaches the

student the necessity for following the instructions exactly as issued, this

aspect will became even more important as the student learns Aditional

commihds and techniques.in Ptter instructional units and will also serve the

student well throughout the search experience. Third, the language of

Exercise 1 avoids information retrieval jargon. Terms such ah "boolean

4

1 perators" and the like are avoided where possrble and, where necessary, terms

te explaintd briefly. Fourth, and finally, the instruction avoids talking
*

dkrwn to the student and at the same time attempts to keep the tone friendly

but not "cUte." It is the view of the project staff that students who

undertake the program of instruction in online bibliographic searching are

motivated to learn something from which they can benefit. Hence, humorous

responses to errors and condescending affirmations are nOt used in IIDA.

Upon completion of Exercise 1 the student is invited to continue IIDA

with Exercise 2, Exercise 3, or an assisted search.'

1
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3.3 Exercise 2 .

-fteroise'2 not a tutorial exerciee in the sense that ExerCises 1 and

1 sre. Exercise 2 provides a chance for the student to perforp a search using :

the commands_ an.d strategy,learned in Exercise 1. Exercise 2 directs the e:

student to search on one of two suggested topics, but in actuality the student.

maY search.onany topic of his choice. The topics suggested were designed to

assure the student a fair degree of isuccess at searching because of the nulber

of items on the topics'in the data base and because the topics are familiar to

most peRple who read a daily newspaper or newelagazine.

The student selects his search topic and is informed of the data baSe to
1

select to do his,search. Both searches'should be performed in COMPENDEX.. It

is suggested Chat the student set a search goal for a specific number of

citationsi and ttien he is fuither encouraged to think about useful-search

'terms for a few moments. This is the student's "learning by doing" basic

'lesson in search strategy; the lesson will be given in greater detail in

Exercise 3.
/

The student uses the commands.intrOducedmin Exercise 1 to perform his

search. There are, however, a few restrictions:. the student is prohibited in

typing excessive numbers of citations; he is informed that, for example, four

citations in format 5 are sufficient to view a set. The student lay also-be

recomonded to use the /HELP facility for assistance. This is based on the

fact that the student's progress with the search is monitored by IIDA for both

syntax and strategy problems. When the studeht makes mistakes, IIDA instructs

the student as to his error and often suggests that he use /HELP. IIDA's

advice may be used or ignored, but the student nevertheless becomes familiar

which more of the options IIDA offers in the way of assistance. IIDA suggests

specific frames in /HELP for review on syntax or strategy.

Thus, Exercise 2 instructs the student in two ways: by allowing the

student'to do his awn search and to practice what was learned and by offering

assistance during the course of the search thereby teaching the student more

about the assistance available though IIDA.

-
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In Exercise 2 a limited ndmber of commands may be used. In Exercise' 3,

additional aommands an& tdphniques are introduced and become part of the

student's repertoi et.
I

Mcercise 3

Exeicise 3, taken as an instructional exercise-Tathera han as part of
..

T /HELP, is,struCtured in i. reference book format. The student first sees eight
. .

.

. ,.. ' .
4 ' .

.

. .. .

f
framesrwhich Introduce the'topics covered in the remaining 80 frames. An

eliplanation of%the contents of seven major sections of instruction is
4

pz-esentedL The major seotions are:

"

okeview of Basic Commands
'Ad.vinced Commands

Text Searching
Search Strategy
Database Descriptions
Beginning and Ending a SearCh
IIDA Facilities

A transcript of the eight introductory frames for Exercise 3 is included as

The eighv introductory frames are sten by the student in sequential

order. Following the eight frames, the student is given the choice of

continuing with instruction by entering a two-digit frame number for the frame

Of instruction he desires or of skipping instruction altogether and going on

to an assisted search..

If the student elects to continue with the instruction, he may select

any two digit frame number to begin his instruction. From that point he may

corkinue in as much or as little detail as he wishes. When following a

particular line of discussion in Exercise 3 the student is occasionally asked

-
to enter specific command& and is then able to view the system response to

those commands introduced. The various commands and responses do not comprise

a complete search as they do in gxercise 1.

The contents of Exercise 3 is sum imarized n the following section. A

complete transcript of the final 80 frames of Exercise 3 is included as

Exhibit 8.
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3.4.1. Review of Basic Commandb.

The basic commonds,introduced in,Exercise y are reviewed. The student
4

.
is given additional information on BEGIN, EXPAND, SELECT, COMBINE, TYPE, and

PAGE commands. The abbreviations for these basic commands are introduced and

the student is told that he can receive even more information on the full

BEGIN and use of BEGIN cammand to change files. The more detaiLed information

ia reserved for.hio use when he calls the /HELP facility during a search. New

information is given on selecting from EXPAND tables by using E-reference

numbers, using logical operators Ott and NOT, and selecting the appropriate

TYPE format for viewing items retrieved.

4 '

3.4.2 Advanced Commands.

-.Advanced commands and techniques are introduced for t4e first time.

Explanations are presented for file selection, limiting, the use of TYPE and

PRINT commands, Abbreviations for commands and logical operators, stacking,

use of the set rahge short cut, use Of the DISPLAY SETS.command, and use 'of

DIALOG's SEARCH SAVE feature. The student's knowledgq of the ypIN command is

expanded to include use of the command to change files. The FILE command is

introduced. LIMIT and LIMITALL cammands are introduced and the student is

inforMed of the availability of more detail on limiting to specific dates and

using multiple,criteria with the LIMIT cammands. A table of abbreviations of

commands, with examples of their use, is presented, and the student has an

opportunity to practice the use of time saving techniques of stacking and use

of ranges with the COMBINE command. The DIALOG feature SEARCH SAVE is

introduced for future reference.

3.4.3. Text Seirching.

Upon campletion of instruction on basic and advanced commands and

advanced techniques, the student is illitroduced to the concept of text

searching. Considerable detail is presented on the text searching techniques

with opportunities for the student to practice. Truncation, the use of

prefixes and suffixes, and the use of infixes are introduced and the student

practices sUch techniques as expanding using the AU= prefix and searching the

12-



ihtitle ield'using the /TI suffix. The infix symbols are introduced and a

table is presented on the use of each. Students are alerted in this section

to d a base dependent practices in text searching, and the fact that .

sear hable fields vary is explainedi This prepares the student for

fuIiire instructiOnal units on the individual data bases.

3.4.4. Search Strategy. 0

Definition of the search topic in ad4ance of going online, the analysis

o'f the search topic and the dividion of the topic into facets, use of short
/

cuts, and the importance of a search goal are stressed in the exercise., The

student is informed that more detail is available, during a search, on

specific strategy problems such as nuli'set generation, cycles of commands,

- and the formulation of logical strategies.

1.4.5. D'atabase Descriptions.

This group of frames tells the student about each of the IIDA

databases. ERIC, NTISI CONPENDEX, and ONTAP ERIC are first discussed

generally, as their.contents and coverage will' affett the student's choice for

searching. The student ie informed of database dependent search methods and

formats and is inv,ited to access the information through the help facility,.

3.4.6. Beginning and Ending the Search.

This group of frames reviews the login procedure for IIDA, and would

enable the student to begin his search, from the initial dialing to the

telecommunications network, on his awn. DIALOG and IIDA prompts are

explained, the LOGOFF command is explained, and system responses to BEGIN and

LOGOFF are discussed. The student is informed of the availability of time and

cost messages during the search.

3.4.7. IIDA Facilities,

This section introduces the IIDA diagnostic facility which is part of

the assistance mode, and discusses the /HELP facilities. Detailed accounts of

each are available in the more detailed frames available during the search.

- 13 -



4. CURRENT STATUS'OF DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF IIDA

The initial users of the IIDA system were engineering undergraduate

atudents at Drexel. Some,30 students enrolled in a technical writing course

participated in an experiment to test IIDA as a teacher of online

bibliographic searching. Students completed Exercises 1, 2, and 3, and then

were given the opportunity to do assisted searches on the topic for which they

were doing research for a term project. While the peiothance of the students

ad searchers is currently leing evaluated, and the results of the ex0eriment

will be reported in a later Quarterly Report, same informal observations are

in order here:

4,1. The Meaning of Bibliographic Searchin&

The initial students to use the system seemed to be workijg under a

misconception that they would retrieve the actual facts about ieir search

topic rather than citations. The instructional program was r Vised io reflect

this and naw contains a more thorough'explanation'of online' ibliographic

searching than, the IIDA staff originally believed to be nec ssary.

4.2. Learning Goals

The firat few students to receive IIDA training difinot seem to rearize

that they were to learn the basic commands presented i4/Exercise 1, but

appeared to expect that in Exercise 2 and subsequent searches they would be

told precisely what to do. After.only a half do4en subjects had completed the

first two exercises, IIDA staff rewrote the introductory matetial to Exercise

1 and indicated in that introduction that the student would be expected to use

what he had learned in subsequent exercises. The current Exercise I,

reflected in this report, stresses the,importance of the basic commauds and in

fact offers a short review of the commands at the end of the giercise.

4.3. Time Considerations

The original program allowed the student 90 seconds fram the end of the

system response to enter a command. After 90 seconds, IIDA issued a warning

that the student would be logged off if he did not issue a command. Many

14
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students camplained that that did not allow enough time to read and digest the

instructional material or, during a search, to decide what to do. The mdre

""computer literafe" subjects soon learned to simply enter a carriage return to

satisfy the requirevent. Others felt impelled to,issue a command and reportea

their feelings of time pressure in the uder questionnaires. As a result, the--

time limit was extended to 3 minutes. ,The rate and frequency of,comOlaints on

this feature immediately subsided.

4

4.4. Subject of exercise 1

The students who first tested IIDA used.the initial version of Exercise

1, which taught the basic coimands in the context of a search in ERIC (File 1)

on the subject of automated library circulation systems. After a few subjects

had completed the Exercise; informal conversation and camments made by the

subjects revealed that the topic was of so little interest to them that they

did not imderstand why such a topic was used. There was also some confusion

about the concept of "library." Apparently same misinterpreted the EXPAND

caMmand, and .thought that to see the alphabetical listing of terms, they

should enyr EXPAND LIBRARY no matter what term was to be EXPANDed. It was

after the initial subjects had completed the exercise that IIDA staff decided

to rewrite the exercige in COMPENDEX and to use a subject appropriate to that

file, the use ofisolar.energy 'for heating residential buildings.

4.5. Future Experiments

Plans for evaluation of the experiments undertaken at Drelsel are

discussed in Quarterly Report #3. That report also gives more detail on other

evaluations to be used.

At the time this report is written the final phase of the evaluation task

CI being conducted in the offices of Exxon Research and Engineering Company,

which has lent its facilities and recruited a large number of engineering

personnel to serve as test subjects. Some program revisions were made prior

to the start of dhis evaluation, based upon earlier feedback from subjects.

While no firm data is yet available, informal indications are that the Exxx

professional staff are performing better and liking the system ,better than th4

Drexel undergraduate students. More detail and analysis of this Aperiment

will be presented in Quarterly Report Number 8, in March 1980.

- 15
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EXHIBIT J. -- Introduction to. IIDA

WelcOme to IIDA. Would you like a brief introduction to
the use of the system? (y r n)

I?(v-
-

_

The system You are working with is called IIDA. Its PurPose is to
teach you how to perform computer assisted searches of bibliographic
files and to help you to do the searches.

0

The files you search contain title, author, subject and other such
descriptive terms, and often have an abstract. These records usually
describe publiShed articles or reports and-sometimes books..

W,hat you retrieve from a search is a list o'f citations and, abstracts,
not the articles themselves. We're sorry, but.you still have to order
the articles from your library.

You will be using a search system called DIALOG. DIALOG is a
comPutier Program that takes sour instructions and uses them to guide
a q_eafch of its files.

DIALOG has nearly 100 files, or 4kt.a bases, available for searching.
We.will be limited tO just !one of these for the purpose of this
exercise. .The single file to be searched is COMPENDEX, a file Produced
by the Engineering rndex, Inc., covering published information in all
fields of engineering.

IIDA. is not the search sy'stem. IIDA is a system that teaches how to
use.DIALOG and then .helps you to do so. After you have completed
your training,,You could searQh DIALOG directly, on sour own, or
use IIDA to help' you. For experimental purposes, we will a0 wou
to-continue using IDA for sour searches.

Would..you like mbre-information about IIDA?

I? Y

IIDA cc:insists of three training exercises and an assistance mode.
. The training-exercises are:

.

1. Basic search commands: the 7 basic commands that you need
\ to Perform i search;

2. A sample search, using each of the basic commands;
3. Advanced commands and search technioues: more commands and

ideas on how to use them. You can learn these at your own speed.
,They are optional.

The assistance mode is the Program that helps You do a seat"ch

on your own. It can be usect independently of the tr inin exercises.

A



LI.Def.ore. we get to the commands that you use for telring'DIALOG how to
do a search, let us cover a few Points about how to deal t.rith IIDA.

Any time vdu need help, use the command /help. You will b4 given.
access to-a library of information about using DIALbG and IIDA.

Sometimes, instead of lookin UP some information through /help, you
just want to know what to do next. You can get some advice by asking
for 'auick advice' or saying to IIDA /aa. The advice wou get will
be a general suggestion about how to Proceed. If you need a definition
of a command, or list of commalidt'availablep or other information,
ask.for /help.

.Would you like still more information about IIDA?

1
If You have entered a command and realize you've made a mistake, wou
can cancel it by typing @. As soon as you've typed the OP YOU can
begin entering sour new line of tape.

If you want to erase jUst one or a few c4srapeters that You've typed,
enter a f, once for'each character you want to erase, from right
to left. If you've typed IIDX you cail change it to IIDA bw tYPing IA.
The entire-line would look like IIDX#A, but the DIALOG computer would
see only IIDA.

;

To transmit a message, a line or .a command to the computer, alwaws twPe
a carriage return (button-marked RETURN). This is a signia that your
message is complete. We use the abbreviation CR for carriage return.
If your m4ssage is PielP, you type /helPCR.

When you are talking to DIALOG, and the comPuter is waiting for you
to give a command, it will PromPt you.with the symbols D?. When IIDA
wants you to provide some input, it says I?. It is dour turn to send
a message only' after vau've received one of these prompts.

Finally, whenever you are in one mode or exercise of IIDA and you want
.
to exit from it You can reply /done to a prompt from either IIDA or
DIALOG. Sof if you feel you've had enough instruction, or you want

4 to take a break, type /done.

Now, let's start the exercises.



EKHIBIT 2 -- Menu of Exercises

To beAin one of,the followinA enter its number:
Exercise 1: basic DIALOG comman.ds
Exercise 2: practice DIALOG search
Exercise 3: advanced commands and sear6h strateAy

4: search assistance on1v
Enter '/done' if you are finished with IIDA.

I? 1

2

A



EXHIBIT 3 -- Exercise 1

The purpose of doing a search through a system'such aTJ,LOG is.to
get information Quickly about what has:been Published on some subject
that you sPecifg. The high sPeed of searching t;ta computer gives you
Quick response and this enables you to trv*more than one apProach to

*defining your f_lbject, which you mav find necessary if you can't get
what you want right away.

'The records you retrieve are something like library'catalog cards,.
( ut usually have an a4ptract with them, to give you more information

about the article or book they describe.

The subject of the article iS4ponvewed by a group of words or Phrases
called DESCRIPTORS. These are asgigned to the recor.4 by indexers,
who are trained in both the subje-Ei matter and.in handling bibliographic
records.

You will learn in exercAse 3 that it is also Possible to search a .

record by searching for the occurrence of Particular Words in a title
or abstrac't'or descriptor field.

You conduct a search by sending to DIAMIG a series of commands telling
DIALOG what to search for, or what records tb type out to you on sour
terminal. IIDA contributes by teaching you the commands, Providing
advice on what to do next, and diagnosing your Performance, trying to
see if your seouence of commands shows signs of not leading to a
useful result.

'V

If IIDA detects a problem in the way you are conduct:ing your search,
it will tell you so, and you can act upon its messageS or ignore them.

The first thing you do,in a search is tell DIALOG X4hat data 6ase you

want to search. One way to do this is with the BEGIN command. There
is another way and there are other functions of BEGIN, but we'can ignore
them for now.

The BEGIN command, like all DIALOG commands, consists of a command and
an argument. The argument is the number of.the data base you want ta

. .

search.

We're now going to take you through a simple search. The 4ubject
of the search is the use of solar collectars or heat PUMPS in residential

buildings. You'll be told what to type. Type in exactly what
you're told and then you'll see' what DIALOG does with that comma

P
d.

Later on, YOU can do a search on your own. .

3



Enter BEGIN 8

D? begin 8
21nov79 11:40:51 User9002

$0.18 0.012 Hrs.Filel*
Fi1e8:COMPENDEX 70-79/AUG
(copr. Engineering Index Inc.)

Set Items Description (+=OR;*=AND;-=NOT)

You may have gotten more than iyou bargained for here. Ti;le BEGIN

command reSultS in some admindstrative infoymation from DIALOG. It

tells you.ng time ,and date of sour command, the amount of money
you've sp-VIT' until now, what data base or file You'.re working with or
arej 'An', and some other news that Oe suggest You ignore for now.

Normally, what you would see nekt would be a prompt sYmbol (D?) from

DIALOG. We've interrupted_for a moment to tell you what is coming next.

The next thing you probably want to do is ask DIALOG to search for
some subject termt. Suppose you want to- try finding what is available
in.COMPENDEX on solar collectors.

The command is SELECT, that is, DIALOG will select all the records
having this subject term.

Enter SELECT SOLAR COLLECTORS

DT sekect solar Collectors
1 4 SOLAR. COLLECTORS

What this means is that DIALOG has selected the recorciA that include
your search term ir them. The set of records retrieved is spt number 1.

This set has A records in it. DIALOG.then repeats sour set-defining
search term just as a r4micider to.you.

To revi you asked DIALOG to retrieve records contain4ng the term
solar co 1 ctors. It did this and then told You it had created set no. 1,
that this set had 4Lrecords in it, arid reminded you of the search term.

Knowing how many.records are in the set is intere%ting, but it doesn't

solve your problem. You'd probably like to see some of these recordll
to be sure they have what you want in them.

If you want to lopk at records, You have to tell DIAoLOG to type them
for you. The command is TYPE.

*'- )
It has a complicated argument that includes the 5,pt number to be typed,

-a code for what format that record is to be t,F.)ed' iny and what records

are to be typed.



Enter TYPE 1/2/1-2

tvPe 1/2/1-2

1/2/1'
'ID NO.- £1790966454 966454

SOLAR COLLECTOR PERFORMANCE: A DERENDENCE UPON COATINGS.
Wolf, Richard E.
DeSoto, Inc, Des Plaines, Ill
J Coat Technol v 51 n 652 Mad. 1979 P 49-53 CODEN: JCTEDL
DESCRIPTORS: (*W4TER HEATERg, *Solar), (SOLAR RADIATION, Absorption),

(PROTECTIVE COATINGS, Physical Chemistry), CARBON BLACK,
IDENTIFIERS: BLACK COATINGS, SOLAR COLLECTORS
CARD ALERT: 643, 539r,647, 801, 802, 804

1/2/2
ID NO6- E1790534306 934306
DYNAMIC MODELING OF WATER- AND AIR-HEATING SOLAR COLLECTORS.
Savers, C. William; HofMann, Mark
Drexel Univp Philadelphia, Pa
Int Heat Transfer Confp 6thp Toronto, (Int, Aug 7-11 1979 Publ, by

Natl Res Counc of Can, Toronto, Ont,p1978. Available from Hemisphere
Publ Corp, Washington, DC v 2 P 147-151

DESCRIPTORS: (*HEAT TRANSFER, *Radiation),'SOLAR CELLS,
IDENTIFIERS: SOLAR COLLECTORS, DYNAMIC MODELS
CARD ALERT: *641,

6

.

W t sou just saW was the fiTst two records af sour set tsPed in what,
we call format 2.. It looks something Like a library catalog caTdp
and is,meapt to* You can see the title, author's name, source (i.e.,
what journal it was published in), dates and so on. These'records
don't include ahstracts. To get abstracts sOu use.a different format
number. The type outs are longer. We'll show sou one later.

If You'd been really lucks, sour search might have ended right here.
But these records don't seem to be the best answer to our original
ouestion (which was the use of solar collectors or heat PUMPS in.
residential building0.

16.Masbe we should consider some other. wads 9f expressing our subject.
For example, do we search for heat PUMP, heat pumpS, or what? It
would be nice if Oe had a dictionars to look in, to see what terms
are to be found in the DIALOG files. We do have one and we search it
with a command called EXPAND.

I.



- Enter EXPAND. HEAT PUMPS

D? expand heat PUMPS
Ref Index-term Type Items RT
Ll HEAT PUMP DEHUMIDIFIER-- 1

E2 HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE---
-E3 HEAT PUMP PROCESS
E4 HEAT PUMP STATIONS .

ES. -HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS 515
E6 -HEAT PUMPS 6

E7 HEAT RADIATION 3

EB HEAT RAWER- 4

E9 HEAT RATE 1

El0 HEAT RATE WST
Ell HEAT KECLAIM 1

E12 HEAT RECOVEW( 43 1-

E13 HEAT RECOVERY BOILERS,- 3
E14 HEAT RECOVERY EQUIPMENT 1

E.15 HEAT RECOV,ERY. EXCHANGER- 1

Eli) HEAT RECOVERY EXCHANGERS 1

E17 HEAT RECOVERY
INCINERATION SYSTEMS-- 1

E18 HEAT RECOVERY METHODS---
E19 HEAT RECOVERY NETWORKS-- 1

-more-
.

You have retriev50 a segment of an alPhabetiCally-ordered list of terms--
all the terms ased in COMPENDEX records. The word You searched on is
on line 6, marked with tqe hyphen before it.

.

The left-hand column gives a'line nUmber on this display. E is for
expand. El is line one of the expand display.

The right-hand column t011s vou how mans records in COMPENDEX
contain this term. We can see that heat PUMPS occurs in 6 records, and"
heat PUMP systems occurs in 515.

From this display we can see that it will be worthwhile searching
on heat PUMP systems as well as heat PUMPS.

We can also see that there may be more useful terms that did not
apPear on this display. Whenever you see the notation -more- on a
DIALOG display, you can Oive the scommand PAGE to see the next 'pasle'.



4.)

Enter PAGE

0? paAe
Ref Index-term TypeItems RT
E20 HEAT RECOVERY STEAM

GENERATORS - 1

E21 HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEMS 10

E22 HEAT RECCWERY WHEELS
£23 HEAT RECUPERATOR 1

E24 HEAT RECUPERATORS 1

E25 HEAT REGENERATORS. 1

£26 HEAT REUECTION
£27 HEAT REJECTION CONTROL 1

E28 HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM
£29 HEAT REJECTION SYSTEMS 1

l't30 HEAT RELEASE 6

E31 HEAT RELEASE RATE
E32 HEAT RELEASE RATES 1

£33 HEAT REMOVAL TROFFERS 1

£34 HEAT REQUIREMENTS 1

£35 HEAT REQUIREMENTS OF
ROOMS 1

E36 HEAT RESISTANCE 375

£37 HEAT RESISTANT ALLOY 1

-more-

The PAGE command has given us a continuation of the exPand di%a74ay.
As long as we see -more-4 we could continue to PAGES but this. se4ms to

-be enough. We don't:see any mew terms we'd like to use.

Let's retrieve records containina i-ieat PUMPS or heat PUMP systems.

To do this, first 8ELECT each of these terms.

Enter SELECT HEAT PUMPS

DT select heat PUMPS
2 6 HEAT PUMPS

Enter SELECT HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS

DT select heat PUMP systems
3 515 HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS

Now you have created two more Sets, numbers.2 and 3. Note that

DIALOG numbers them for you.

It would nOw seem useful to form a sinAle set that contained either

'solar collectors or heat PUMPS or heat PUMP sYstems.

3



.C.nter COMBNE 1 OR 2 OR 3 ,

DT coMbine 1 or 2 or 3
1.7* 4 522 1 OR 2 OR 3

Set A contains 522 records. A record in.set-4 has either the term
solar collectors or heat PumPs or heat PUMP swstems in it. Set 4
is called the union of sets 1, 2 and 3. The logical operator for
creating the union of two or more sets is OR.

SuPpose wte want records which ar'e in set 4, but also mention the term
resiaential. Again, we have to SELECT first.

Enter SELECT RESIDENTIAL

DT select residential
5 1168 RESIDENTIAL

Remember, we wanted to create'a set'of records that are on both the
subject of the energw devices andeon residential applications.

Think for a moment how wou might:do this.

Here is how it is Abne in DIALOG.

Enter.dliMBINE 4 AND 5

DT combine 4 and 5
6 51 4 AND 5

1/4

4

Set 6 has 51 records in it. It is called the intersection of sets 4
and 5.

Let's look at a recovd of set 6.

-Enter TYPE 6/5/1

D? twpe 6/5/1
6/5/1 t

ID NO.- E1790861683 961683
NIEVERTEMPERATURFLAECHENHEIZUNG IN NUTZBEREICH NEUER ALTERNATIVENER-

GIEN AUS SONNE, LUFT, ERDE UND WASSER. $left° bracket$
Low-TemPerature Heating Using Sun, Atmosphere and Ground as Source of
Heat $right bracket$ .

Lindner, Helmut
Abteilung Forsch-Entwickluna-Anwendungstech Leverkusen, Ger
Elektrowaerme Int Ed A v 36 n A4 Jul 1978 P A224-A227 CODEN:

EIEADN



Low-temperature heating in the Tange from $Plus$ 50 to $plus$ 25

and technical limitations are known. The use of heat PUMPS recovering
heat from several environmental sources for space-heating Purposes is
part of the efforts m de to save energy and to 'reduce the costs of

heating. Low-temper ture, radiators with a large convectivearea are
already available and Noor heating systems using low-temperature
water offfer a number of advantages. Such large-surface heating
systems must, however, be designed, dimensioned and installed with
great car,. TAe system cannot.only be used for space heating in new
residential buildings but can also be used.in existing buildings. In

Gqrman.
DESCRIPTORSt *HEAT PUMF' SYSTEMS: SOLAR ENERGYr

We used format 5 this tiMe and got an abstract as well as the citation.
We also sPecified that we wanted only one record typed. The abstract
is useful, but time Consuming. You have to learn to-use your judgment
about which format tb use.

At this Point, you might decide c)1J got what you wanted and end
the earch.. Before you do, though, you might want to.review the sets
you', e created just to be sure you used the right terms and combinatorial
logic. This will give us a chance to how you how IIDA's help Program
works.

Enter /HELP

DT /qi@/helP
HELP is available on the following:

1. Definitions of search commands and techniaues.
2. Advice on current Problems, if anw
3. Commands given in thissearch
4. Sets created in this search
5. Records viewed -- a summary
6. Errors made a summary
7. Descriptors used -- a summary
8. Change to another exercise/mode.

(Note that it's ok,to give an rIDA comaand folfbwing a DIALOG prompt).

ir
Enter 4 to review the W.-s you've cteated.

cDT 4

4



SET SET 'AVG.
CMI) NUM SIZE REFS REL. COMMAND EXTENDED ARGUMENT

, 1 4 2 0.00 select
6 .-1 6 1 0.00 select
7 3 515 1 0.00 select
8 4 522 1 0.00 combine

9 1168 1 0.00 Select
10 6 51 1 0.00,Pointline

solar collectors
heat PUMPS
heat PUMP systems
.(solar collectors) or (heat PumPs) or

(heat PUMP systems)
residential.
((solar collectors) or (heat pumps) or

(heat PUMP wstems)) and residential

This shows you the set numbers. set sizesr commands used. and the

arguments that defined the sets. Ignore the othe'r columns for now.

The helP Pk:1gram asks gou what you want to do next. SuPPose gou want

to go back to your search. You can exit from help and return to the
search all at once by giving sour next DIALOG command,

Assuming you were satisfied with this search. wou could tell DIALOG you
are.done by giv-ing its searchnterminating command.LOGOFF.
Enter LOGOFF when prompted.

D? logoff
21nov79 11:52:55 User9002

$2.93 0.195 Hrs File8 4 DescriPleors

r

-
You've now completed a search. DIALOG has logged you off and ended with
a statement of the time, date, and.cost of your search.

You've also completed IIDA's exercise 1. You should be reads to do a
search on your own.. Remember a few Points, The commands we introduced
were:

BEGIN to start and choose a fire
SELECT to retrieve records containing a term
T PE to have DIALOG twpe the records on your terminal
C MBINE to form new sets'by combining existing ones

- EX'AND to look in DIALOG's dictionary
PA E to see thenext Page of-the dictionary
L OFF to end a search
ELP to get IIDA's assistance.

Terminating Exercise 1.
To begin one of the following enter its number:

Exercise 1: basic DIALOG commands
Exercise 2: Practice DIALOG search 4

Exercise 3: Advanced commands and search strategy
4: search assistance only

Enter '/done' if you are finished with IIDA.

4.1?



EXHIBIT Exercise 2

Exercise 2 allows ou to practice searching on DIALOG.
It is possible to perform a successful search on a rather sPecific
'toPic using only the six basic commands learned in Exercise 1. Practice
your,search skklls bw finding citations on one of the
following topics using COMPENDEX (file.8):

1. Asphalt paving for roadand byidge surfaces
2. Passive solar energy used to heat residentia,1 buildings

In this practice exercise wou should try variods approaches to searching
while directing your efforts to the goals.specified above. In the
future, determine before beginning to search whether you are.looking for a
few relevant items on the s6bject or whether you are after an exhaustive
bibliograpfty.

Take a moment to thinkof some terms which are likelw to
\/appear in citations on 'the topic wou have chosen. Note terms which

you will.use in developing,wour search. For examPle, wou might plan. to
EXPAND the term 'solar' to see terms useful in a search on 'solar heating'.
Or consider EXPANDing the term 'asphalt' for terms which maw. be useful
in a search ori,.'asphalt paving.'.

To assist you sin'Yodr search, we would like to.know the
approximate size of the final set you intend to create. Please
enter a number to indicate this maximum size.

;

I? 30
IIDA will now place a telephone call, to the DIALOG

retrieval sustem via the TYMNET telecommunications network. This may
take 4 minute or two.

'40



EXHIBiT 5 -- DIALOG Logon for Assistance Mode

Enter sour IIDA identifier: 0099021pa

Welcome to IIDA. Would you like a brief introduction to

the use of the system? (v or n)

IT n
To begin o64 of the following..enter its number:

Exercise 1: basic DIALOG comman4s
Exercise 2: Practice DIALOG search
Exercise 3: advanced commands and search strategy

4: search assistance only
Cnter '/done' if you are :finished with IIDA.

.1? 4
TO assist you in your search, we would like to know the

approximate size of the final set You intend to creates. Please

enter a number to indicate this maximum size.

I? 20
IIDA will now Placp a telephone call to the DIALOG

retrieval system 'via the TYMNET telecommunications network. This may

take a minute or two.
Telephone 1 will be used.
11/20/79
delay:
11/20/79

1624.1 est Tue

1624.5 est Tue
355843 !' "1 'b

Phone connection made to TYONET.
From host: nti
TYMNET responding'
Logging onto DIALOG.
News from DIALOG:
WWWWWWWW LOGON File1 Tue 20nov79 16:25:32'Port04E

FILES 3 AND 16 ARE OFFLINE . . .

DIALOG AVAIL. REGULAR HOURS DURING U.S.
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY PERIOD.

REGISTER ONLINE FOR BEST OF UPDATE IN

LONDON ON DECEMBER 7. SEE ?NEWS.
NEW DISCLOSURE (FILE 100) NOW AVAILABLE
WITH HALF HOUR FREE CONNECT TIME IN NOV

WHITE HOUSE CONF. HOTLINE (FILE 202).
You are now connected to Lockheed DIALOG retrieval system--

Choose data base 1, 6, 8, or 201 with the BEdIN command

D? begin1
20nov79 16:25:59 User7303

$0.44 0.009 Hrs Filel*
Filel*:ERIC 66-79/OCT

Set Items DescriPtion (+=OR;*=AND;-=NOT)



EXHIBIT 6 -- Failure to log onto DIALOG

Telephone 2 will be used.
11/21/79

delay:
11/21/79

1154.8 est Wed

1156.2 est Wed
335240

call: Unable to complete connection to external device.
unable to phone the TYMNET network.

Since our call via TYMNET was unsuctessful, IIDA will try to
-place a call to DIALOG via the. TELENET telecommunications network.
Again, this may take a,minute or two.
Telephone 2 will be used.
11/21/79. 1156.4 est Wed
delay: .85645 IO'b
11/21/79 1157.6 est Wed
call: Unable to comPlete connection to external device.
unable to.phohe the TELENET Network.
The login process has failed.
To.auit IIDA, enter: stop.
To try phoning Telenet, enter: ph te
To try phoning Tymnet, enter: ph ty'

IT

r
stop
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EXHI-Art 7 -- Exercise 3: Frames 1-8

Exercise 3 introduces some new 16ommands and techniaues and
reviejik some of the material you learned in Exercise 1. You will see
eight frames which describe the contents of the exercise, after which
you..will have two options:

(1) You may use the eight frames a a table of contents for the help
librarv when you go on to do an assisted search. You maw access the
detailed information when you use the help library.

(2) You may use the eight frames as an introduction to Exercise 3 and
when wou have seen all eight, go back and take the detailed instruction.
sfou will be instructed on how to do the units after You've seen the
eight frames. You will have the opportunity to practice the new
commands and techniaues if You chookshis option.

Remember that you may correct errors by entering e to erase a line and
* to erase one or more characters. Then enter the correct ciammand and
follow sour entry with a carriage -return.

,
ontents of Instructional Units

.

a (1) Review of Basic Commands
- begin, expand, selects page, combine, type, logoff

b (2) Advanced Commands
- file selection, limiting, tYpe and Print, abbreviati

time-saving techniaues, search save
c (3) Text Searching

- searching for words or phrases embedded'in larger
sentences or ParagraPhs

d (4) Search Strategy
planning the search in advance

e (5) Database Descriptions
contents and use of data bases

f (6) Beginning and Ending the Search %

how to initiate sour conversation with DIALOG and
how to sign off when you're finished

g (4,) IIDA Facilities
how to use IIDA during sour search

Strike the carriage return when you are ready to see the next frame.

Basic Commands
In order for You to Perform a search an understanding of six
basic commands is necessary. The commands are:

a (11) BEGINn - to start a new search and select a file
b (12) EXPAND to view the data base dictionary
c (13) SELECT to create a set
d (14) COMBINE to combine two or more sets
e (15) TYPE to display records at your terminal
f (16) PAGE to browse through the dictionary

Definitions for the lasic commands are available for review.
Strike the carriage return when ,3ou are ready to see the next frame.
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Advanced Commands
(Jse of a few commands and techniaues beyond the'basic coMmands
will enable you to save time and Perform your search more
efficiently.
Explanations for the following advanted commands and techniaues
are available:.

a (21) Abbreviations of commands
b r22) Short cuts for command entry
c (23) DISPLe SETS command

to review previously created sets: DS
d (24) Limiting

how to reduce the size of a set with subject terms
e (25) TYPE and PRINT

- how to display records
f (26) File Selection ,

- how to choose a new file to search: FILE, BEGINn
g (27) Saving the Search for l4ter execution

. Strike the carriage return when you are reads to see the next frame.

Text Searching
Text searching *enables you to search for words or Phrases in the text
of a title or abstract. It is distinguished from a term search in that
in text searching wou do not specify .the entire..content of an information
.element, just a word or Phrase within it. For example, to search on an
author's name using a term search, YOU must give the name exactly as it is
stared in the computer. To find 'any occurence of the term 'shale
YOU can ask the computer to look for this in any Part of a title or abstract
Instructional units are available on the followinN text searching techniaueS

a (31) Truncation - searching on an incomplete term or ward stem
b (32) Prefixes & Suffixes searching of Particular Parts

of the database
c (33) Infix operators - specifying word proximity and order

Strike the carriage return when you are readij to see the next frame.

Search Strategy
To make the best use of on-line facilities, a Preplanned
approach to the search is essential. This Plan is called a Search
Strategv.
Details are available on:

a (41) Planning the Search
b (42) What to do about null sets
c (43).Logical search formulations
d (44) Seauences of commands

Strike the .carriage return when wou are ready to see the next frame.

Databases
Descriptions of four databases are available for your review. Each
description'includes information about the subject of items in the
file, sources of information, and Particular instructions for
searciliing the file. Database-dependent techniaues such as
LIMITing, using prefixes and suffixes, and using various TYPE
formats are spelled out in detail.

a (51)*ERIC File 1 Educational. Materials
b (52) NTIS File 6 Government-sponsored research and reports
c (53) COMPENDEX File 8 Engineering Index
d (54) ONTAP.ERIC File 201 -..Online Training & Practice (Educatioft)

Strike the carriae return when You are reads to see the next frarte.
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Begini=ling and Ending a Seirch
The instructions spelled out in this unit are aVailable-fróm the

IIDA assistant.
The following instructions are available on-line for reviE;w:

a (61) Getting on the System'
- how to connect your terminal to the computer

and the retrieval system
b (62) Beginning the Search.

- how to initiate Your conversation with DIALOG
and picking a database /

c (63) Ending the Search
- how to sign bff when you complete Your searah

Strike the carriage return when you are ready to see the next frame.

IIDA Facilities
IIDA is designed to help vdu with actual.searches as well as Proy.iding
basic instruction in sear(ch commands and techniaues. IIDA canTtelP

you in three ways: .

.

1.

1. IIDA is flexible: You may ask IIDA for Quick advice bY enteirng /aa .

Assistance with choosing descriptors is available by 'ente'ring Ida

(destriptor assistance). Finally, if you feel that'IIDA is raising too

many conditions and sending wou too many messages, enter /slack .

IIDA will then slacken off.
2. IIDA diagnostic tacilities will be with you throUghout your search

1
to Point out unproductive conditi ns and offer remedies.
You have the choice of acbePting IDA's recommendations or of
continuing is you were. IIDA will merely remind wou of such
occurrances as null sets, unused sets, and similar conditions
which maw affect your results.

a (71) Diagnostics
6

3. IIDA's /ALP facilities enable You US ask for help when WQ1-1 feel you-

need it. Besides /help for the table of twPes of help, you may enter

any of the following abbreviations for help during the search:

/h1 definition of commands (the library)
/h2 - advice on cUrrent problems
/h3 - commands given in this search
/h4 sets created in this search
/h5 summary of records viewed in this search
/h6 - sumkary of errors made i

/h7 - suMm ry of descriptors used
/h8 - chane to another exercise or mode

Strike the crriage r turn when you are ready to see the next frame.

You have seen thg. ntroductory frames of Exercise 3.
You now have two options:
(1) to see more detail on.any of the topics listed above,
enter the two-digit frame number preceding the topic of interest.

(2) Jo begin sour search in Assistance Mode, enter '/done'.

Enter a letter, any frame number, or /done

/done
Returning to the main Program.
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EXHIBIT 8 - Detailed Instructional FrAmes - Raetecise 3

Special characters are found in the firstrcolumn on many'lines.
They will be explained in context in Report #6; a summary interpretation
follows:

Character 'Explanation

A 5,digit frame number 411am-a
Pause for user respoddb (not in Exercise 3 as HELP)

A User response must match one of these lines (not in Ex. 3 as HELP)
$1:w.rmet . . Print tilts 114 0191y when frame,is accessed as HELP
$(ill else) Piint only these lines when-frgine is accessed ai a menu in HELP

Print the4present time and date
X00ail 4

BEGINn
The BEGINn command Ls used to start a search. The most direct way
to start the search Ls to use BEGIIN with n, the number of the file
you want to search. To do this. enter
BEGINn
where n is tne number of tha,,database'you want to search.
There are four files available to you through IIOAt
File 1 (education), Fite.6 (governeent soonsored research,
technical reports) File 45 (40.4ineering) and File 201
(abbreviate() ERIC file, 1975 records only).*
The system resoonse to yOur BEGIN command is-Oate, time,
and a serial rumber alon'g with cost datA and time in the last
file.. The file number and name of the fLI,e you have seleG,ted
will also be returned. When YOU receive a prompt, enter
your next command. When you use the BEGIN com)eand all previous
set numbering is restarted at one, work done to that ooint
Is erased, and timing starts anew.
Enter BEGIN1 a

'begin/ . 9
SEntering BEGIN1, for example. yieldst
User7005
S0.08 0.005 Hrs'Fltel.

Filelt ERIC
Set Items Description (+=OR:=AND:-=NOT)

........
You may abbreviate the BEGIN command by entering 8 and the file
number. Information is available on use of the full BEGIN. which
Ls used by searchers who oerfcre numerous searches each day,
and on use of BEGIN to change files when searching several files
at-the same online session.
SMore detail Ls available on* 1

a (111) Full BEGIN
b (112) Changing FlUes

SEnter a OIALOG command or the letter of the unit you wish to see.
z110012
EXPAND
The EXPAND command enables you to examine an index of terms relatedl
either alphabetically or by subject to the term which is of interest
to You. Expanding a term to be used in the search does not create
sets of citations but helps YOU to identity useful terms which
you will use later in set-creating steos of the search. To examine
terms related to the term wnich is of interest to you. enter
EXPAND term where term is the word or ohrase of interest.
Enter EXPAND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
0exoand infcrmation retrieval

information retrieval
-einformation retrieval

3
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$EnterIng EXPAND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, for example. yields:

Ref Index-term Type Items RT

El INFORMATION PROCEStING
MODEL- 1

E2 INFORMATION PROCESSING
THEORY 2

E3 INFORMATION PROCESSOR
1

E4 INFORMATION PRODUCTION 1

E5 INFORMATION RErERRAL
CENTERS 2

E6 -INFORMATION RETRIEVAL-' 2191 22

'E7 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
(PSYCHOLOGICAL) 2

E8 INFORMATION RETRIrVAL
CENTER ON THE DISA0V 2

E9 INFORMXTION RETRIEVAL
OEMONSTRAT/ON AND RE 1

Ell) INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
ii MECISION 1

Ell INFORMATION RETRIEVAL.
TELEVISION, 3

-more-

The column headed 'Ref° lists E-reference numbers for the term;

under °Index-tere are the terms related alphabetically to your term%

under °Items° are the number of items in the database which use the

terms. You may abbreviate the EXPAND command by simply enterIng

E instead of the word EXPAND.

$More detail is available on
a (121) Exoanding authors names

$Enter.a DIALOG command or the letter of the entry you ilish to see.*

Z00013
Basic Commands a. SELECT
SELECT is the first set-creating command used for a search. SELECTIng a

term creates a set of records containing tPat index term. The term

mey be a single word or a multiple-word phrase. A set createo by the

SELECT command will most likely be combineo with other sets by use of the

COABINE command. You may SELECT from a Previous EXPAND table or,you

may SELECT a'term directly. The system will respond with a unique set

number, the number of Items in the set, and a recapitulation of term or

terms selected. To use the SeLECT command, enter SELECT term her

'term is the term of interest, or SELECT En where 'n° is the E-r ference

number from the previous EXPAND list.
*Enter SELECT COMPUTER
"select computer
SEnterIng SELECT COMPUTER, for examole. 'yields:

1 11467 COMPUTER
The SELECT you have lust entered is the direct SELECTion of a term. A direct

SELECT reouires that the spelling of the term as vou enter it eaual th .

spelling of the term as the term is Indexeal otherwise you will receive a null

set (no Postings for the tern entered). If this haociens, it might be wise to

EXPAND the term or try another spelling.
To SELECT -from an EXPAND table., enter SELECT and the E-reference 6umber.

*Enter EXPAND COMPUTER
y 'expand computer

%Entering EXPAND COMPUTER, for example, yields!

Ref Index-term Type Items RT

EL COMPUTEO 575



As.

,E2 COMPUTED ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION-- 1.

E3 COMPUTEER 1

E4
ES COMPUTEK MODEL 400-20

COMPUTER 1.

E6 -COMPUTER 11467

(7 COMPUTER ACCESSED
MICROFICHE LIBRARY 1

ES COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 3

E9 COMPUTER AIDED CIIAGNOSIS 1

E10 COMPUTER AIDED
INSTRUCTION-- ----- 4

Eii COMPUTER AIDED
. INSTRUCT/ON CENTER

(12 COMPUTER AIDED LEARNING-. 5

E13 COMPUTER AFDEO LEARNING
PACKAGES

-more-

eil

*Enter SELECT E2
'select 02
SEntering SELECT.E2, for xlmple. yieldst

2 i COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
E61 COMPUTER

You may abbreviate SELECT by entering S term or S En instead of spelling

out SELECT. It Ls possible to SELECT a range of.terms.froehan EXPAND table.

and to SELECT many related terms based on the same term, even if vou are

unsure of the exact term as indexed."
SMore detail Ls available on

a (131) SELECTing a range of terms
b (132) SELECTing When unsure of exact term (truncation)

SEnter a DIALOG Command or the letter of the entry you wish to see

U10014
Basic Commands - COMBINE
The COMBINE ccumand Is used with logical ocerators AND. Ok. and NOT
to create new sets from combinationf-of other sets or by
excluding el-ements from already created sets. The COMBINE command
Is always used with set.numbers, not with terms or-groups of terms.
To use the COPBINE command enter COMBINE x logical ooerator y
.where x. is one set number and y the other set number and logical operator
is either ANO. OR, or NOT.
Enter S COMPUTER: S INSTRUCTION
'S COMPUTER; S INSTRUCTION
-s computer: s instruction
's comouter:s instruction
SEntering S OCMPUTER; S INSTRUCTION, for example. yijlds:

3 11467 COMPUTER
4 46721 INSTRUCTION

Enter COMBINE '3 AND 4
-combine 3 and 4
"combine 3and4
-c 3 and 4
-c 3and4
-c3anA4
:Entering COMBINE 3 AND 4 yields:

5 147 3 AND 4
The response to your COMBINE command Is a new set number,
the number of items in the set, and a recacituiation of the sets

combined.

3 3 E,



ince you used the logical operator AND, the resultant
set consists of those items in the file wtich use botn terms.

You may abbreviate the COMBINE command by entering C Instead

of COMBINE.

*More detail on the COMBINE command is available.
a (141) Use of Logical Operators
b (142) Combined Logical Operations

SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter of the entry Yik4 wish to see.

%00015
- Basic Command% - TYPE
,The TYPE c'ormend is used when you want to see items from S pamticular

previously retrieved set, when you hee completed your search, or
when you want to browse through a nuMber of items to determine

lf you are near Your search goal. Use the'TYPE command by entering

TYPE s/f/m-n where s is the set number, f is the number of tha bibliographic

format in which you wish to see the item, and m n are the numbers,,inclusive

of the Items you wish to soe.
Eight formats are available for most of the database files. The formats

which you will use most often are formats 2 (gives the bibliographic

'record except for the atistract), 6 (gives title only). and 5 (gives the

bibliographic information,and the abstract is well). For examole:

Enter TYPE 10/6/1.
type 10/6/1

-type 10/6/1
-t 10/6/1
-t10/6/1
10/6/1
%Entering TYPE 10/6/1, for,example. yIeldss
E01212900

Impact of On-llne Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users. 1974-75

The number Oisolayed.ls the accession number of the document. Format

6 is helpful in some cases, but you will Probably find formats 2 and

5 give you more needed information.
If you fail to specify the nUmber or range of items to be typed.

'the system will automatically give you the first item (most recent

addition to the file). If you fall to soecify a format, the system

will default to Format 2 and give you the
first citation. It is preferable to specify the set number, format,

and number of Items you wish jo view to be certain you get all the

Information you nasal.. The TYPE command may lie abbreviated simply T.

SOetails on the eight TYPE formats
Sand on the direct TYPE are available:

a (151) TYPE formats
b (152) Direct TYPE with Accession Number

%Enter a DIALOG command or the letter of the details you wish to see.

Z00016
Bisic Commands - PAGE
The PAGE command Is used to continue the display of a table or

record. PAGE is used with the EXPANO command when the number

ot related items to your term exceeds the number which can be

displayed in cne frame.
The word "-more-" appearing beneath a table or list denotes

that the listing is incomplete. To view aoditional lines,
simply enter PAGE as many times as needed to complete the listing.

If all the information you need Ls displayed on the first

page, then disregard the "7more-a and continue with your search.

%00021
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Abbreviations
Each keystroke taken to enter a command takes time and costs money.
Therefore it is good practice to abbreviate the command and close
uo the soace between the command and its argument. The
following table gives commands, abbreviations, and examples.
COMMAND ABBREVIATION EXAMPLE .OF USE

BEGINn Bn
EXPAND
SELECT
COMBINE
TYPE
LIMIT
LIMITALL LALL
LIMITALL/ALL LALL/ALL
PAGE

te.

BEGIN1 = 81
EXPANO unions = Eunions
SELECT unions = Sunions
COMBINE 1 AND 2 = C1AND2
TYPE 5/6/1-2 = 15/6/1-2
LIMIT i/MAJ = L1/MAJ
LIMITALL/MAJ = LALL/MAJ
LIMITALL/ALL = LALL/ALL
PAGE = P

You may also abbreviate the4ogical operators:
AND = *
OR = + ,r

NOT = -
Recall that it does nkt matter whether a space is entered between'
the command and its argument, and that,uoper or lower case may be used
to enter commands. Closing up the so4king and using lower case will
save you time.
X00022
Short-cuts
Just as abbreviating commands will save time, so will the use of two
basic short cuts. Stacking consists of,entering several commands
on one line, separated by semicolons (;), followed by a single carriage
return. The set range short cut, which allows you to COMBINE many
sets, using the same logical operator, wil) save you the trouble of
entering a long succession of COMBINE commands.
SOetails on the use of two short cuts are available:

a (221) Stacking
b (222) Set range short cut

SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter of the entry you 'Wish to see,

X00023
Display Sets Command
The DISPLAY SETS command ma -b-e used at any time you receive the

prompt. This command is u ed when you wish to see a review of the
sets.you have created thu ?ar,n Your search. The system
will respond with a listing of all the sets created.
This reponse will allow you to see, at a glance. what terms you have
selected and which sets you have combined with other sets by
the use of logical operators. The DISPLAY SETS command may be
abbreviated simply 'ids'.
X00024
Limitihg
Two advanced commanas. LIMIT Old LIMITALL, can be used to trim the
search output. The limiting commands restrict the sets already created
according to particular criteria such as publication date or a specific
range of accession numbers. LIMIT differs from other commands you
have used in that Li is dependent on the particular database in which
you are working. LIMIT applies to previously created sets: LIMITALL
is a condition you specify which you want to apply to sets that will
be cr'eat4c1 in the future.
Use LIMIT- by entering LIMIT s/suffixA where s Ls the set number and
suffix is the particular suffix code for tne criteria by which yOu

,want the set or sets restricted.
Enter SELECT COMPUTERS

'3- 5
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'select comcuters
SEnterIng'SELECT COMPUTERS, for example, yields:

8 99 computers
Enter L4NIT 8/MXJ
'limit 8/mai
SEntering LIMLT 8/MAJ yields:

9 23 8/NAJ
,You have limited the sef created by the SELECT command to those

'citations forlwhich COMPUTERS is used as tne MAJOR descriotor,

or the primary term which describes the conteats of the
document; Note that by limiting by MAJOR descriptor you have

trimmed the size of the'set considerably.
You may abbreviate the LIMIT command by entering simply L with the

appropriate suffix. The other criteria by which you can LIMIT are

discussed ir more detail in instructional unit 241.

The .LIMITALL function performs similarly, except that uoon

entering LIPITALL you will limit all subsequently formed sets. Hence,

the use of LIMITALL does not reaulre a set number since the LIMITALL

condition acolied to sets that will be created. To use the command,

enter LIMITALL/suffix where ',suffix is the appropriate suffix which

'specifies a limiting restriction. The same suffixes are used with

LIMIT and LLNITALL.
When you Wish to cancel the LIMITALL condition, 'enter LIMITALL/ALL

and future sets will nct be limited.
SMore detail is available on LIMITING suffixes:

S. a (241) Limiting criteria and suffixes
SEnter a DIALOG command or °a° lf you wish to Os tile detailed Information.

700025
TYPE and PRINT

's.The TYPE command,ls used when you wanf to view items from a particular

previously retrieved set. To use the commard enter TYPE s/f/m-n where

s is the number of the set of interest. f Is the format number for

the for,mat lr which you wish to see the items displayed, and m-n is

the range of items you with to see.Format options aret

1 - Accession number
2 - Full record extep abstract,'

3 - Bibliographic -7 ion
4 - Abstractflod jc on number only
5 - Full rec-ord

Title onl

/

7 - Bibliog ao'4t,44:, ation without indexing
8 - Title ith t indexing only

The PRINT command is used with the same format numbers, and the command

Ls usid in'the same way. Instead of orInting the Items on-line,

the citations are printed off-lIne and mailed to you. The PRINT

command Ls rot available for your use at the present time through

ILIA. It is a good service to take advantage of when you perform

searches in the futuret it will save oniPlIne time and cost. when

you do use the PRINT command. It is still good practice to TYPE

out a few of the items from your final set before PRINTIng to

be certain that the items maftt your search requirements.

700026
File Selection
BEGINn and FILEn are c.ommands used to begin searching in a oarticular

file. Either command may be usea to change files during the course

of your search. The oulckest way to begin any search is to use

the command BEGINn. (n denotes the number of the file You wish to

search In.) This command is abbreviated simply 8n.

Use of the BEGIN command causes 'all work done up to that time to

be erased and set numbering to begin again at 1. Time ana cost

0- 6 4i
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data is reOcrted whenever you use BEGINn. Each time you olan to
change files cr begin searching a new topic altogether by using
8EGINn, you should complete all operations and disolays of items
in the Hold" file unleSs you want to recreate all the sets or
use the SEARCH SAVE feature of the system to save your search.
A second -file selection command is FILEnt
It is used when you want to change from one
file to another: but want set numbers to continue without.
beginning again at 1. When .FILEn As being used, the system gives
the same resocnse as when BEGINn is used, i.e., time and cost data
for the orevicus file are returned.tt is best, when doing several
searches In succession, to use the BEGINh command as reoeated uye of
.FI.LEn may cause your searches to-exceed the system's capacity of
98 sets.
Triter BEGIN/
bsLni
SEntering'BEGIN1. for examplevryields:

User7005
$0.09 0.006 Hrs

Filei*:ERIC 6E-79/FEB
Set Items Description (+=OR.1*-=040:-FNOT)

'Enter .FILE8
"%file8
SEntering .FILE8 yields:

User7005
$1.11 0.074 Hrs Filet* 2 Descriptors.

File8:COMPENOEX 70-79/APR
(Coor. Engineering Index Inc.)

The details of executing a search in several files-are exolainea
in instructicral unit 261.
SMore detail 'on searching in multiple files is available.

a (261) Using Multiple Files
SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter 'a to see detailed instructions.
Z00027
Saving the Search Formulation
The system has a SEARCH AVE feature which allows you to save your search
formulation for future instances when you might want to oerform
the same search, using the same commands and arguments, in another
file. on a cifferent class of items, or on a more recently acouired.
set of documents in the database file. Tne saved search formulation
will save you the time necessary to re-enter all the commands and
the on-line time soent waiting for resoonses to be returned before
entering subseauent commands. SEARCH SAVE stores your strategy until
you want to execute the search; it does not store the postings
associated with the original search.
When you are searching with IIDA's assistance mode you may not
use the SEARCH SAVE feature, but you may review details of
the use of the feature for future reference.
SInstructions are available on:
$ a (271) Use of SEARCH SAVE commands
SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter 'a' to see the detailed directkons.
'400031
Truncation
The truncation or variable character Symbol "?" is used to search on a
word stem or part of a word.or term. The system will automatically SELECTS
uo to 800 terms based on the stem you Specify and create a set of all. the
items using that stem. The truncation tachniaue is useful when you need to
SELECT both singular ana plural forms of a. ord or wnen you are uncertain



as to the farm a term takes in the index. Truncation may be usea at the end

of a word, cc the variable character may be embedded within a wcrd.

For example. SELECT LIBRAR? will yield items such as library, libraries,

librarians, and librarianship as inaex terms. Similarly. SELECr NAVA?0

will create a set with items which use the terms. NAVAHO' as well as NAVAJO.

A third examole of how truncation may be used Permits SELECTIon of a term

with a specific number of variable characters following the ,stem. For.

example. SELECT librar??? ? will limit the SELECT to terms with the

LIBRAR stem and three characters following the stem.

To use truncation with---6' specific'number of variable characters, enter

the SELECT command, question marks to represent however many variable

characters you want to follow the word stem, a space, and finally cne

question mark. This is one instance in searching where you should not

close up the spacing between groups of characters, so please do not

omit the space.
Enter s wom?n

s wom?n
-s wom?n
swom7n
iEntering S WCM?N, for example, yields:

1 7158 WOM?N
Enter s wooer

s woman
-s.woman
-swoman
SEntering S WCMAN yieldst

2 667 WOMAN
Note that set number 1 is considerably larger than set number 2 as

a result of using truncation to collect all entrles for woman and

women.

Several cautions regarding trunzationt it is best to truncate at the latest

Possible point within a word. Otherwise many irrelevant terms will be

included in the set created. For example, SELECTing COM? rather than

COMPUT? to get terms based on computer and computers would retrieve

compact, comprehensive, commander, common, and many other terms not a/ alf

related to your search.
Secondly, ycu may receive a system message that over 800 terms are based

on the stew ycu SELECTed. If thit occurs., attempt to use

SELECT with a lcnger stem, or respecifs the stem by entering several terms

with longer stems.
Z0(1032
Prefixes ana Suffixes
It is freauently helpful to be able to limit searching to terms

that are fou6d in oarticular fields of the citations. Because the

files are comprised of different fields, such as author, corporate

source, subject indexing categories, it is possible to search these

subfiles instead of searching the entire basic index for each term

or conceot of interest. Prefix codes are used to search file terms which

are not part of the basic index: suffix coaes are attached tc terms

to designate that searching is to be limited to specific subfiles

or oarts of the basic index. The basic index, which is the main subject-

conveying word file for the database, is searched it no suffix has

been designated.
Prefix and suffix codes are used with the EXPANO and SELECT commands.

To use prefix codes for searching particular subfiles, syntax

reauires that you enter the two-character prefix, an eaual siqn (=),

and the term. Fcr example, to EXPAND an author's name to insure that

you have founq all possible variations and initializations. enter



EXPAND AU=name. wherename Is ttie author's lasrnamv.
The system will In turn EXPAND only the author entries alphabetically
related to the name which is of interest to you. Using the
AU= prefix Is one Of the most helpful techrioues to use when searching
for works by particular autAors and researchers.
Other prefix coded fields include journal announcement dates, journal
names, and others depending on the individual databases.
To use the suffix codes, 'enter the SELECT or EXPAND command, the
term of interest, a slash mark (/), and the suffix code for the
subfIeld you wish to search in. For example. entering SELECT ENERGY/OE
limits the search for items with °ENERGY' used as a descriptor,
and does not search the other fields within the basic Index.
Similarly. entering SELECT ENERGY/Tr would find items whereenerge
appears in the title field. The fields which can be Identified by
suffix codes include: title (/TI). descriotor (10E), full descriptor
I/OF1. Identifier (/10), descriotors as primary terms (/0F4'. /0E').
Other searchable fields depend uoon which oatabase you are searchin
Multiple suffixes may be used, but.the suffixes must.be separated-

by cOmmas.. By increasing the nUmber of fields for searching you will,

IncreaSe the lijilihood of finding items. The suffix codes cannot be.
used with truncated terms: separate SELECT statements must be made
for each variation of the term you SELECT. A nUll set will,result
from using suffix codes with truncated ferns.
SDatails are available on:

a (321) Using Prefix Codes
b (322) Using Suffix Codes
c (323) Using Multiple Suffix Codes

tEnter a OIALCG command or the lettiir of the entry you wish to see:
'40(11333

Full Text Searching - Infix Notations
The retrieval itt citations oy use of multiole-word search
terms is possible because of the system's capacity for full-
text searching. Full text searching allows you td specify
multiple word phrases as -Vour search term, when tne_multiple-
word phrases are not descriptors, bui ammar In titles, abstracts,
and other fIelds..'
Fuji text surchable fields are identified in the individual
databases by suff/x.codes, and include title, descriptor,
identifier, in all IIDA files: others such as abstract,
corporate source, and sponsoring agency art database-
dependent. It is possible to do full text searchina in
the basic index or in specLfied suffix-coded fields.
Infix notations, which are symbols that set order and
word proximity withIn'the multiple word Phrase, perlit
you to be as specific or as general as you wish.

Infix notations - word'proximity ooerators
Word proximity operators are symbols entered betweesj the words

in a multiple-word term to denote ordering, locatidii, and
proximity of terms within the searchable fields. By using the
infixes you will have control of where the words aooear In
the citation and where they appear in relation to other
words within the multiple-word term. You may, for example,
find citations on 'law school' by entering SELECT law.

SELECT school, and by combining the two terms with an AND
COMBINE commano. However, tnis would give you many irrelevant

items as you would also retrieve Items on 'school law.°.
Therefore, it is more efficient to designate that you want to
search on the two terms - appearing in the same field, in
specific order and with no Intervening woros. To do this



You would enteh SELECT LAW(W)SCHOOL: the (W) is the infix

notation which restricts the search to items where slaw'

-and 'school are directly adjacent, in any suffix coded field,
and in the order specified (that is. '(aw' apoearing first,
followed by 'schools).
There are five infixes which are used in the IIDA available files.

SThe inlixes and thelr.use'are explained in more detail:
a (331) Infixes and Their Use

SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter 'a' to see thedetailed information.

X00041

Planning the Search

.

A written list of terms and descriptors, with alternative
terms to search for, is helpful in saving time ani preventing duplication"

of commands and terms. Determine in advance the major concepts of your

4 search topic. The following steps will be of assistance:
(1) Define your search topic in as much detail -as possible.
(2) Break the search topic into facets of individual concepts.
(31 Select some terms that may oe used as descriptors before

a going on-line. The use of a printed thesaurus may
eliminate costly EXPAND commands.

(4) Use the TYPE command to browse when you are near your
search goal.

.

(5) Follow a logical sear.ch formulation. A

-.0

.

X00042 .
.

Null Sets
.

.

A SELECT command or 'an AND or NOT COMBINE command !say yield a NULL

SET - a set which has no cdntents - fha't Ls, no citations at all.
When you receive a null set, the number of postings given after the
set number will be -0- By using a null set in future combinations

of searcn formulation you will achieve nothing; therefore yOu might

try EXPAODing the term selected or if the .null set is th4.result

of a COMBINE command you might attempt anothei- approach to

restricting or narrowirig the search. An alternative adoroach. if
You are searching on a very specific term cr multi-word term LS to

try SELECTing a broadeF terms
If you SELECT terms restricted by suffixes'(either LIMITing or

subfield suffixes,used arone)and get a nul.,1 set..you might
try searchirg in more subfields or make the LIMITing

criteria less restrictivt. If you piroouce null sets by using the

full text'operator (w) you might try allowing more terms between
the terms cchnected with the infix. Ycu can even,try SELECTing
each t4re separa . and then using the COMBINE command to put

tne terms together. . .

Keep in mina that t roughoui your search you pill be making

decisionsfas to which aoproach to take. Search forliulation is, by its nature,

dynamic, but there is great value in planning, in advance, at

least the approach you will fie taking. Plarnin4 your strategy
,

In advance will save youi on-line time and make your total search
i.

t success more certain.
.

7.00043
Logical.Strategies
To formulate a logical approach to yosii% s-earch, first define the

search topic in some detail. Identify facets or concepts first

and Proceed from there. The more synonymou.s terms you search on

the more opoortUnities there will be tor match to occur between

the terms of interest to you And the ,t4er used in the file.
Recall that the AND and NOT logical oper tors narrow the search

while the OR logical ooerator broadens the searcn and causes

'44



more output. You Will use the logicarooerators according to how
specific or general you want your search to be. It is useful to
Celan not only the topic or subject of the search, out also to
predetermine the number of citations you need, and then to
set a search coall which corresponds with your need for information.
There are a Aumber of different aoproaches YOU May take to the

search.
1, The MODULAR APPROACH first treats each facet 'of the search as

if it were a single search topic and then assembles the subparts.
'For example, to find citations on software acquisition management,
you woulC develoo the terms 'software'. 'acquisition'. and
'management' first, and then you would combine them using the
'and" logical operator.
To use the MODULAR APPROACH, use as many "or' COMBINE statements
as needed and then use 'and' with COMBINE to out all the parts
of the search together.

2. The SPECIF/C TO GENERAL aoproach first searches on the most
specific term in the query and then broadens the search from there.
This approach takes more time than the modular aoproach but
can yield very oarticular results.
To use this approach, first search on the most specific term *in the
topic ano find and tyoe out one citation. Type the citation in Format
2 so that you will get the fist of descriptors. From the list of
de-striptors, build the search by lookingfor new terms and

then combine those with terms derived from looking at citations
from the other facets of your topic.

3. A third aperoach is to use the-FILE PARTITIONING approac0,.
This aooroach involves searching on very broad terms, viewing
some citations that result from a very general search, and
then cutting down the size of the search by using the NOT logical
operator with terms whicn do not pertain to the subject of

inteeest. F9r example, if you wanted information on "library
schools" youfmight first search on such terms as "library"
and Lts variants. "ichopis". "library eaucation" and others.
wThen you would build a set which combines the very general
facets. Then, by looking at the descriptors (by using

format 2 or d) You could combine the final set with terms in which

You are not Interested: you might use 'not" logical operator, in this

case, with such descriptors as "Continuing eaucation't 'inservice
training', and others. This will decrease set size.
Using this form of strategy vou may also use the LIMIT command
and other techniques which are reviewed in the instructional unit

on advancec commands.
%00044
Sequence of Commands
The sequence which is generallyifollowed in develooing a search formulation

is as follows: EXPAND. SELECT. COMBINE. any TYPE. This seouence
of commands rtpresents a cycle. Each time you build a new facet of

the search you will probaply go through another cycle. When-you have
developed a_cYcle from expanding and Selecting terms, and combining the

facets of the search with other facets it is wise to type out a few
citations to 'browse' through the search results. In this way you
will know if your search results are relevant. If so, than you
would type out the citations in the longer format, but if the results

are not to your liking you can reformulate a part of your strateqy
before printing out many citations in the longer formats.
By reformulating facets of your search you will have many
opportunities to reacn your search goal.

%00051
ERIC File 1 /I



ERIC is the complete database on educational materials from the
Educational Resources Information Center. Subjects covered include

career education, school counselling and personnel services, education

from early childhood to higher education, teaching and educational
materials on subjects within the science, social sciences, and humanities,
fields, teaching skills, information resources, and
educational programs for special groups such as handicapped urban,

and rural groups.'
ERIC consists of two main files; Resources in Education, whicn identifies

education research reports. and Current Incex to Journals in Education. .

am index of over 700 publications in all areas of education. The ERIC

file contains research reports, lesson Oars: bibliographies,
journal articles. .cortise descriptions, evaluation studias, and even pamphlet

materials. Except for journal articles, most of the materials can be
orocured through ERIC.

' The ERIC file includes materials from 1966 to the present, is updated
monthly with about 3000 items, and contains approximatelY,300.004 citations.
The ERIC is Produced by the Education Resources InformationJCenter,
National Institute of Education, klshington. D.C. 20208.

$ More detail Ls available on search methoos and formats in ERIC.
a (511) ERIC - Search Methods Formats
b (512) Expanding related terms (RT)

c (523) Expanding directly to subject-related terms
$Enter a DIALOG command or the letter of the trams you* wish to see.

Z00052
NTIS File 6
NTIS is the database which includes government-Aponsored reaearch, development

and engineering reports covering a large variety of social science and

science fields. NTIS stands for °Nat1onal Technical Information Service.'

NTIS includes analyses pripared by federal agencies and their-contractors.
Reoorts of #11011A. DOE, HEW, HUD. DOT. the Department of Commerce, and

other agenciles are available through NTIS.- Subjects covered include

the hard and soft sciences with substantial coverage of technological

applications, business procedures, and regulatory matters. NTIS Ls

the eeahs by which unclassified, unlimited distripution reports are
made available to the general public..
Included are reports from 1964 to the present; updates are al-weekly

and about 5000 Items are added monthly.
IMore detail is available on

a (521) Search methods and formats in NTIS
SEnter a DIALOG command or 'a* to see the oetailed information.

Z00053
COMPENDEX - File 8
COMPENOEX is the machine readable version of the Engineering Index.
It orovides engineering information abstracted from the world
literature of engineering and related disciolines. It covers
journal, sesiety, and organization literature, as well as
Proceedingswof conferences and selected books and reports.
COMPENOEX covers all areas of engineering, including civil,
environmental, electrical, electronic, aerospace, geological,

fuel, and other areas. Industrial and management applications
are also included.
Publications indexed include 1800 journals. and 1000 works
from conferences, symposia, etc. Items in the file date from

1970 to the present: the file is updated monthly with
about 7000 citations a month.
%More information is available on

4 . a (531) Search methods and formats
SEnter a DIALOG command or 'a to see the aaditional detail.
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0054
Ontap Eric
ONTAP ERIC is a soecially orogrammed training file which consists
of the 1975 ERIC d'tabaseas the source of citations. The file
(File 201) is used similarly to the ERIC database (file 1). .

A If VOu choose to search ln ONTAP ERIC File 201, the set sLzes
will be much smaller than if you search in ERIC oacause of the
fact that ONTAP ERIC.covers only one year cf the database
content. It is also necessary to.note that certain commands,
especially the Search-Save commands, cannot be used when searching
in Ontap Eric.
For more detailed Information on use of ERIC generally. return to
Ahe instructional unit on ERIC.
7410061
Getting on the System
You are connected to the on-line system by telephone. Therefore,
the first step in getting on the systeM is to dial tha number
of the network communications system.
Procure the mumber from your IIDA assistant and dial.
Upon hearing fhe steady high-Pitched tone, follOw the steos
outlined below.
1. Turn on the terminal and turn on the acoustic coupler.
2. Place the teleohone receiver into the acoustic couoler.

A light shculd appear on the coupler when the phone handset
is Properly inserted. (A symbol or the word *cord* should
appear on the couoler to indicate which way to place 'Mt
handset.)

3. Enter two Carriage returns.
4. The system will respond with the message 'terminal=°.

Enter cne carriage return. .

5. You will receive a prompt. an 'e. Then enter "c 617 ms" and
one carriage return.

6. You will receive a message which looks like the following:

Nultics 34.3: MIT, Cambridge. Mass.
load = 45 out of 85.0 units: users = 45

LTS When this message has been received. You should enter
the 'login° message and name that you have been assigned.
After you have entered the 'login' message, enter one
carriage return.

8. The system response to no.7 is a request for a PASSWORD.
The system will print ove'r the request for the
Password. When the typing stops, enter the four character
Password which has been assigned. You will not see
the notation, as you will have Printed over other characters.
This is designed to maintain security.
Enter one carriage return after entering the password.

9. You will receive a message and time, date, and last slogrn'
time and date. IIDA iemediately begins at this point.

200062
Beginning the Search
After gettirg on the system you will begin your search with the command
BEGINn where n is the number of the file YOU wish to search. You may
abbreviate EEGIN by entering simply 8 with the number of the appropriate
file. If, during one on-line session. YOU Wish to change files or begin
a new search, you may enter BEGINn and all previous work will be

-.rased. You will receive time and cost data, and all your set numbering
will restart at 1. Another way to cnange files is by entering .FILEn
where n is the number of the file you wish to begin searching in.

484 /3



If YOU Plan to Oo, several separate searches at one ori-line session
start new searches with BEGINn as use of .FILEn for several searches
may cause you to exceed the 98 set limit which the system has for
anY One search.
FILEn Is a command best saved for use in related files or for
use with the system's MARCH SAVE feature for executing the
same search in several files.
Atter you begin your search. the system will resoond with
messages,followed by romcts. A 'D?' is the searcn system's prompt,
an 'I?' Is an IIDA oro pt. When you receive a Prompt.-\
enter the search command which is aoorooriate or, if

You are asked to answer a auestion or fa enter a specific
command, respond to the Question or directions,*
Instructional units are available on the BEGINn command and

on fI.le selection.
X00063
Ending the Search
When you have comoleted your on-line session you will use the
signoff command LOGOFF. LOGOFF is the final and irrevocable
command which causes disconnection from the information
retrieval system. Therefore, you should oe certain that

You are finished before entering LOGOFF.
The command cannot be abbreviated and may not be stacked
with other commands.
The system's response to your LOGOFF command Will Oe the
date. time (hours:minutes:second), youP-user number,
and cost and time In the last file used.
The time elapsed (given in decimal hours). is the time for
which you are charged for searching since the last timing
message. Time messages always accompany the c'ommands

BEGINn. FILEn, and LOGOFF,
.

SInformation is available on the ENO command which al-lows you
Sto review time and cost information during a search.
S a (631) END command .

SEnter a DIALOG command or '44 it vou wish to see the details.
X00071
LIDA Diagnostics
The special diagnostics of LICA wil.l hejp you cower some rough soots
in Your sear:ch by pointing out vAntax errors and suggesting alternative action
that will help you make Progress toward the searchgoal. You will get
messages automatically when an error is;ttected on the following: _

le Syntax error - errors In spelling, f atting. and usage of commands.
2. Creation of null sets - you will be reminded when you have created null set
3. Duplicate commands - YOU will be reminded when you have used essentially

the same command to recreate a set
4. Excessive time taken between commands - indicates that

You are'waiting longer than necessary from receipt of the prompt
to enter commands. .

5. Unused sets - will remind you of sets created that were not used in
combination with other s4Ats to create the final sets

6. Strategy Problems - will let you know if you are staying with one

.
approach tco long or not long enough to develop the search to its

completion.
When these croblems are pointed out you will be offered alternatives
which you may or may not want to accept. They should serve as

suggestions only.
X00111
Fall BEGIN
If ifou enter BEGIN without 3 file number, the system will rescond
with reauests for information about the searcher, the person for
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S.

Whom the sear.ch Is being done and adaresses for ofl-line prints.
You will not be using BEGIN In this context at the oresent time:
it an expensive and time-consuming tecnnique used primarily by
those who are professional searchers. DO NOT USE THE FULL BEGIN.

j(M101.12
Changing Files
You may wish to change files during the course of your search or
to begin a new search during one online session. Begin a new
search or enter another file by entering BEGINn or simply Bn
wheee n Ls the new file you wish to search. Time and cost data
will be returned to you and you will be given a prompt to enter
the next coemand of the search. Set numbering will begin at 1.
A comolete instructional unit Is available on FILE SELECTION.
ZOO121
Expanding an Author's Name
One of the Instances in which EXPAND is highly recommended is when
you are searching for Items by an particular author. Because
different works by an author may be indexed by abbreviated first names,
initialized first names. or variations of the name, it is important to
include all the Variations in your search-. To EXPAND an author's
name. enter EXPAND AU=last name. where "last name" reoresents the author's
fist'name. If the initials of the first nalie are known, or If the
surname Ls a common one, you may also enter that information. Note theR
data bases vary In terms of formatting author's initials and punctuation.
(see instructional unit 7 for the particulars.)
Enter EXPAND AU=LANCASTER
'expand au=lancaster
SEntering EXPAND AU=LANCASTER,
Ref Index-term Type

for example. yields:
Items RT

El AU=LANAHAN, M. PETER---- 1

E2 AU=LANAHAN, WILLIAM F.-- 1

E3 AU=LANARO, PANE1A----- 1

E4 AU=LANASA, PHILIP 1

E5 AU=LANASA, PHILLIP J.-- 2.

E6 -AU=LANCASTER
E7 AU=LANCASTER, F. W. 6

AU=LANCASTER, F. WILFRID 1

E9 AU=LANCASTER, F.
WILFRID, ED. 4

EIO AU=LANCASTER, F.W. *
1

gli AU=LANCASTER, GEORGE 8;- 1

E12 AU=LANCASTER,Ii. O. 1

E2.3 AU=LANCASTER, JOHN 3

Ei4 AU=LANCASTER,'JOHN S.--- 1

(15 AU=LANCASTER, JOSEPHAS
JACKSON 1

E16 AU=LANCASTER, JOYCE W.-- 1

\r7 AU=LANCASTER, LOUISE-- 1

18 AU=LANCASTER, OTIS E.---
-more-

Note that to find items by F. W.' Lancaster you must Know that his name
is listed under both F. W. and F. Wilfrid In the index. The AU= orefix

. should be used when searching for works by a particular author, ana it is
good strategy to first EXPAND the author's name so you may include
all variations of the name in your search. All items authored by
F.W. Lancaster could now be selected very easily by SELECTing E7-E10.
XO01.31
SELECTIng a Range of Term's
You may save time by entering a range of terms when SELECTiny from an

8=-15
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EXPAND table. Instead of entering several SELECT commands, merely

specify tete range of terms of the.ExPAND list by entering SELECT Em-En
where m and n reoresent the first and last E-reference numbers for the
list of terms you wish to SELECT.
'Enter EXPAh0 COMPUTER
'expand comcuter
4Entering EXPAND COMPUTER, for example. yields:
Ref Index-term Type Items RT
Ei COMPUTED 575

E2 COMPUTED ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION 1

E3 COMPUTEER
E4 COMPUTEK 1

E5 COMPUTEK MODEL 400-20
COMPUTER .

E6 -COMPUTER 11467
E7 COMPUTER ACCESSED,

MICROFICHE LI:07Y j.

ES COMPUTER AIDED, ESIGN 3 ,

E9 COMPUTER AIDED DIAGNOSIS 1.

El0 COMPUTER AIDED
INSTRUCTION 1

(11 COMPUTER AIDED
INSTRUCTION CENTER 1

E12 COMPUTER AIDED LEARNING- 5

E13 COMPUTER AIDED LEARNING
PACKAGES 1

-more-

*Enter SELECT E10-,E13
'select e10-e13
SEntering SELECT E10-E13, for example, yields:

1 6 E10-E13
E62 COMPUTER

You may SELECT more than one range of terms from an EXPANO list by
separating the E-reference numbers with cosmas: for examole, you might

have selected E4-E6, E8-E9. E10, followed bY one carriage return.

You may alsd enter several commands at one time. creating a number of

sets at one time. This techniaueis celiac: stacking.
Smore detail is available on

a (1311) Stacking-

SEnter a DIALOG command or a if you wish to see this information

X00/32
SELECTing When Unsure of the Exact Term (TruncAtion)
Sometimes you may be unsure as to whether to enter a singular or olural

form of the term, or of the form a multiple word term takes in the index.

Therefore, you may use truncation or the variable-character symbol "?"
to select words that begin with the word stem. For examole, by entering

S LIBRAR? you automatically select terms such as LIBRARY. LIBRARIANS. and

LIBRARIES. It is wise to use as long a word stem as possiaN4 wnen using

truncation. By cutting off too much of the basic term, you will select

many irrelevant terms: in the previous example. selecting LIB? plould have

also selected such terms as LIBERTY, LIBERTARIAN, and LIBEL.
'Enter S COMPUTE?
's compute?
SEntering S COMPUTE?, for example. Yields:

1 1423 COMPUTE?

This response includes items indexed by COMPUTER and COMPUTERS.

g



The variable character.symbol "?" mav also be imbedded in terms

which can take several forms. For example, you may enter SELECT w0M?N to
select WOMEN and WOMAN simultaneously.
Z00141
Use of Logical Operators
The logical operators which YOU will use with the COMBINE command
are AND. OR, and NOT. .The use of OR will broaden the search bY
creating a set comprised of items which use either, or
both, of the terms of conceots combined. The resultant sat may
be larger than either of the two sets. Use of AND will narrow
the search as its use results in a set which contains items
which use both terms or concepts together. The NOT oPerator
narroiss the search by excluding concepts or terms from the new
set by preventing retrievat of Items indexed under the specified
NOT condition. NOT used with the COMBINE command means "and not."
Enter S COMPUTER; S PROGRAMS
s- computer; s programs
s comouterts programs
scomputer;sprograms
SPNtering S COMPUTER: S PROGRAMS, for examcle. yields:

6 11467 COMPUTER
7 3067 PROGRAMS

Enter C 6 OR 7
c 6 or 7

c 6 or 7
6or7

c6or7
SEnfering C 6 OR 7 yIe(ds:

8 11856 6 OR 7
Enter C 6 AND 7

c 6 and 7
c 6 and 7
c 6and7
c6and7
SEnterIng C 6 AND 7 yields:

9 830 6 AND 7
*Enter C 6 NOT 7
c 6 not 7

c 6 not 7
c 6not7
c6not7
SEntering C 6 NOT 7 yields:

10 10637 6 NOT 7 r-

Note the differences in set sizes.
Z00142
Combined Logical Operations
You may COMEINE logical operations into groups and you may use a raiigt

of set numbers to COMBINE several successive sets. When using a
combination of operations, oarentheses'are used to denote which

operations are to be oerformed first. Operations within parentheses
are, as in algebra, performed first.
For example. COMBINE(1 OR 2) AND (3 AND 4) NOT 5
will result in the same result as tha following 4 commands:
COMBINE 1 OR 2 results in set 6
COMBINE 3 AND 4 results in set 7
COMBINE 6 ANO 7 results in set 8
COMBINE 8 NOT 5
Parentheses must be used or logical operations will be performed
first on NOT. then on ANO and OR logic.
It is Possible to COMBINE a range of set numoers with



the same logical operator.

SOetail is available on
a (1421) Range feature with COMBINE

SEnter a DIALOG cOmmand or a if you wish to see this instructional unit.
Z00151
TYPE formats
There are generally eight formats available for viewing the biblio-
graphic information on the citations retrieved. The format in which
You will wart to see the items will depend on your ouroose for seeing
the citations.
The formats trat.vield the full records will give information not
only about the document, but also information aoout the descriptors,
identifiers, and other descriptive data which has been assigned
to the documents by indexers. This information will oe helpful in
developing your search strategy; title and abstract formats
enable to you review the progress of your search.
:The eight TYPE formats are:

a (1511) Format 1 - Accession Number
b (1512) Format 2 - Full Record Without Abstract
c (1513) Format 3 - Bibliographic Citation with Indexing
d (1514) Format 4 - Abstract Ohly.(wIth accession number)
e (1515) Format 5 - Full Retord Including Abstract
f (1516) Format 6 - Title OnlY (with accession number)
g (1517) Format 7 - Bibliographic Citation Only
h (1518) Format 8 - Title and Subject Indexing (Searcher format)

SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter of the format you wish to review.
Z00152
Direct TYPE with Accession Number
You may TYPE an item directly if you know its accession number.
If, for example, Vou have browsed through some items in format 6,
one item seems Particularly relevant, and you wish to TYPE ir in
a longer format, vou may specify the Item ty its accession rumber
rather than identifying the set number and item number.To
direct TYPE. enter TYPE n/f, where n Ls the accession number ano
f ls the format desired.
You may use this form of TYPE command with any item whose accetsion
number is known to you and you may use any format with the direct
-TYPE. For example:
'Enter TYPE E0121290/2
'type E0121290/2
sEntering TYPE U3121290/2, for example. Yields:
10/2//
ED1212900 1R003267

Impact of On-Line Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users. 1974-75.
Wenger, Judith: And Otriers
System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
76. 292p.
Sponsoring Agency: National Science Founoation, Washington, D.C.
Ayailable from: System Development Corooration, 2500 Colorapo

Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90406 (ISeN-8-916368-01-7: $15.00)
Document Not Available from EORS
Descriptors: Bibliograohie's/ Computer Programs/ Cost Effectiveness/

Costs/ Data Bases/ Information Centers/ 'Information Retrieval/
Information Services / Libraries/ Library Role/ Library Services/ 'On

Line Systems/ Personnel Neels/ Personnel Selection/ Publicize/ 'Use
Studies
Z0022/
Stacking
Instead of entering a long list of,pELECTs and COMBINEs, it is

:



Oossible to enter several commands in succession, separated by semicolons

(:), followed by one carriaae return.
(nter S COMPUTER: S MEMORY: C 1ANO2
's computer: s memory; cland2
's computer: s eemory: c iand2
-scomputertsmemory:c1and2
-scomputer: smemory: cland2
$Entering S CCMPUTERt S MEMORY: C lAN02, for examote. yields*

1 54914 COMPUTpt
2 6821 MEMORY)
3 2234 C1ANO2'

Aotice thatithe result is the same as if you had made three separate
commands, each followed by a carriage return.
Sjmiiari LIMITing suffixes may be stacked by entering a succession
of LIMIT/rig criteria, separated by slash marks (I), followed by one
carriage return. Generally you will enter acessIon number first,
followed by major or minor term criteria, and then followed by other
restrictions as specified in the individual database files.

The commands which may be 'stacked are SELECT. COMBINE. and TYPE.
BEGIN. END. and LOGOFF may not be stacked. C'

X00222
Set Range Short Cut
'The set range short cut Is an abbreviated form for entering several
COMBINE comm,ards. To use the set range short cut, enter the COMBINE
command in its abbreviated form, the range of set numbers you want to COMBINE
a slash mark (I) and the logical operator by which the sets are to be
COMBINEd. NOT may not be used as an oPerator using this technique.
'Enter s comouter; s instruction; s search
's computer% s instruction; s search
-scomoutert sinstruction; ssearch
-scomouter;stristruction:ssiarch
anterIng S CCMPUTER: S INSTRUCTION; S SEARCH, for exampUe, yieldst

' 1 11467 COMPUTER
2 63961 INSTRUCTION
3 33,35 SEARCH\

\
Notice that the SELECTs_ha been stacked.
'Now Enter C1-3/AND
-c1-3/and A
tEntering C1-3/0R, for examole, yields!

4 59 1-3/AND

The number of sets which use all three terms Is 59.
The result is the same as if you had entered each SELECT
separately and then had used the longer commanot'

COMBINE 1 AND 2 AND 3
X00241
Limiting Criteria and Suffixes
The limiting com*ands require that you set criteria for the limiting
condition. The following table summarizes the suffix codes and tne
criteria by which you may LIMIT sets:
SUFFIx CRITERIA FILES

/MAJ major descriptor or identifier
(The term represents a major topic
for the OartIcular citation as indexed
and LIMITs the set to those citations
in which the search terj or concept
was used as a major ajglriotor or

1

ERIC,NTIS,COMPENbEx



identifier.)
/MIN Minor descriotor or identifier ERICOTIS.COMPENDEX

(Used to fina citations that wculd
not be found.by a manual: searcn of
Printed indexes - limits the set
tc those items where the term is
not used as a ma)or descriptor or
-Identifier.)

nnnnnn Accession nUmber ERIC,NTISICOMPENOEX
8y.limiting,to particular accession
numbers you will limit search cutout
tc particalar years of accession.
You will want to review the instructional
unit on limiting to oarticular dates when
you need tge accession pumbers for
particular years.

/ED ED = ERIC'OOCUMENT ERIC
Limits set to educational documents, as
apart from journal Publications.
THIS APPLIES ONLY TO ERIC - File 1.

/EJ EJ = ERIC JOURNAL ERIC
LimOs set to journal.articlies as
apart from ol.heir educational documents.
THIS APPLIES ONLY TO ERIC File 1.

/AVAIL Availability ERIC
Limits set to those publications
which are available from EORS.
THIS APPLIES ONLY TO ERIC File 1.

/UNAVAkL Unavalloable ERIC
Limits set to publications which are
unavailable through EDRS.
THIS APPLIES,ONLY TO ERIC - File /.

There.are other means of limiting the size of sets by
applying criteria. Use of a SELECT command with suffix
codes to limit We search to Particular files is discussed
in instructioral unLt 3:

SMore detail Ls available on using the limiting commands with
a (2411) Limiting by Accession Number (Date)
b (2412) Multiole Limiting

SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter of the entry you wiSh to see.

Z0(1261
Using Multiple Files
You may wish to repeat a search Ln more than one file. In order to
do tOis, yOu must take advantage of the system's search save feature.
Otherwise, you would have to repeat all the keying in of commands a
second time. The search save feature allows you to save your search
formulation fcr later exe.cution in the same or in another file.
The following steos would be used to execute the same search in muitiole

files.
1. Begin the search as usual with a begin command.
2. Carry out the search as usual but end it with the command ENO/SAVE.

All your commands will be savea for later execution.

3. Do not, in using search save, select e reference numbers from exoand

lists, as the a reference numbers will ciffer in the several files.
4. The system will respond to your end/save command by issuing a uniaue

serial Identification number. Save the number -.you will need it to
execute your search later.

5. 'Change files by issuing a .FILEn or new BEGINn command.

3-20



6. Enter the ccmmand EXECUTEn where n is the serial number of your
saved search formulation. sr"i

7. The search will be executed in the new file and you may then

use the final silt in formulating more search strategy. You may also
merely type out the results of the saved strategy as used in the second fig

8. After completing the session. enter .RECALL n where n is the serial number
the saved search. Then enter RELEASEn where n is the same serial number.
This will erase your saved search from the computer and eliminate
storasge charges for the-search.

YOU MAY NOT USE SEARCH SAVE WHEN USING II0A. You may wish to use the technicik
later when you use DIALOG without the assistance of IIDA.
Z00271
Use of SEARCH SAVE commands
Two new commands are necessary for you to save Your search formulation
for future use. After beginning your search with the BEGIN command.

. enter SEARCH SAYE title. where °title is a title for.the search
which You assign. This is strictly for voUr own use. The SEARCH SAVE
title will aocear as a SELECT command, and you will receive 0 postings.
After entering the title for your records, perform your search in
the normal way, with two exceptions. First, avoid using time-consuming
EXPANOs as they will increase the cost of each subseauent search using
the saved search formulation. Secondly, do all SELECTing directly -
do not SELECT by using E-reference numbers even if tou have haa to
use EXPAND Ln the course of the search. E-reference numbers change
as new terms arv added into the index, and so numbering may change
between the orginal search formulation and later execution.

The final command of the search you wish to save should be a
COMBINE statement which brings together all the facets YOU went to
include in the search. This is necessary sc that when you execute

, the search later you will retain one set that you can use in further
seareh formulation. Sets other than the ffnal set of the search
may not be used in later search formulation. After completing

)c

the search, enter the command END/SAVE. This message tells the
system to save the search formulation from the ENO/SAVE ommand
all the way back to the last BEGINn commano. The syste'M will

respond with a serial ident.ification number. Save the number for
use when you ere ready to execute the search.
$0etails on recalling and executing a saved search are availablet

$ a (2711) Recall and Execute Commands
b (2712) Releasing the Saved Search

!Enter a DIALOG command or the letter of the entry you want to see.

X00321
Using Prefix Codes
The prefix codes and their use vary accorcing to the file in
which you are searching. The prefix code which is used in aft the
available database files is the author code AU=. To use this Prefix,
enter the EXPAND or SELECT command. AU=, ard the last name of the
author. The AU= prefix is used only with personal, not corporate
or institutioral names.
*Enter EXPAND AU=LANCASTER
-expand au=lancaster
%Entering EXPANO AU=LANCASTER, for example. yields:
Ref Index-term Tyoe Items RT
El Au=LANAHAN, m. PETER----
E2 AU=LANAHAN, WILLIAM F.-- 1

E3 AU=LANARO, PAMELA 1

E4 AU=LANASA, PHILIP J.- 1

E5 Au=LANASA, PHILLIP.J.- 1.

E6 -AU=LANCASTER

Ft) (j



ET. AU=LANCASTER, F. W. 6

E8 AU=LANCASTER, F. WILFRID 1

E9 AU=LANCASTER, F.
WILFRID, ED.

E10 AU=LANCASTER, F.W. 1

Eli AU=LANCASTER, GEORGE B.- 1

El2 AU=LANCASTER. H.
(13 AU=LANCAST6R. JOHN 3

E14 AU=LANCASTER, JOHN S.- 1

(15 AU=LANCASTER. JOSEPHAS
JACKSON 1.

E16 AU=LANCASTER, JOYCE W.-- 1.

Ell AU=LANCASTER, LOUISE
El8 .AU=LANCASTER. OTIS E.-

-more-

You may SELECT a range of terms to pick uo variations of the author's name.
SOetails are available on the prefix codes applicable in three databases:

a, (3211) ERIC
b (3212) NTIS
.c (3213) COMPENDEX

SEnter a DIALOG command or the lette 0. of the entry which you wish to see.
Z00322
Use of Suffixes k.

The subflles cf the basic file which can be searched by specifying a
suffix code irclude the following:
Field Suffix Code

Title
Abstract
Descriotor
Full Descriptor
Primary Descriptor
Identifier
Full Identifier
Primary Identifier.
Descriotive Note
Coroorate Source
Author Affiliation

/TT
/AB
/DE
/OF
OE41./DF.".
/ID
/IF
/t0'./IF'
/NT
/CS
/CS

Files41
ERIC.NTIS.COMPENDEX
ERIC
ERIC.NTIS,COMPENDEX
ERID.NTIS.COMPENDEX.
ERID.NTIS.COMPENDEX
ERIC.NTIS.COMPENDEX
ERID.NTIS
ERIC.NTIS
ERIC
ERIC.NTIS
COMPENDEX

.To search in the title field, for example, enter the SELECT command
with the term-of interest, and add the suffix to designate the
title field,-
'Enter S COMPUTER/TI
-s comouter/ti_
SEntering S COMPUTER/U, for examole. YLOICS2

i 2543 COMPUTER/TI
SOefinitions of the suffix-coded subfiles are available:

a (3221) Title /TI
.b (32221 Abstract /AB
c (3223) Descriptor /DE./OF./DE',/DF'
d (3224) Identifiers /IDaIFSIO'./IF*
e (3225) Corporate Source S. Autror Affiliation !CS
f (3226) Oescriptive Note /NT

SEnter a DIALOG command or the letter of the entry you wish to see.

M10323
Use of Multiple Suffixes
More than one searchable field may be soecified by the usa of suffixe,
and the list of fields may be specified in a single command. For example,
the command SELECT COMPUTERS/TI will retrieve items with 'computers'
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In the title, but if you want to retrieve items with the term used
in the abstract as well you may enter SELECT COMPUTERS/TI,AB ano follow
the command with one carriage return. Each successive suffix you add
will broaden the search results: If you ware to specify all fields
with suffixes the result would be the same as if you mad soecified
no suffixes - the searching will be done ir the basic index (the
merged file which includes all suffix-codec subfiles).
'Enter SELECT COMPUTERS/TI
'select comcuters/ti
SEntering SELECT COMPUTERS/TI, for examole, yields:

1 412 COMPUTERS/TI
'Enter SELECT COMPUTERS/TI,A8
'select.comcuters/ti.ab
SEnterIng SELECT COMPUTERS/TI.AB yields:

,2 2054 COMPUTERS/TI,AB
Notice that the suffixes are separated by a comma when using
multiple suffixes.
Remember that searchable fields are specified within each database
file, so do not attempt to search In an unsearcnable field. The
details of database-dependent suffixes are available In the
instructional unit on 'the use of suffixes and 'database
descriotions.'
X00331
Infixes and Their Use
The following table lists the infixes and the definition of the
use of each. An example of a select command using the infixes
is included for each.
Infix symbol When used, requires: Example

(C)

(F)

(nW)

(L)

both words to aooear anywhere in the
citation: using (C) is equal to com-
bining the two terms with 'and'
logical ooerator and COMBINE command s solar(c)energy

terms to oe in the same field; anv
suffix-coded field: terms may aooear
in any order s solar(f)energy

termito be directly adjacent: in
any suffix coded field:must be in the
oraer'speclfied in the SELECT command s solar(w)energy

terms to be in soecified order with
n or fewer terms between; any
suffix-coded field
(n=number of intervenin4 terms
which may be allowed)

heirarchical relationshio of the
tenms within the descriptor field;
database-dependent notation (only
COMPENDEX, of the IIDA available
databases. uses the (L) infix).

s solar(4w)eneroy

Truncation may not be usea with statements restric4d by full-text
operators:-There are 12 words. Which are called 'stop words' which
are not included in the indexes and which should not oe usea as search
terms. These are : a, an, and, by, for, frcm, in, of, on, the, to,
and with. Where these words occur between two terms, as part of a

S-23
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multiple-word. term you wish to search on, cenote the stopword by
using the infix (nW) where n Ls 1 if there Is one stop word between
the two terms. For example, if a multiple word term "storage and
retrieVal" were of interest. u would enter it as
STORAGE(1W)RETRIEVAL, not as STORAGE ANO RETRIEVAL.
Full text operators are used with the SELECT command, You may
use suffixes'to denote the field in which the multiple word
term is to be .searched. For example, you would enter
SELECT ACQUISITION(F)SOFTWARE/TI to find items with
the two terns in any order in the title field.
-Z00511

?)ERIC Search Methods and Formats
Subject or text searching in File 1 may be accomolished byearching
the following fields which ar,e included Ln the basic index
abstract. /ab
descriotor. /de
corporate source. /cs
identifier, /id
descriptive rote. /nt
sponsoring agency. /sa
title. /ti.

You lay also search primary terws (denoted with an asterisk)
as in /df*. /if*. /Ld* and /de*. Single woro descriptors, used by
themselves rather than merely Ln the descriptor field, are denoted
by the su

i

fix /dfl these are full descriptors. The /if suffix
denotes f ll identifiers.
Prefix co ec fields Ln ERIC include:
Area code (legislative). ac= ,

Personal author, au=
clearinghouse code, ch=
contract/grant number, cn=
document type, dt=
groupcode. go=
issue. Ls=
journal name..10=
report number. rn=
corporate source or sponsoring agency, sC=
update, ud=
year. yr=.

Limiting is used Ln file 1 ERIC with the following Suffix codes:
/ed, limits tc particular accession numbers and/or ED (nonjournal) subfile
/el, limits tc particular acCession numbers and/or EJ (journal) subfile
/avail, limits items retrieved to items available from ERIC EORS
/unavail, limits to documents not available from ERIC.EORS
/maj, limits to 'major descriptors or identifiers
/min, limits to minor descriptor or identifier field.

TYPE formats available in ERIC are formats 1 through 8.
Z00512
Expanding Related Terms
You may EXPAND the terms from a previoues EXPANO-list if the terms
have at least cne related term (PT). The system will respond
with subject-related terms. To exnand from the Previous EXPANDlist,
enter EXPANC En or EEn where n represents the E-reference number of
the term you have chosen.
*Enter EXPAND E6
"expand e6 .

//
SEntering EXPAND E6, for example. yields:



Ret Indexsterm Tyoe
Ri INFORMATION RETRIEVAL--
.R2 SEARCH SIRATEGIES*----N
R3 INFORMAtION UTILT1ATION-8
R4-\ BIBLIOGRAPHIC COUPLINGR
R5 CITATION INDEXES
R6 CODIFICATION
R7(' COMPUTATIONftL

LINGUISTICS
.R8 COORDINATE INDEXES-74R
R9 DATA PROCE$SING
R10 DIAL ACCESS INFORMATION

SYSTEMS R

R11. DOCUMENTATIONr
R12' INDEXES (LOCATERS)
R13 INDEXING--p .....

INVORtATION
R15 INFORMATiOtteSEEKING R

R16 INFORMATIO* SERVICES R

R17 INFORMATION SYSTEMS
R18 INFORMATION 'THEORY

Items RT *.
.2191 22

424 10
1194 14

32 11
102 6

293 6

.373 12
5g 10

1128 22.,

/33 17
1898 24
1176 29
tr 17
1344 8

448 12
1491 15'
2689 21
724 19
-more-

41Mi

%00513
Expanding Terms Directly to Sublect-Related Term \

It Ls oossible to' EXpANO g term directly to sublect-related lists rather
than examining the alPhabetically-related terms and then EXPANDing from
that list. To EXPAND directly* enter EXPAND (term) or E (term) where
'tire' is the term of interest and is encicsed in parentheses. The response
will be a subjeCt-related list.
Enter EXPAND (INFORMATION RETRIEVAL)
-exoand (information retrieval)
SEntering EXPAND (INFORMATION RETRIEVAL)* for example* yields:
Ref Index-term Type Items RT
R1 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL--- 2191 22
1102 SEARCH STRATEGIES-------N 424 10
R3 INFORMATION UTILIZATION-8 1194 14
R4 BIBLIOGRAPHIC COUPLINGR. 32 11
R5 CITATION INDEXES R 102 6

R6 CODIFICATION---- ------ R 293 6.

R7 COMPUTATIONAL
LINGUISTICS R 373 12

R8 COORDINATE INDEXES P 52 10
R9 DATA PROCESSING R 1128 22
Ri0 DIAL ACCESS INFORMATION

SYSTEMS R 133 17
R11 DOCUMENTATION -L R 1&98 24
Rig INDEXES (\OCATERS) R 1176 29
R13 INDEXING R 114917
R14 INFORMATION NEEDS R 1344 8

R15 INFORMATION SEEKeNG R 488 12
R16 INFORMATION SERVICES R 1491 15
R17 INFORMATION SYSTEMS R 2689 21
R18 INFORMATION THEORY R 729 19

-more-
%00521
Search methods and formats in NTIS
Searching may be done in the basic index which includes corporate source'
(/cs). descrictor (/,6e). idahtIfIer (/id), and title fields (/ti).

Subfields which are suffix - coded are searchable as are malor



descriptors (/de'). full (single word) descriptors (/df*), major
identifiers (/141,01, full identifiers (/if). major identifiers
(lie), and major full identifiers (/if*).
Prefix-coded fields include: oersonal author (au=), corporate
source code (cc=), subject category field (cf.7),
contract number (cn=), contract number orefix (co7-),
journal announcement (ja=), reoort number (rn=) and
update (ud-m).
Limiting (LIMIT4and LIMITALL) is restrictec to accession number,
major descriotors, major Identifiers (/MAJ) or ail occurances
except major identifiers and descriotors (/MIN).
Direct access to a particular item is available oy using simply
the accession number in conjunction with the TYPE command and the
desired format.
Formats available in NTIS are 1 (DIALOG accession number).

(full record without abstract). 3 (biblicgraohic citation ).
4 (NTIS report or accession or order number), 5 (full record)
6 (short citation).

It should be noted that abs,tracts are available in NTIS items, but the
abstrlct field is not a searchable field.
SMore detail is-available on code searching in NTISt

.s a (5211) 'ode searching in NTIS
'SEnter a DIALOG command or °a° to see the additional details.
Z00531 1

Se-arch methods and formats in COMPENOEX

Searchable fields in COMPENDEX include the basic'index, comprised of
abstract, corporate source, descriptor, identifier, and title fields.
Major descriptor, full descriotor, and major full descriotor fields
(/df, //de', and /df*.) are also searchaole in COMPENDEX.
Code searching in the following fields may be done in COMPENOEX:
author (au=), card-alert codes (c4r). COOEN (co=), journal announcement

and update (ud-m).

Limiting in COMPENOEX is confined to accession number, major heading At'
subheading UmajW(cor all occurances exceot major heading or subheadiing

Formats available in COMPENCIEX include format 1 (DIALOG accession number).
format 2 (full record except abstract), format 3 (Bibliographic/.
citation). format 5 (full record), and format 6 (title, source4
and EL abstract number).
SMore detail is available on t

a (5311) Code searchirg in COMPENDEX
SEnter a DIALOG command or 'a if, yeti wish to see the detailed information,
7.00631
END command
The ENO command may be used during a search if you wish to See
time and cost data for your time in that file in which you are
working. Set rumberino will not be restarted at 1, but time,
cost, and file number will be returned. You may return to the
search following an ENO command. -

Z0/311
Stacking SELECTS
To save time you may SELECT directly more than one term at a time.
This is accomplished by entering the terms with the SELECT commands on
one line, separating tram by semicolons (:1. You may SELECT anv number of
terms as long as they tit on one line.
'Enter SELECT INFORMATION RETRIEVAL; SELECT INTERMEDIARIES
-select information retrieval; select intermediaries

6



2 2191 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
3 498 INTERMEDIARIES

Both sets can now be used in future set-creating steps of the search.

X01421
Range fepture with COMBINE
When you an BINE several successive set numbers, such as

combini sets 1.2.3.and 4 with the OR logical ooerator, you can

use a s ort-cut to enter the commands. Instead of using the

longer c mand(COMBINE 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4) you may enter C1-4/OR

where 1 to\ is the range of sets you want to COMBINE and OR

is the apoiooriate logical ooerator.
Z015/1
Format 1
Format 1 gives the accession number of,the document retrieved.
For'example:.
'Enter TYPE 10/1/1
-type 1.0/1/1
SEntering TYPE 10/1/1, for example. yields:

/0/1/1
E0121290
X01512
Format 2
Format 2 is the format for the full record, with the exceotion of

the abstract of the document. Specify Format 2 when you wish to

see not only the bibliographic information, but also the list of

descriptors and identifier§ for use in future search'strategY
formulatiorf. For example:
*Enter TYPE 10/2/1
-type 10/2/1
SEntering TYpE 10/2/1 yields:
/0/2/1
ED1212900 -4003267

Impact of On-Line Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users, 1974-75.
Wenger. 'Judith: And Others
System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
76 292o.
Sponsoring Agency: National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.

Available from: System Oevelooment Corporation, 2500 Colorado

Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90406 (IS8N-8-916368-01-71 $15.00)
Document Not Available from EDRS
Descriotors: Bibliograohies/ Comouter Programs/ Cast Effectiveness/

Costs/ Data Bases/ Information Centers/ 'Information Retrieval/
Information Services / Libraries/ Library Role/ Library Services/ 'On

Line Systems/ Personnel Needs/ Personnel Selection/ Publicize/ 'Use

Studies
X01513
Format 3
Format 3 is the format to soecify when you want to see

the bibliographic citation for the item. This will give you

title, author, date of publication. Journal or document title,

and other information you will need to locate the item after you

have completed your search. For example:
'Enter TYPE 10/3/1'
-tyoe 10/3/1
SEntering TYPE 10/3/1 yields:
10/3/1
U31212901

impact of On-Line Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users, 1974-75.

Manger, JudithZ And Others
System Development Corp., Santa Monica..Calif.



2920. 76
System Develooment Corporation, 2500 Coicrado Avenue, Santa Monica,

California 90406 (ISBN-8-916368-01-7; $15.0)
Document Not Availlble from EORS

X01514 .

Format 4
Format 4 is.the format which gives the accession number and the
document's title and/abstract. The abstract is the description of the
document, designed to let'you know what kirds of information
you can expect to find in the document. The abstract may vary
from a very few words to a very few long ard,thorough description.
Format 4 should be soeciVied when you want to see if the items
retrieved meet your search needs. For example:
'Enter TYPE 10/4/1 .

-type 10/411
SEntering TYPE 10/4/1 yields:
10/4/1

.
ED121290#

Imoact of On-Line Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users. 1974-75.
Over 1.250 users of 10 major on-line bibliograohic information

retrieval services were surveyed to assess the impact of such services
on the library and information science community and its user
community. The ajor topics considered in analyzing responses were:
(1) respondent backgrounds: (2) methods of acquiring and oromoting
on-iine services: (3) selection and trainirg-of,staffsl (4), levels of
use; (5) selection, access. and use of on-line systems: (6)'.selectioa
and use of data bases: (7) costs: (8) major problems; and (9) major
areas of impact. It was. found that\ the services are 'being used
primarily by libraries and informafroA service centers in commercial
organizations, univerisities, and federal government agencies.

informatio Specialists. The u e Of search services Ls generally
1:Searchers are primarily int mation intermediarieslibrarians and

n
considered cost-effective. The steady growth of these services will
mean increased presskire for the develooment of the following services:
(1) accommodation for a wide range of user exoertise within the search
systems: (2) new methods and wider availability of user training; (3)

methods for recovering the costs of retrieval service withing
traditionally np-fee institutions: and (4) faster methods of acaUiring
full-text cooies of materials indexed. (Author/PF)
X01515 A

Format 5
Format 5 gives the full record of bibliographic information.
full indexirg information, and t e document's abstract as well.
Format'5 is the most complete format y can use
with the TYPE commana. For examples
'Enter TYPE 10/5/i
-type 10/5/1
SEnterIng TYPE 10/5/1 yields: /

/0/5/1
E01212900 IR003267

Impact of Or-Line Retrieval Services: A rvey oU\Users, 1974-75.
Wenger, Judith: And Others ,

System Development Corp.. Santa Monica, Calif.
76 292o.
Sponsoring Agency: National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.
Available from: System Development Corporation, 25G0 Colorado

Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90406 (ISEN-8-916368-01-7: S15.00)
Document Not Available froll FORS , .

,..,,

Over 1.250 users of 10 major on-line bibliograph-ic information
retrieval services were surveyed to assess the-imoact of such services
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on the library and information scLence community and its user

community. The major topics considered in analyzing responses were:

(1) respondent backgrounds: (2) methods of acouiring anu oromoting
op-line services: (3) selection and traInirg of staffs:.(4) levels of

use: (5) selection, access, and use of on-line systems: (6) selection
and use of oata bases: (7) costs: (8) malcr problems: and (9) major

areas of impact. It was 'found that the services are being used
Primarily by libraries..and information service centers in commercial

organizations, universities, and feoeral government agencies.

Searchers are primarily information intermediaries--librarians and

information specialists. The use of search services is generally
considered cost-effective. The steady growth of these services will

mean increased pressure for the development of the following services:
(1) accommoseatton for a wide range of user expertise within the search
systems: (2) new methoos and wider availability of user training: (3)

methods for recovering the costs of retrieval service withing

traditionally no-fee institutions: and (() faster methods of acquiring
full-text ccpies of materials indexed. (Author/PF)
Descriptors: Bibliographies/ Computer Programs/ Cost Effectiveness/

Costs/ Data Bases/ Information Centers/ *Information Retrieval/
Information Services / Libraries/ Library Role/ Library Servi es/ *On

Line Systems/ Personnel Needs/ Personnel Selection/ Publici / *Use

Studies
%01516
Format 6
Format 6 is the Title format, and the reso se to a command
to TYPE in fcrmat 6 consists of the accassI number and the oocument*s

title. Sometimes you mey want to use this format to detertrine if

titles aopear to meet your search specifications, and also to
make a less time-consuming Judgment of your search performance before
deciding to TYPE out the longer records. For example:
*Enter TYPE 10/6/1
-type 10/6/1
tEnterIng TYPE-10/6/1 yields:
10/6/1
E011290#

Impact of On-Line Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users, 1974-75.

%01517
Format 7
Format 7 is called the "end user" format ir that it gives
all bibliographic information and the abstract, out it excludes subject
indexing information. The list of descriptors and identifiers, that

are assigneo the document by indexers, are excluded in Format 7.

For example:
*Enter TYPE 10/7/1
-type 10/7/1
SEntering TYPE 10/7/1 yields:
10/7/1
E01212q0r 1R003267

Impact 0 On-Line Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users, 1974-75.
Wenger, Judith: And Others
System Develocment Coro., Santa Monica, Calif.
76 292b.
Sponsoring Agency: National Science Founcation, Wasningtbn, D.C.
Available from: System Development C)rporatiorl, 5J0 Coloraoo

Avenue, Santa Mcnica, California 90406 (ISeN-8-91636,3-01-7: E15.03)

Document Not4Availlblii from COPS
Over 1.25e users of 10 major on-line bibliographic information

retrieval services were surveyed to assess the impact of such services

on the library and information science community mnd its user
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community. The major topics considered in analyzing responses were:
(1) respondent backgrounds: (2) Methods of acquiring and promoting
'on-line services: (3) selection and trainirg of staffs; (4) levels of
use: (5) selection, access, and use,of on-line systems: (6) selection
and use of data bases: (7) costs: (8) major problems: and (9) major
areas of impact. It was found that the services are being used
Primarily by libraries and information service centers in commercial
organizations, universitiTeS, and feceral government agencies.
Searchers are primarily information intermediarieslibrarians and
information specialists. The use of search services is generally
-.considered cost-effective. The steady growth of these services will
mean increased cressure for the development of tha following services:
(1) accommodation for a wide range of user expertise within the search
systems: (2) new methods and wider availability of user training; (3)
methods for recovering the costs of retrieval service withing
traditionally nc-fee institutions: and (4) faster methods of acauiring
full-text copies of materials indexed. (Author/PE)
X01518
Format 8
Format 8 is called the "searcher" format in that it gives only the title
and subject indexing for the retrieved documents. The list of
descriptors and identifiers can be heloful to you when you know of
a title and you are searching tor documents "like" the one YOU
are familiar with. By printing out the descriptors and identifiers
assigned to tre known document you can borrow the indexing terms
to formulate your strategy to find similar items in the file.
For example:
*Enter TYPE 10/8/1
-type 10/8/1
SEntering TYPE 10/8/1 yields:
10/8/1
E0121290#

Impact of Or-Line Retrieval Services: A Survey of Users. 1974-75.
Descriptors: Bibliographies/ Computer Programs/ Cost Effectiveness/

Costs/ Data Oases/ Information Centers/ 'Information Retrieval/
Information Services / Libraries/ Library Role/ Library Services/ 'On
Line Systems/ Personnel Needs/ Personnel Selection/ Publiclie/ 'Use
Studies
X02411
Limiting by.Accession Number (Date)
When using the DIALOG system you may LIMIT the retrieved citations
by the date the items were accessed into tte file. However, to do this
the limiting criteria is accession number, not date of publication
or accession. Each database differs in terms of which accession numbers
correspond to particular years. The following table will give you the
first accession number for each year since 1970. When you wish to
limit your search to publications added to the file since any of
the years since 1970, simply enter LIMITn/and the range of accession
numbers from the table. (n is the sat number yoa wish to restrict.)
The range is specified as, for example. <<100001-200001», with the numbers
separated by a hyphen.

Date
.11 ale v. .m

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
197t

4-

ERIC-E0 ERIC-EJ COMPENOEX NTIS

031E05
042061
054391
066621
080788
095254

011708
0276G0
045272
062753
082165
101873

000001
100001
200001
300001
400001
400001

36
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=1, 410

68751_2
A1193H4
A32414
A5551E1 (NUN-AEC)-COG1141
A6171H1-C194113
A671511 - C382414



1976 110595 121927 500001 47185H2 -05571C1
To update from a Particular year to the present time, enter the accession
number giver in the table for the first year ano then make the upper
limit of the range a "nine-fill"figure according to the following tables
DATABASE Nine-fill format

ERIC use 999999/ED or 999999/EJ as.upper limit
NTIS use A999141 for ERDA reports without abstrac.ts;

use 09991A1 for all others.
COMPENDEX use 999999 as uoper limit
X02412
Multiple Limiting
It lS possible to LIMIT one set with several LIMITing criteria.
You may accomplish this most simply by apolying each successive
limit to the result of the previous criteria. This technique will
reduce the size of the set considerably.
For example, yOu may LIMIT a set to major terms by entering
LIMIT 10/MAJ
which will result in a new set (no.11). Then, if the set is still
too large, you might limit it to items accessed Py the database
ln the most recent three years by entering
LIMIT 11/110595-999999
ThLs tectkpioue of adding criteria for limiting will reduce set size
rapidly.
X02711
Recall and Execute Commands
The RECALL command is used to recall, but not to execute, the saved
search fOrmulation. To use the command. enter .RECALLnnn where ',inn°
represents the three-character serial identification assigned to
Your saved search formulation.
After You use the .RECALL (notice the period (.) oreceeding the

word 'RECALL') command, you may execute or release the saved
search4
The EXECUTE command is used to carry out the saved search in
the file of your choice. To use this command, you must first
enter a period (.) and then the word EXECUTE and the three
character serial identification.
-Use of the ,EXE.CUTE command causes all steps in the search to
be carried -out, but the only set which will bi returned is
the final set, the one created by the final COMBINE command of
the search
The .system response to the *EXECUTE commano is a set number.
the number of items in that set, and the serial number of tre saved
search. The set number of the final set may then be used further
in developing the search in more detail or breadth.
*More information is available on executing the search in another file.

a (27111) Executing the Saved Search in Another File
*Enter a DIALOG command or 'a if you wish to see the detailed information.
%02712
Releasing the Saved Search
The .RELEASE command is used to erase the laved search wner it is no longer

worthwhile to save it in the system. The saved search must be recalled,
and then released. The sequence of commands used to release a saved
search from storage 1st
1. Enter RECALLnnn where nnn is the serial identification of the

saved search.
2. When the saved search formulation has been orinted out, enter

.RELEASErnn where nnn is the serial identification number
of the search you are,releasing from s.torage.

The system will resoond with a repeat of your *RELEASE



command and the serial identification.
X03211
ERIC - File 1
The following table lists the data field, prefix codes, and examoles
of use for the ERIC file.
Data Field

Area Code (Legislative)
Personal Author
Contract or Grant Number
Clearinghouse Code
Document Type
Sponsoring Agency
Journal Name
Project Number
Report Number
Update
Year of Publication

Prefix Code Examole

AC=
AU=
CN=
CH=
DT=
SC=
JO=
PN=
RN=
U0=

, YR=

Jo.

AC=32
AU=Smith, J
CN=0E-2431
CH=EC
OT=E1

SC=AHP08956
JO=AAUP\SULLETIN
PN=H-356,897
RN=TM/3098
UO=7709. ,

YR=78

'The abbreviations, project and code numbers, and agency data
will be known to you if you are searching for particular recorts
or journal articles. etc.
X03212
NTIS - File 6
The following table lists the data field, prefix codes, and
examples for use for the NTIS file.
Data Field Prefix Code Examole

Personal Author
Corporate Source Code
Subject Category Field
Contract Number
Contract Number Prefix
Journal Announcement
Report Number
Report Number Prefix
Update

AU= AU=Jones, J.F.
CC= C0=509008
CF= CF=9
CN= CN=AF-2390
CP= CP=AF
JA= JA=078
RN= RN=MTR-396
RP= RP=MT-
UD= U0=78

The abbreviations, code numbers, dates, ano subject categorie will
be known to you when you begin your search, or you may see th
instructional unit on individual database files for more information.
X03213
COMPENDEX - File 8
The following table lists the prefix codes and the
corresponding fields for which they stand, along with an examole
of how the codes are used...
Field Name Prefix Code Example

Personal Author AU= AU=Brown. John ft.
Journal Code CO= CC=f6 character COOEN1
Card Alert Code CA= CA=43
Update U0= U0=77
Journal AnneuncementJA= JA=078
Abbreviations, code numbers, and dates for orefix use should be
known to you 'when yot . olan your search: for more particulars, vou
may reviAw the instmuctionak unit on the individual Jatabase fite

or refer'to 'the orinted
X03221
Title /TI
Ulecifying the title field means that citations retrieved will have
the term of interest in the title of the document.

6 ,
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Title /TI suffix can be used in ERIC,NTIS. and COMPENDEX.
U3222,
Abstract /AB
The abstract field may be searched in the ERIC file. When you use
the /AEI suffix, the search is,conducted in the abstract field and the
term specified will appear in the descriptive summary of the document.
V)3223
DesCriotors
Descriptors are words or phrases which dilscribe the subfec+.of the document.
These terms are assigned to the document oy indexers and are terms which
describe the subject matter of the document in specific terms. Each
document in the file,is assigned several descriptors - the number oepends
on the document, tAe file, and the extent to which the document is in-

dexed.
The /OE suffix denotes that the term Ls to be found in the descriptor
field - it may be a slp-gle word desdriotor or part of a multiple word
term. /OF stands for FULL DESCRIPTOR\and'means that the word or term
is not.part of a multi-word descriotor, but stands .alve.
The /OE and !OF suffixes may be used in all.the files which may be
searched through LIDA.
If'the /0E-or isoF suffix is followed by an asterisk (*). 'the.descriotonS
searched will be those considered by the indexers to be the orimirY
terms_which describe the item. Often the (*) terms corresoond to the
index termS used as subject headings in printed Odexes to the
literature. Using the-/DE* or /OF* suffix further.limits the search
'output and may be used in all 1104 database files.

The descriptor field is the field which is\searched wgIn ç1\-au use a

multiword thesaurus term : this is automati, and theref * makes it
utinllicessary to specify a suffix unless the several words are
linked by infixes.
Z(I3224
Identifiers
Identifieris are terms which describe the contents of the documents. They

are not terms.which describe the subject matter of the documents. They
may be soecified as words or phrases used alone (/IF) or a part of
a larger multi*word term (/I0).4. \+:

An asterisk (*) following the /ID or /IF suflik dantotes that the indexer

of the document felt thqt thi term was the Primary indicator of a description
of the document apart frav its subject matter.
The /I0 suffix neily be used all II04 database files: /IF, /ID*, and
//F* are searchable onky ln ERIC and NiIS.

Z(13225
Corporate Source f. Author Affiliation
The /CS suffix denotes that tqe term you are searching on is to abpear

in the corporate source or author affiliation field. Names-of schools,
institutions, corporations, and others who sponsor research may be
.included. You may, for example,,search on taliopikinsa followed bY
the /CS suffix when ytu wish to find research which originated at

Johns Hopkins University.
The /CS suffix denotes corporate source in ERIC and NTIS, ard
author affiliation in COMPENDEX.
i03226
Descriptive Note /NT
A descriptive note field, designated by the suffix /NTlis searchable in
the ERIC file only. The descriptive note includes information about tne
circumstances tf oublication, language of cocument, oaqinatidr, and
other distinguishing information which sets one document apart from

another.
This is nct to be confused with the /48 field: /NT is a suffix

324.



used only in ERIC and applies there only tc non-journal items.
4

Za5211
Code Searching in NTIS
The Prefix codes in NTIS are listed below eith procedure for searching:
AUTHOR (AU=)

To search on an author's name, enter the éoemand, the au= prefix, and
t1,714 author's surname, followed by a comma, followed by a space, followed
by the 'first rathe or first initial.
Expansion of the author's surname is recommended.

, SUBJECT CATEGORY FIELD (CF=)
Too types of subject category fields aoceae here: the COSATI code

and the NTIS code. These codes are used in conjunction with arranging
and classification of reports. The code numbers consist of two
numerics and cne alpha character. The printed Guide to OIALOG Databases
lists the COSATI code numbers that are appropriate for searching in various
subject areas.
COPRORATE SOURCE CODE (CC=/'

This fieVdjonsists of the six-digit Defense Documentation Center .

(DOC) source codes, or the seven-digit ERDA corporate source coae
\numbers. NTIS uses all'ODC codes in indexirg documents.

,

ONTRACT'NUmBER (CN=)
The contract number orefix may be used for searching contract,

.project, grant, and-monitor numbers. These numbers may contain
numbers, letters, hyphens, or slash marks. It 1%,suggested that the
numbers be expanded to find the proper format.
COORACT NUMBER PREFIX (CP=)

The contract number oreti* code is used to collect all grant, contract.
taskt'or monitor numbers by the characgter string which appears
before the fixst hyphen or slash in the contract number.
For example, SELECT CP=NSF would retrieve all items of work sponsored by
the National Sciende Foundation (prefix NSF).
REPORT NUMBER (RN=)

The,report (lumber is used to collect reports into-Various groupings.
The report number Prefix codes (RP=) as well as the RN= codes are
exo,lained ih the orinted Guide to DIALOG databases.
,JOURNAL ANNOUNCEMENT (JA=)
This field is used to indicate volume and Issue of the Journal
in whigalh the report was first announced. Prefix letters that are used
for each Jourral are listed in the printed GUide to DIALOG Oatabases.
ZI:153f1
Code Searching in COMPENOEX
The followiOg are the prefixes which you can use to search fielas apart

fro4 the basic index.
AUTH. (AU=)

o 16 oersonal authors may be listed per document. The au=
6re shoula be used to search for work by a particular author. First enter
the EXPAND or SELECT command, then the prefix au=, then tne author's
surname, a'comma; and finally the first name, names, or initial. jn
pdMPENOEX, an 'e' is added for the umlaut in German names.
It is recommended that'personal author names be EXPANDed prior to
SELECTing, as there may be several variations of the name in tne file.

4

CODEN (C0=)
The CODEN is the standard five-digit code which provides a uniaue

identification of a perioaical title. Prior to 1972, the five digit Code was
used, out a sixth cneck character has-now been added. Therefore, it is
recommended that truncation be used with the CODEN. as.SELECT CO=JACTA?
COOENs may be found in the printed publications Indexag for Engineerfng.
The COOEN may be used in the search to include or exclude specific periodica
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as sources of documents in the search.

JOURNAL ANNOUNCEMENT (JA=)
The information in this field is the year and month the document
appeared in the printed EL Monthly. For example SELECT JA=7711 for all
documents which appeared in the November 1977 issue of El Monthly.

UPDATE (U0=) ,

Search results can be restricted to specific updates of the aatabase.
For example. SELECT U0=7702 restricts results to the partiocular update
from 1977. In addition, SELECT UD=9999 will retrieve the latest update.

CARD-A-LERT,CODES (CA=) a
Card-A-Lert Codes, since they represent a broad classification (cheme,

are useful in searching the COMPENDEX file., Although the Card-A-Lert
current awareness service was discontinued, the three-digit codes
as Wined in the Ei users manual May be used for searching.
Valid Card-A-Lert codes are three digit numbers above 400 which end

in a non-zerO digit.
You may search the first two digit of the Card-A-Lert code - this
will retrieve all related sublect areas. For example. SELECT
ACCELERATION(C)CA=43 will restrict the occ6rance of.accelaration°
to the concept of 'transportation or *transportation vehicles* as
defined by Card-A-Lert_code 431-434.

"SMore information is available on
a (53111) Soecial characters in COMPENDEX

SEnteg._AADIALOG command or 'a' if you wish to see the detailed information.

X27111
Executing the Saved search in Another File
At times you will want to execute one search Ln several files-
to be certain you have collected a comorehensive set of

.
citations to meet your needs. SEARCH SAVE allows you to do this
without having to reenter all the commands or reformulate your search
strategy. When you have used the ENO/SAVE commana to save a search

you may then change files by entering .FILEn where n is the
number of the file to which YOU are changing. Then follow the
Procedure for recalling and/or executing the search. If you
want to see the formulation, to be certain your formulation is
the one for your present need, use the .RECALL command before
executing the search. You may also use .EXECUTE eithout having
recalled the search first.
The result of execution of the search formLlation in a new file
will be a final set number and the number et postings. Y.ou
may TYPE out a few of the items to be certain the items are
of interest. You may continue to refine the search or browse
through other citations to find relevant items.
It is wise to beware when changing files fcr execution of a searche

files differ in terms used i the index ane with regard to the aocuments
included in the database. You should also rote that certain citations
may be retrievea in both files as there is a certain amount of overlap
between some of the files.
X53111
Soecial characters in COMPENDEY
When searching in COMPENDEx it is necessary to be familiar 04th Some

special characters. For example4 formulas wnich appear in titles
and abstracts are set off in the basic inde x by special marwinqS.
Each superscript character is preceeded by two asterisks ("), as
101"8 and is retrieved bv SELECT 10 (W)24W)8
Similarly. each Suoscrint character is preceded-in,/ two slasr'es eg

4



CO//2 which is retrieved by SELECT CO(W)2

Additionally, the appearance of the left bracket phrase generally inaicates
the presence cf an English translation of a foreign title. To separate
English from ran-English titles. therefore. 'left braket' should be
selected from the title field usitig fulltext..methods. as
SELECT left(w)bracket/ti. If you/are searching strictly for English
language documents (not In translation) the 'left bracket' items can
be dropoed by usittg the NOT ooerafor with the COMBINE command.
You may want to refer to the orInted guide to DIALOG databases for more

information.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present report intends to describe the current state of all computer

programs that make up the Individualized Instruction for Data Access (IIDA)

system. This report will be technical and program-oriented. The function and

operation of each significant program in the system will be discussed in turn.

akts

Certain assumptions are made about the readers of this report: (1) they

should be acquainted with the goals and objectives of the LIDA project, as

presented in the 5 reports preceding this one
1; (2) they should have some

knowledge of the overall configuration of the IIDA computer system, although

this will be briefly reviewed belcm; and (3) they should have had some

exposure to the te Minology used in computer and information science. Terms

in the latter category will only be explained when they have some special

meaning in the context of the IIak system. Finally, in referring to users,

the thir'd person singular pronciun, "he", will, be used. This should be

unders ood as a reference to users of both genders.

.....

.

Frcm the broadest perspective, the IIDA system consists of four

components: users at termi.nals, a computer with LIDA software, a

bibliographic search service, and telecommication networks which link users

to IIDA and IIDA to the search service. The terminals happen to be common

DECWriXers, although any general- rpose ASCII terminal with an attached modem

would work just as well. TIDA sof are resides on Massachusetts Institute of

Technology's Honeywell 6180, a. large-scale interactive timesharing machine

running under the MULTICS 'operating system. The search service is provided by

Lockheed's DIALOG system, an online information retrieval system which

provides access to numerous bibliographic data bases . Either one of two

commercial networks may be employed for the two links, specifically the Tymnet

, and Telenet services.

IIDA's software is programed in the MULTICS extension of PL/1a. M.I.T.'s

MULTICS machine a so provides a specikk hardware device, known as an Autocall,

for placing di.g1Ing calls to a network. IIDA software resides in seven

diredtories, i.e."; file and program storage and wark areas, on MULTICS. These

include: two entry directories for IIDA staff; one develo1xaent directory for

IIDA PL/1 source code; one development directory for IIDA object code; and
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. IIDA-mediated

Telenet '

Searching'

Conventional

Tele.
or

Tymnet '

Searching

Cambridge, Mass.

MULTICS

CONIT

Telenet'.

or
Tymnet

'DIALOG;

Lockheed

_Palo Alto, Calif.'

Figure 0. Computer Communications Configuration. Unmediated searching involves ;

a direct connection to the host retrieval system. Mediated searching 1

involves two connections. A connection is first established with the
mediating software on an intermediate c6puter. A call is then placed
by this software, via an AutoCall hardware device, to the host re-

trieval system.



three entry directories for guest users, i.e., experimental subjects, of the
IIDA systesn. The directories are interlinked where nEcessary.

The software description in this report will be organized according to
the programs that make up the system. Each sprogram has a function
sufficiently discrete to make thig, approach feasible. No discussion of IIDA
sof tware would be complete, however, without recognition and thanks to the
Connector for Networked Information Transfer (CONIT) project 2 at M.I.T. from
whom IIDA received most of its communication and control software. Chapter 2

of this report will introduce 'these eslitsaiZal programs which IIDA inherited.

See Figure 1 for a schematic classification of the system's programs.
Chapter 3 of this report will descrIbe the control programs. Chapter 4 will
describe the search-oriented programs. Chapter 5 will describe the other
support programs. See Figure 2 for the names and summary desCriptionisof the
progr in this scheme. In the MULTICS system, all PL/1 source programs

re re a namertoxtension of "4)11", pronounced "pea-el-one". This extension
will be, given throughout this report when referencing a program. This is to

. .

emphasize that the referenceis t -a program,. althougt the executable program
is in object form, the name .of w i-cla_takes no extension on the MULTICS system.

2. CONIT AAD IIDA

WM.

The IIDA project was fortunate to be able to acquire and build upon
system software develdlped by the CONIT project at M.I.T. The idea of a
network interface is common to both projecs, although the two projects Aiffer
significantly in the us t ke of this interface capability. IIDA thus

has made e'xtensive use of he more general and system-oriented CONIT programs:
those which perform control and communication functions.

The main prbgram of each system performs the central control functifrons.
This program came from CONIT named conit.p11, and was renamed iida.p11 for use
by the IIDA projtect. Iida.p11 manages the receipt andAransmission of most \

messages to and frail the user and to and from DIAL00'. Message management and
--numerous other fu inctions are performed by a production rule nter*eter

developed by the CONIT project. This interpreter is now part of iida.p11.
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Fig(Ir90,1. Schematic classification of programs available with the /IDA system.

Procedures in.the left column are immediately concerned with the particulars

of messages transmitted between users pd the search service in a given search.

Procedures in the middle Golumn are cohcerned with controlling the sequence of

events during an IIDA search. Procedures in the right column serve informative

and maintenance functions which in themselves are not sensitive to the

particulars of the`current search.
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I. Control Programs

A. PrecSearch Initialization
1. get_user_id.p11 - get and verify identity of user

2. db init.p11 - initialize selected variables in the user data base

B. Main Procedure
1. iida.p11 - control message switching and subsystem execution

C. Post-Search Reporting
1. proc_rep.p11 -*online report of search act ity &-/proctor or user

2. reports.p11 - store report of search activ ty for later printing
00

3. adapt_rep.p11 - online report of adaptive variable subsystem

II. Search-Oriented Programs

A. Nawork a*d DIALOG communication
1. netcon.p11 connect to'a network through an available i/o port

2. callout.p11 place a phone call to the selected network
3. sendline.p11 - send a line of information to the search service

4 4. getline.p11 - get a line of information from the search service

B. Command and Responge Parsing
1. parse.pll - verify-syntax of user-entered command

2. rsvparse.p11 - decode responge line from the search service
3. idverb.p11 - analyze commands with unrecognized verbs

C. Command and Response Analysis
1. canalysis.p11 analyze search strategy based on command eleents
2. normalizer.p11 - standardize command arguments for subgjtanflysis
3. ranalysis.p11 - analyze search strategy based on response eleit= ts

III. Other Support Programs

A. Exercises Local o NULTICS
1. exl.p11 - manag4 Exercise 1 frames and responses

2. ex3.p11 --manage Exercise 1 and Helpyframes and responses

B. User-Initiated Assistance
1. help_iida.p11 - offer 'user help from the data base and Ex. 3 frames

2. da.p11 experimental help in getting useful descriptors
3. rec assist.p11 - experimental help in getting useful records and desc.

. -
C. Message Handlers

1. massen.pll - gvieral packaged messages for various system functions

2. mesyner.p11 - syntactic error message handler
3. mess out.p11 - strategic condition message handler

Fi ure 2. Outline classification of rogram dames and their summa descri tions.

These programs are described in detail in the text. Th above outline liw'

Aroughly correponds to the tab of contents of this rek ort. Other minor

supliOrt programs and data file i-e also discussed in the te*t, where

it is fitting.



A producti-on rule is an executable entity. It is selected from a linked -

list of rules, based on the current state of the process and data in an input

stream. Execution of the rule establishes a new state, places data on o&put

streams, and performs various special actions. Selection of production rules,

one at a time, continues throughout the process -- essentially producing or

controlling the process.

The production rules effectually make up a sublanguage. A program in

this sublanguage is stored on an external file, named ttstart. Iida.pll can

invoke rul.pll, a program which can add, delete, and change production rules

14 on ttstart. T1 general features of the interpretive production-rule language

are described elsewhere.
3,4

Iida.p11 is discussed in more detail in Section

3.3:*

s
Four programs Which manage communication were received from CONIT and are

used practically intact by IIDA. Two are concerned with establishing a

AOCcommunications link via the Autocall d to one of the two networks. These

programs are.named netcon.p11 and callout.p11. A third program, named

sendline.p11, is responsible for passing messages to the network and the

search service over the established channel. A fourth program, named

getline.p11, is responsible for receiving messages from the network and the

search service over that channel. Of these four programs, significant changes

have only been made to get1ine.p11 for the IIDA application. All faar

programs are discussed in greater depth in Section 4.1.

3. CONTROL PROCEDURES

3.1. Start-up.ec and search.ec

MULTICS has a facility for executing a list of monitor commands contained

in a segment. This facility, called "execute command, includes branching

capabilities and may be applied to commands in segments with the name-extension

".ecP. A segment with the reserved entry-name "start_up.ec" is autamatically

executed immediately after logging into MULTICS. IIDA's control progilms and

other preparatory activity is supervised by start_up.ec segments found- in each

of the three guest directories and by user-invoked executable canmand segments



named search.ec found in the t4staff directories. The start up.ec segments-
__-

for guest users make logging into MIMICS and invoking IIDA appear to be a

single operation.

ro'f-
The five executable command segment* contain some variations, but

generally follow these steps: (1) transfer control: to the development

directory containing the object segmentu (2) accept or rejlitt an

IIDA-specific identification code; (3) initialireAhe data.base; (4) invoke

the main IIDA program; and (5) report on the search. Each of these steps

deserves some amplification.

(1) Transfer control to the development direcrory . The executable

command segments are found in the five entry directories (staff and guest).

To execute 11 software, either control must be transfered to the development

directory where object-code segments for the IIDA sIstem are stored, or links

must be parmanently established to arl programs from the entry Arectory to

the object-Ode development direceory. In several instances the latter was

. done in order to isolate in the Q.rious entry directories data segments with

the same name. This, for instance, gives unique pathnames to multiple copies

of the student data base segments, found in sever,a1 directories.

(2) Get an IIDA-specific,identification code. Each IIDA user is

assigned a unique code in each experimental environment. This is used to

correlate search transcripts with reports printed later about the search.

Some 200 codes are available. Some of the characters of the 9-character code

serve switching as well as identification functions. Accepting the code is

managed by the program, get_uSer_id.pll. This program is found in the context

of conditional branching in the executable command segment which e4ernally

handles accepted and rejected codes. Both the program and the codes are

discussed in Section 3.2.1.

(3) Initialize, the data base. The program, db init.p11, discpsed ip

Section 3.2.2, initializes many of the external variables and structures Jound

in the student data base, discussed in Section 3.2.3. An area (in the

technical FLA sense) defined in'the student data base must also be

initialized by the MULTICS monitor command "create area".

-6-
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'(4) Invoke the main IIDA program. The main IIDA Brogram, iida.p11, is

discussed in Section 3.3.1. It contains three auxillary entry points w

I%
01

_

provide either regular (guest) or. terse (staff) eniry into the IIDA softwa .

The appropriate entry point is invoked by the executable command segment.

(5) Report on the search. Upon return from the main IIDA program,.the

user has the option of reviewing his search online. A copy of this search

report is al.ao appended to a data file for later printing and analysis. li.oh

7

the online and filed reports are discussed in Section 3.4.
411

6,41

3.2. Pre-search initialization ,

#1113.2.1 get-user-id.,p11. This program requests and veri ies a user

identification code -- a 9-character string which is used ba correlate users

with the reports printed later on their IIDA-mediated searches. Approximately

200 codes are stored in a table built into this program. Users are siven

three opportunities to enter a code found on Ehis table. If a valid code is

not entered by the third time, the IIDA seSaion is terminated.

The first four characters and the last character of the code are randomly

selected, serviris strictly to uniquely identify the user. The code also

includes awitches thia control program operation. Character 5 is a binary

siNth that indicates whether or not a report is to be printed later about the

session. In practic4, reports are not prinied for staff users, but are

printed for guest users. Character 6 is a binary switch which allows IIDA to

be suppressed. This make IIDA activity transparent; an IIDA search appears to
.

be exactly lCke a DIALOG search after logon is completed, although data is

collected on the search (see Quarterly Report 4). This transparent or

IIDA-suppressed mode is used by experienced control groups in the experimental

studies. Characters 7 and 8 were intended to be biaary switches that

signalled the suppression,of front-end material and the type of terminal. In.

practice, these two characters are not used as switches, but remain the

constant, "Ip".



it

3.2.2 db-init.pla. This program initializes many of the variables in

the student data base, discussed below in Section 3.2.3. The executable

portion of db init.p11 are all assignment statements. Individual variables,

arra d even entire,structures, are assigned initial values. The

select f variables to be initialized and the sequence of their

initialization was made in an ad hoc fashion. Key variables, such as indexes

to arrays, were initialized to 0 from the beginning of software development.

Other variables were added to this progrip as it.became evident that they

needed initialization.

3.2.3 student.inc .p11. This segment contains the source of all

-declarations that make Che student data base. These variables are

organize& into six level-01 external static data structures. 'These data

structures roughly represent: ,command history, other fixed-structure

histories, va-riable-structurghistories, data on EXPAND tables, supporting

data, and data for the adaptive-variable subsystem.

The command hiStory,contains variables parsed out of or analytically

derived from comimand stridgs as entered by the user. This data includes:

argument of the command, various classificationslof the command, set generated
4

.kif.SELECT or COMBINE), time taken to enter the command, and,various condition

signals.

. Other fixed-structure histories are organized into arrays that represent

information returned by DIALOG. These include: sets created by SELECT and

COMBINE, records reviewed by TYPE and DISPLAY, use made of the IIDA HELP

facili,ty, syntactic errors identified by the IIDA parser, and strategic errors

identified by the IIDA analyses. Entries in each of these structures contain
4

pointers td the entry in the command history structure that triggered the
-

retrieval system response. f)

Variable structure historie4 copsist of two PL/1 based structures

allocated in a PL/1 area. These structures contain: 1) extended arguments of

. set-ik ting commands; and 2) a history of all deserIptors used either

6"xp1icit1y or implicitly 'in the search. The derivation of extended arguments

is discussed in Section 4.3.2.



Data on EXPAND tables includes the entire parsed image of the most recent

'EXPAND table and the most recent thesaurus table (if any). Also stored here

are the first and last terms from every response in the.search to a lexical

(not thesaural) EXPAND command. This last table is used in the analysis of

null sets (see Section 4.3.3).

Support data oontains by far the largest collection of simple variables.

ored here are: the parsed elements of the user identication code; indexes

o all arrays contained in other segments; and data generated in analyses of

search commands, DIALOG responses and the search as a whole. Various frags

and summary daCa are also found here. The use of many of these variables is

discussed in Section 4.3, strategy analysis.

The adaptive variable subsystem is discussed in Section 4.3.3. Data for

this subsystem is stored in a distinct external structure. The structure

consists of 21 arrays whose values are initialize by db_init.p11. These

values are modified when conditions are identified by the strategic analyses.

An 'image of the entire student.incl.p11 segment has been printed in a

previous report 5
. The variables, as named and declared there, have not

changed significantly.' The student.inclLpll source code was included in the

--.compilation of most of the IIDA programs. This allowed each to access and

update external Variables with values used by the other prograda of the system.

Each of the slx data structures has essentially been compiled into an

objec't segment. These allow data maintained in the student data bas to be

accessed while the session is underway and-after the session is through. The

original intent of hlving permanent external data was to allow an IIDA staff

member, known as the yroctor, to review the searcher's progresa from a

.separate terminal during the search. Although this capability exists with,the

proc rep.p11 program (discussed in Section 3.4.1), it generally has not been

done in practice. With the data externally available, however., online

.keporting to the user and file storage of the search are invoked ..at the

command processor level (search.ec) rather than by a call by the main progr

(iida.p11).



3.3 Main Rrocedure

1

The main IIDA procedure is iida.p11. This procedure centrally calls for

all activity: introducing IIDA, handling the four exercises, managing logons

to DIALOG, managing all search communications, and logging off of IIDAI

Controlling the apparent flow of all this activity are CONIT-style rules

stored in the compiled segment, ttstart. The functions of iida.p11 will be

discussed in Section 3.3.1; the flaw defined by ttstart will be discussed in

.Section

3.3.1. iida.p11. The main PL/1 procedure, iida.p11, performs a number of

functions. These include: providing 3 alternate entry points, ini.tializations

pertinent to processing production rules, handling interrupts, hand.ling

messages to and from the ret'aeval system and to and from the user, and

interpreting Ehe production rules. Each of these functions will be discussed

in turn.

Iida.p11 may be entered by a regular connection (rcon), a terse

connection (tcon), -Or an IIDA staff connection (icon). Gusts use the entry

point rcon, while LIDA staff useo the other two entry'points. Entry at mon

- presumes Chat data base initialization and verification of user identification

have already done by db_init.pll and get_user_id.pll under,the coutrol of k

start_up.ec. The staff entry points essentiay.y perform these two runctions..

Entry at tcon gives the staff user an immediate prompt, while entry at icon

'gives the staff user the same preliminary material seen by guest users.

Same initializatidn is done at the beginning of iida.pll. This

initialization pertains" almost ,entirely to the program's subsystem that

interprdts the production rules. In particular, ttstart, the compLed form of

the production rule table, is attached to the process. Another production

. rule table, should there'be one:may replice this under control of certain

production rules. Only testart is used in practice. !Iwitcheqt flags and'

other system-software variables are initialized here. This isj. contrast to

the LIDA application-software variables initialized b

a
0,4

r

t.p11.

4 r



Two interrupt conditions are handled by

user-signalled QUIT and the system-signalled

is raised when the user strikes dhe BREAK key

'either when the user indicates he wants to be

iida.pll. N-86 are the

phone hangup.

The hangup

dropped from

The QUIT condition

condition'is,, raised

the host (146OFF)f

or when the phote connection is accidentally broken. Raising either condition

results in changing a variable represelating the current context of the

search. Translatiqn begins on a whole alternate set of production rules'

written VD handle these conditions.

Not all messages sent to or received from the user are managed from

iida.p11; some of the called programs perform both functions. Commands

directed to DIALOG or IIDA in response to the "?" cue and most initial

responses to\such command are controlled by iida.p11, however. Almost all
N,

messages sent to and received from the retrieval system are oontrolred here.

Statements immediately following the label "luser" (listen to user)*--
manage user responses to the cue. This cue may be "?" for IIDA-suppressed..

usage, "D?1 forcommands to be directed tU DIALOG or LIDA, or "I?" rtter

responses to questions from IIDA. The user's entry is timed and re-corded. If

the user takes more thad-110 seconds to make an entry, he k-eceives a warning;
, .

if more t'han 3 minutes, he is logged off. Stacked commands directed to DIALOG

are split up into separate commands for later analysis, and Mie ingiyiduar

strings/are prepared foi processing by the production rule table. This

normally includes thelc version-of all inpUt from upper case to lo,Jer case.

Statements immediately following the label "Irs" (listen to retrievalI.
1

system)- manage DIALOG responses to commands. One li,ne of response at a time is

hahdIed through a call to getline.p11, discussed in s'ection 4.1.4. Tests are

made far various timeout codes returned by gebaihe.p11. If these conditionst

signalled by codes, are present, the current context string is altered,

triggering the interpretation of stets of production rules handling these

conditions. The line(s) returned are prepared for processitig by ruies in the

table.

The rule table translator/interpreter functions as a complete algorithm

within Lidappll. This algorithm is explained ip more detail elsewhere6,

4 summary description is in order: At all times, a rriable named "pref"

,



maintains a string of codes reflecting the curre,ift state of the process. The

rule interpreter searches the table for a rul whose state-map matches "pref",

ther campletely or partially. Rules also contain match-strings for
og

designated input streams. Adang all rules with a state-map matching "preV,

the rule with the longest matching match-string is'selected.

When this "best rule" is found, messages may be constructed for either
,

dhe user., the host or both. The rule also indicates changes to "pref",

reflecting a new state entered by the process. Any one of 70 special action

may be executed before the rule interpreter seeks the next rule. These

special actions include some which-are systemroriented (received from CONIT),

and some which are application-oriented (developed by I/DA). Most of these

special actions involve calls for the execution of other IIDA programs., In

the following discussion o special actions, called programs will be indicated

in parelkheses.

(

System-oriented speCial-actions can be reduced to roughly the.followling

caitgories: maintain and display rules in the production rule tSble

(rul.p11); place and terminate phone calls to networkS (netcon.p11,

callout.pll); set timing parameters tolerated and generated delays;

numerous variants of setting dV and sendini messages to users (messen.p11);

numerous-variants of setting up and sending messages to the retrieval system

(sendline.p11, netcon.p11);celementary numeric activities -- store, place,

edd, and compare numeric values; and return to the MULTICS commandievel.
\

Application-oriented special-actions can be seduced to roughly the 1,,t

following tategories: call for parsing of DIALOG-directkd commands
,

, .i (parse.pll)r tall for the strategic analysis of these commands
i

.

(canalysis..p11); call for parsing of DIALOG responses (rsvparse.p11); call for

the strategic an7lysis of these responses and handling"of messages triggred
14

by both analySes (ranalysis,p11); manages DIALOG-directed commands entered
,

from external procedures as,returns from thSse proce ures (help_iida.001,

da.p11, leo_assist.p11); manage t e BEGIN command,iss ed in the middle
of'

,.

4,

Exercise 4 (db initSpll, reports.p 1); manage all IIDA-directed commands

(help iida.p11, da.p11, r assist.p11); handle several classespf exceptional_ _
. 04

errors,adverb.plail an4f p ovide.for simulation of retrieval system responses
,

locally on MULTICSA \
\

;



3.3.2 ttstart. This segment is the 'compiled" version of tl\e production

rule table used throughout the IIDA sessiOn. Compilation is performed by a

call to the program rul.p11. Following aFtr IIDA praipt, "?", rules may be

entered as strings prefixed by the commana "rul". This invokes rul.p11 in

which the strings are campiLed into ttstart as-4100#4rof structures containing

the components of each rule. Images of these strings are also maintaineci6 in

an ASCII segment named iida_erul.. The apparedt flow-of-control of the entire

process is-managed by these rules. See Figure 3 for a general schematic of

this flow-of-control. Following is a discussion. of this flaW, as controlled

by groups of production rules. '

e---

The first rules interpreted initialize selected variables in an array

which the production rules can access and test. These initial values depend

in some4. cases upon the entry point used. Among. these variables are: user id,

intended use of IIDA, switch.and flag initializations, etc. If LIDA is

.suppressed, that is, the user id was issued to a profession search

intermediary in the control group,. the next rules interpreted are those that

control placing the outgoing plhone call and login protocols. Otherwise, the

usli is assumed to be a novice and several introductory activities take place.

These activities include an opportunity for the novice searcher to read

an introduction to the IIDA concept and syf m. This is broken down into

several frames. Aftef any frame the user y decide he has seen enough

introduction. When through with this intro uction, the user is asked to

indicate the mode with which he wants to work. These include theTthree

exercises and the Assistance Mode. If Exercise 1 or 3 is chosen, rule

interpretation is temporarily suspended afber a special action calbs the

procedure exl.p11 or ex3.p11 to manage the chosen4exercise (See Section 5.1).
t

After retarning from these exercises, the user again is given the initial mend

froim which he many choose a mode.

It( Exercise 2 or the Assistance Mode is cho,sen, the user is asked, under

rule c4trol, for .the approximate number of records hejlopes to retrieve.

This is Nilowed by messages reflecting the interpretation of rules that pt ace

a phohe call (4'ee Section 4.1) to the. Tymnet node and manage login protocols
\

-13--
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to DIALOG. If a failure occurs at this pOint, the phone is liung up, a phone

call is placed to the Telenet node, and Telenet's login protocols for DIALOG

are exicutee

1-4 .

Once online to DIALOG1- the user receives a pradlipt for,the entry of either
1/4

DIALOG-directed or IIDA-directed commands. The verbs of all legal COmmands

are fOund in the match strink of a set of rules. If no match is found, an

, analysis is made of'the input string by idverb.p11 (see Section 4.2.3). If a
..

match 'is found, the command parser is invoked through a special action (see
4

Section 4.2.1). If the command contains an error, this is explicitly
0

described for the user (see Section 5.3.2).and he again receives the cue.,
):_,...

Otherwisej the message is sent to DIALOG and the command-dependent strategy

/
analyzer is invoked under rule control (see Section 4.3.1). For qach line

returned by DIALOG, the response parsher is invoked (See Section 4.2.2). When

e current context indicates dne end of transmission from DIALOG (see Section

control passes to the response-dependent strategy analyzer (see

Section 4.3.3). Occ-assionally, the response is an error message from either

. the net4orkor the retrieval sistem. rh this latter case, the message is
c

anplified by IIDA. Finally, IIDA returns another input cue to the user.

In'recognizing DIALOG-dLrected

several exceptions. For-instance,

command verb PRINT. itther, an er

although PRINT is allowed by DIAL

commands, the production rules handle

they recofnize but do not transit ehe

lhessage is returned exp aining that

t is not allowed with the4IIDA

experiment. Simillhrly, in Exercise 2, BEGIN m ay.be issued only once, at the

5eginning of the search. BEGIN may be issued at any time"in the Assistance

Mode, where it triggers rules that call for a report to be stored on the file

and the .student data base 'to be reinitialized. When TYPE is recognized, an

explanation of ralevance rating Is first displayed (see Section 4.2.2).4 When

LOGOFF is recognized, serral operations and special.actions are Initiated to

wiDd up the session.
"44

Recognition of an IIDA-directed mmnand triggers the interpretation and
u

execution of rules followed Jg special actinnA which may invoke external

procedures. Amohg these counands are: Quick Advice, SUCK, Descriptor

kssistance, HELP, and DONE. Qick Advice prints advisory messages keyed to

'the codes of strategic cOnditions signalled.and described to the user. SLACK

-14w .
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'can be used to-reduce the frequency of strategic messages controlled by the
adaptive variable subsystem. Descriptor Assistan e is controlled by the
interplay.of production i-ules and an external pro dure (see Section 5.2.3 an?d
5;2.4). This pzçvides special assistance in locating descriptors that maybe
useful in the4earch.

The TIDA-directed command HELP is also controlled\ by the interplay Of
production rules and an external procedure. (see Section 5.2,.1). The command

may ,take a numeric irgument. If HELP' is not given an argument, an initial
-0

menu of various types ot assistance is given the user. If a whole number
argument is given, the table is bypassed, and the EiSsis.tance, usually a
summary of Dhe search, is immediately given. If the number is a decimal
fraction whose value ranges between 1 and 2, the fractional part is converted
inEo a whole number which is *then treated.as the number of an instructional
frame accessed and printed by ex3.pll'(see Section 5.2.2).

The IIDA-directed comaand DONE hlows the us eir to quit an exercise or
mode, th'erl eifther quit the session or begin another exercise or mode. There

also exists a'substaat.ial. set of IIDA-directed commands that are reserved for
use by the IIDA, staff. The first. character of many of thse must be the
period. Tk command, "rul" belong toa*this class of commands, as, does n.lt"
(list segorent of ttstart)," ".test2" (simulate,DIALOG responses to an Exercise
2 session),.".stop" and ".det" (quickly terminate session), ".setic" and
.setuc" (switch oit and off conversion of input alphabetic characters to

lowercase), etc.
4

There are alsp several interrupts handled under rule control.. The quit

./(BREAK) and the phone 'hangup inEerrupts were discussed in Section 3.3.1. Code

1-in the main program works in conjunction wish production rules to handle
them. 'Interrupts in receiving response lines from the retrieval systeln are
also recorize by getline.p11 (see Section 4,1.4), an,d inserted into the
current state string, "pref", by the main progrip's rule processing. algorithm.
Alternate paths in interpretingproduction rules follow the new st'ate
-established by these interruptsx-,\

f
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3.4 Post-Search Reporting

When the main program returns to the command leVel, the process is still

under the control of search.ec (staff-invoked executable command segment

ste Section 3.1) or. staAt_up.ec (gues\-invoked executable command segment).

The six object versions (4 the student 4ata basg contain values from the last

sdarch and remain available to the process. Three programs in the IIDA system

are able to report on this data. ,These are help_iida.pll (Section 5.2.1?

which reports to the user while the search is underway; proc_rep.p11 (Sectitn

3.4.1) which reports on the search at the terminal; and reports.pll (Section
A

3.4.2) which writes the same report about the search to an extendable file.

Finally, adapt_rep.pll (Section 3.4.3) reports on the adaptive voriabIe

Elubsystem at the terminal, but must.be explicitly invdked bysthe user from the

command level.

3.4.1 proc-rep.R11. This prdtram generates report at the terminal

about the searck of either the curreni usel or the last user of ghe IIDA

system. A proixtor at one terminal can invoke this p ogram to review the

progress being made by a user at another terminal. A ternately, a user Can

get a report an his search after he has completed it. The user Ray even log

ff MULTICS, log on again, and get the lport, since all values stored for the

eport are in thd permanent external segments of the student, data base.

,4#

The report is 'organized into seven tables. These describe the search in
1

terms of historip that roughly correlate to the structures in the student

data base. All bu two of these tables are organized chrononologically.

These tables report an: =nand history; sets created history; records viewed

\ttistory; chronological history of all possible errors; ctassified history of

strategi conditions; descriptors used history4 and help invoked history. The

detailed ntents of each of these' tables will now be discussed. SeAppendix

1 for a shiple report.
.

\
I

1k

Command history reports on every comman4 ehtered by the user, including

those directed to b9gb DIALOG and LIDA. This table cohsists of nine columns:

%1) sequential numbering of commands; (.2, class codeJAI.ndicating

DIALOG-directed, IIDA-directed, or syntai error; (3) command classification

.
4
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(see Figure 5 in Quarterly Report 2); ,(4) set*eated, if command was SELECT

or COMBINE; (5) string classification within group; (6) group classification

within search; (7) itack association, if any; (8) command verb spelled out in

full; and (9) argument of coMmand. (String and cycle are ioftned on page 14

of Quarterly Report

Sets created history reports an every set created by the user during the

course of th search. This table consists of seVen columns: (1) command

numbers corresponding to numbers in co.lumn 1 o the Command history table; (2)
/

sequential numbers of sets created; (3) postin count of sets created; (4)

number of times set is subsequently referenced by COMBINE and TYPE comiands;

relevance, if records from set were viewed with the TYPE command;

(6) ull comm./Rd verb; and (7) extended argument in which descriptors are

spell d out in full. 4

414ERecords viewedlhistory reports an all th.uses of e command. This
....

table consists ok seven columns: (1) comdand numbers.corresponding to the
1.

aumbets in column 1 of the command history tables; (2) set viewed: the first
,

element of the TYPE argument; (3) fonnat: the second element of the TYPE

argument; (4) first record: the first record numbe.r of a range; (5) last

record: the second record number of a range, if any; (6) average relevance:

average of all relevance'scores assigned by the user to records viewed with

o
the current command; and (7) argument of the TYPE command.

Chronologic41 history of all possible errors reports on syntactic errors,

and strategic and hOrid conditions. Syntactic errors are identified by the

command par'ser conditions and are not transmitted to DIALOG. Strategic

condition* are identified by the analysis of commands and responses,

individually and in the context of the search as a whole. Commands with these

conditions are transmitted,to DIALOG. Hybrid conditions are IIDA restrictions

that are essentially strategic in nature, but are identified by,the qyntax

parser and are gervally'not transmitted to DIALOG. This table consists Qf

five columns: (1) command number co'rresponding to the numbers in column 1 of

the command history table; (2) error code: a summary list of syntactiocl. error

codes may be found in Appendix 3 ofIthis report) while a.'definitive list of

strategic condition codes may be-found:Appendix 4; (3) error type:. syntax,

strategys4or hybrid; .(4) command verb; and (5) command argument.t,

-17-



The classified history of strategic conditions organizes each strategic

conditipon into one of 10 classes. Thvames of these classes and their

corresponding codes are given in Figure 4. The table grinted has five

.coluvs: (1) condition class code (I-I0); (2) detailed condition code (1-45);

(3) number of times .the condition was signalled; (4) the 61=40 number of the '

\

last command in whi.ch the condition was signatled; and (5) the class

description. The table is organized by class code. Each time this code

changes, a line summarizihg the number of conditions identified in the class

is printed.
4

\s, The descriptors history is ordered alphabetically by descriptor used%

'All descripto and terms in the search are cataloged here. Indirect

references to terms tire made explicit. For instance, malections-fro9 an
ik

EXPAND table are converted into the corresponding descriptors from the table.

The descriptors history table consists of five colUmns: The%first four k

?
.

contain the number .of times a descriptor is referended in the argument of the
-,.

four commands: SELECT, EXPAND, thesaural EXPAND, and COMBINE. ,The fifth

column contains the descriprr itself. a
t

> )
%

The help-iavoked history table is again chronological. As it curr tly

operates, the table is soMewhat obsolete: no argument is listed although
e

help command can take literally hundreds of argumels because' frames of the

Exercise 3 file can be directly referenced. Four column are printed: (1)

time Igelp Was requested (from a 24-hour system clock); (2) time help request
. .

was terminated with the user returning to theksearch; (3) minutes and seconds

spent in help; and (4) type'of help reluested.

N

report4q. The function of this program is to store a report on
.P--

every search. nil stored report looks almost exactly.like the one printed at

.. Ole terminal when proc_rep.p11 is invoked. Instead of printing imme 'ately,d\

however, the report is\gtored on an external, ekendabl e file. This fi e is .

.:..
,

.
0 periodkcally printed on 4 high-speed printer at, M.I.T., mailed tip the IIDA

staff, and deleted from disk storage. 'Date, time, and user id code are

printed as a heading to every report. Sincela report is wrItten following
I

every experimental search session, a complete chronological history of ihe use

of Exercise 2 and the Assistance Mode can be reconstructed.. If the id code is

that of an IIDA staff member, jlo report is written.

-18-



11,

Class .Strategic4Condition"
Code' Class Name

1.

2.

3.

String/cycle length's&

Nubl set generation

Uninformative formats

Nonused sets

-Command Repetition

6. ,Thrashing

7. Dwellini

8. Relevance Comments
0

9. Time to enter command

10. Viewing Request Excessive

Strategic Condition
. Class Member Codes

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 39

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, -36, 44, 45

18; 30.

19

.2, 22, 23, 38, 40

24

25, 31,.32, 33
4014

26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 41, 42, 43

34

'35

:

Figure 4. Jtrategic vndition classes and their corresponding codes.
These,codes are found in th Strategic trror proctor report,

a samille of which.is. found in Appendix 1. The detailed

description of the condition,.by code, As found in

Appendix 4.

4

4.



This program savehs the seveleables corrfiponding to the proctor report,
as well as ah eighth table corresponding to the adaptitve variable report.
That.report is explained in detail in Section 3.4.3. For cne experiment

performed in ,arr industrial R&D environment, all descriptors that appear in .1
arguments of commands and in the descriptgrs history table-have been converted

to duntay terms. This preserves the proprietary nature of the search subject
by masking the intellectual content of the search, while maintaining intact

the search.

,

3.4.3. adapt-repll. This program reports- on the
terminal a table repoFtsubsystem, printing ,st the

. brief description of the adaptive variable s
'coltsuns of 'the tableosre discugsed. A typica
i.4 reproduced in Appendix 2.

*

aptive variabl e
on this subsystem. A

g iysterid s n order efore the
table returnedaby adapt_rep.pll

4

'The adapiive vari.able subsystem is a tec ique for Selecting messagef
associated with strategic conditions signalle. by the strateAic analyses. ,)

.
Fo4y-five ,different strategic condition may je aignalled. (In previous IIDA.

-prepcirts, "cohdition s" are called "procedural. rulet" and "strategic errors"; .
the .three terms are es senti ally synonyrnous4 Several different conditions may

user. it is possible for the same
ds is a sequience4t6f. commends.. This

is the extreme 'case in'whicic do -not nt to blindly call for the seine .

mesgage.every_time, tinning the user..'

be raised .wit;Neh commanci entered by t

condiEion to be raised *for seVerel co

Messages that would appear too'frequently ere suppressed 14 bpth/
algorithmsiand a schedure built into the Warninr:Xtrol Progrim (sic Section

4.3.3). 'IntanCes of algoriththic suppression are: .generic .messages are'

;suppressed n sisna fled with specifiC4ae sages\ wit

slessage was Sent less than three cOnmands ago and t

the- same' intent; if a'
e same condition 'is raised

"agatn, the Message is suppressed. This last inscae.exemplifip now-adaptiVe
i i-

lirrar message sup)ressicn. Scme message suppressi oIi is ncxl- linear; these are
... .

selected by the adaptive variable sube.ystem. ,
1

N

)
Condition's .for which adaptive non-linear message Suppression-Applies are

mapped,irito 15sets of adaptive variables. -'Eaah variebte has its own
a



distinctive message scheduling curve, whicli generally iricreases dae frequency

of messages,,and which may be reset to the initial frequency at string ar

cycle breaks. Message frequency, in other words, is a function of the number

of times conditions are signalled and the state of the search in teras of its

string and cycle sttucture.

This trend of increasing,the frequency of messages can be relaxed by user

request. Following the receipt of may strategic condition message, the user

may enter the IIDA-directed codnand /SLACK. This effectually decreases the'

-message frequency by increasing the current interval between approving messages

for the,currently raised conditions.

The adaptive variable report consists of six columns. There-are 15 rows .

A
to the raport. Each row represents live of the adaptive variabled. The sixth

column sequentially numbers dhese rows with the variable index. The'first

col 4 classifies the variables into the 'following six classes (variable07
(

..3

index s in parens): essential command repetition £1,2); string length

(3,4,5); null Sets (6,7,8); non-used sets (9,10); exact command repetition
, .

411,12,13); and dtkal command.repetition (14,15). Column 5 counts the total

ftumber of adaptations for the given variable. Columns 3 and 4 indicate the -.4

..

variables! initial andfinal values. These values represent thresholds tested

in tir strategic analyses. .If the thresholds are exceeded, the condition is

signalled'and thetthreshold is raised.- Column 2 gives the difference between
)

the initial and final values. The detailed meaning of the adaptive variable
. &

thresholds is given in Sectibris 4.3.1 and 4.3.3, and in previous IIDA reports.

4

404

4. SEARCH-ORIENTED PROGRAMS

1

.This section is concerned with a set of 10 programs, called by iida.pll;

which primarily deal with the particulars of the messages exchanged by the

user and the host retrieval system. Four of these are "system programs"
. /

involved in establishing a link to the host and transmitting messages to and

from the-host. Three of these programs have been used practically intact as

received from CONIT The fourth.program has been adapted by the IIDA project.

-20- 9
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The remaining six programs a're 'fapplication programs" which evaluate the

syntax of the messages exchanged. the parsers) and the strategic value of the

messages in the mintext of the search as a whole (the analyzers). These
,

programs have been written expres ly for IIDA by the project staff. The flow
,

of the usage of these programs is ketched in Figure 5. The system programs

will be discussed i.n Section 443 the parsers will be discussed in gection

4.2; the analyzers v)ill be cliscussed in Section 4.3.

ff

4.1 Network and DIALOG Communication

1

4.

4

4 .1.1. ne tc on. p 11 . This .program es tabl ishes a9d Maintains the external

link to the network. The main entry point of the piogram is ca4.ed as a

function whose parameters are: a network code, a channel ,cod7; and an e'rror

code. The value returned by net coh . pl 1 is a Supplemeneary ,error code. The

network code may be either 1 for Tymnet, dr 2 for,Telenet;. the channel cdde

'may be either 1 or 2 for two distinct 360-baud .pdrts. The error codes are

examined by iida.p11 after a return.f/m netcon.p11: tooth are used in

constructing an evror message 'by the, Production rules, if necessary.

f
/ .

Netcon.p11 test the availabVity of° the requested channel. If it is not

available, an attempt is madai 4 switch -6'another channel. If no channel is

available, a message is sehi o the ebse'r inforMing him about the current usage

of the terephone, if that /i4 ngorma4tqnqs.available. If a channel is
. a

available, a call an that chOnel i attempted by calling the
A

callout. pl 1 (discussed/in.'Sctioliv4.1.2). Information on the

stored, the i/o stream is, attach4 ;Ind opened, and i/o modes
-

at an)* of these points oda es return to the main program with appropriate

error codes.

program

current usage is

are set. Failure

, .

'/

r

Four 'min9r,' entry poipgs are 'availabl,e in netcon.p11. these allow for

various i/o activities 04 the phone channel. These neither take parameters

nor retuin values; bue allpw for changing i/o modes, resetting the channel,

and closin/ and detachgng the channel.

7
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Get
command
from user

Get
response

Prom DIALOG

Is
it for
DIALOG

NO

YES

-Perform
IIDA
function

Parse
response &
send to use

Vali
syntax

NO
Send
syntax
error msg.

Strategic
-analysis of
response

YES
NO

Send cmd.
to DIALOG.

s i

'LOGOFF
NO

YES

ondi
tion rais

Strategic
analysis
of cm.d..

"-Save data
on search

\A/

END

Strategic
Error
Message(s)

Figure 5. Overview of flow-of-control for Exercise 2 and the
As.sistance MOde. Exertise 2 is not as general as Assitance Mode
in that'Exeritse 2: (1) requests in an introductory paragraph that
one of two specific subjects be searched, and (2) allows only one
BEGIN command to be issued during the session. The Assistance
Mode has neither of these restrictions.
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4.1.2. callout.p11. This program controls the actual dialing of the

phone number of the local tretwark node. .
The main entry point of the program

is called as a procedure whose parameters are: phone number of node, channel

number, device (channel nane), i/o module, and error Code. The phone number

is passed to callout.p11.by netcon.pll, while all the remaining parameters are

given values in callout.p11 to be returned to netcon.plf. MULTICS system

subroutines are ,invoked to create the event and place the phone call. Date

and time are printed at the terminal before and after the critical subroutine

calls, providing a window an the timing of this activity.

Two other entry,points are avaiAble in callout.p11. The entry point

"hangup" is invoked by the operating hystem's interprocess communication

overseer when-the channel hangs tip. This kapows some cleanup activities to IDA

perfonned on the channel. The entry point "endcall" is invoked to terminate

an Autocall'connection. This is called during the normal detach and drop

activity.

4.1.3. sendline.p11. This program controls the transmission of canhands

/

-to the network or DIALOG over the channel previously established, The

/ program's only entry point is called as a procedure whose parameters are':

channel name, message, and error code. The chan,g1 ia again that established

by netcon.p11. The meSsage is any command directed by the main program to the

network or DIALOG. The error code passed back to the mai6 program indicates

whether or not the message transmission was s,uccessful.

4.1.4. Eet1ine.p11. This program controls the reception of respon es

from the network or DIALOG aver the channel previously established. The

program has only one sign't

1

icant -entry point, invoked as a procedure with the

'.-\.parameters: channel mwme, aximum length of message, error code, and i/o mode

flag. The respQnse line received is passed back to the calling procedure, the

main program, through an external variable known by both programs. The

channel naie is again that establir,Wed by netcon,p11. The error code returned

!

to the main program indicates whether or not the reception was successful.
.

The other two variables are no longer significant in the IIDA version of

getline.p11.

1

1 0 0
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provided for both line and character i/o modes,.inditated by

getline.pll's fourtlh parameter. Character input is particularly important for

communication with DIALOG since the end of any transmission can only be

definitively recognized by the input cue "?", which is a partial line. CONIT

communicated with various hosts, while IIDA communicates only with DIALOG.

:The program getline.p11, was thus revised to only receive messages dharacter-
.

by-character. ,This allows a quick and definitive recognition of the' end of a .

DIALOG transmission'.

A timed interrupt is an impqrtant part of this program. If no initial

response line is received after 20 seconds or no subsequent response line is

received after 5 seconds, the user is sent a message to this ef'fect. After

another delay, if'no response is received, the program quits looking for a

response and returns control to the main program where the current state

string is altered to indicate this failure. If any characters appear in the

buffer after the second delay, these are appended to the response string'

before control returns to the m4in program.

4.2. Command and Response Parsing

)

4.2.1. parse.pLl. This program has two mafor functions: (1) it

evaluates whether or not DIALOG commands entered by the user conform to the

syntax accepted by DIALOG; and (2) it isolates all significant elenents of

valid DIALOG-directed.commands, storing them .in the student histary data

base.The general form of the program is a function, called by a spetial

action in the main program.

The parameters passed to parse.p11 are a code indicating the ommmand verb

and the command argument. The value returned by parse.p11 is a condition code

ranging from 0 eo lio. If the command is valid for transdission to DIALOG,

parse.p11 returns a value of 0 and the command is sent to DIALOG. If

syntactic errors are identified, parse.p11 returns a oode between 1. through

99. If hybrid conditions are identitfied, parse.p11 returns a code between 100

and 110. The tommamd is not transmitted to DIALOG wihen a non-zero code

returned, with the exception of three codes which represent hybrid conditions.



Parse.p11 consists of 12 sections, corresponding to acceptable DIALOG

command verbs. These include: COMBINE, SELECT, EXPAND, TYM-PRINT-DISPLAY,

LIMMT-LIMITALL, BEGIN, EXPLAIN, DISPLAY SETS, PAGi, END, e0GOFF, and .FILE.

Depending upon the verb code, one and wily one of these sections is executed

after\parse.p11 is invoked. Each of these sections consists of

initialization, detailed analysis and windup.activity.k:4 The detailed analysis

of the six most significant sections Will now be.1/discussed.
ror

(1). COMBINE. The parser first determines if the "compressed" form of the

COMBINE command, eh., COMBINE 1-4/0R, was entered. This is done by scanning

for a slash (/) symbol. If the argument is of this form, the 'syntax is

verified, the initial and final sets are isolated, and the extended argument

in terms of the original descriptors is constructed. Syntax verification

.includes validating the general form, (first set)-(last set)/(operator), and

determining if the first set exceeds the last set, if the last'set exceeds the

search's highest set, and if the operator is either "AND" or "OR".

If the argument is not of the compressed form, the boolean form is

assumed. A character-by-character scan of the entire argument is performed.

,Parenthetical depth and state-transition values are maintained in the

validation Of the expression's syntax. The extended argument is constructed

by translating each set reference in 'the argument into that set's

corresponding extended argument. If a null set is used within an ANDed term,

this is marked by a flag so that a warning can be sent to the user later. If

the entire argument can be predicted to result in a null set, this also is

flagged as a syntax error.

(2) SELECT. The parser.first determines if a super-SELECT was entered by

scanning the argument for the occurrence of logical operators. The ptesent

yersioa of IIDA allOws the Super-SgtkCT syntax only with the IIDA-suppressed

option. Otherwise, an error code is returned. The parser'otherwise scans' the

argument to determine if it: (a) contains a prefix, e.g., Allis; (b) contains a

stlfix, e.g.; /TI; (c) refers to the lait EXPAND table(s), e.g., SELECT E17;

(d) contains infixes, e.g. SELECT ODAL(W)TAR; or (e) is a full text argument.

-24-
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Va/idation appropriate for each of these forms is performed. For

example, the parser determines if the prefix arid the suffix are valid for the

current data base, it validates the ayntax of infikes, and prohibits

truncation to be done in an argudent containing an infix. If the argument

refers to EXPAND table entries, the parser makes sure .that the references are

within the limits defined by the last EXPAND table. -If so, the arguient is

extended in terms of its membr EXPAND table entries. This extension is

stored in the student data base.

A.

(3) EXPAND. .the parser scans the argument to deterdine if it: (a) has-a

prefix; (b) refers to a previous EXPAND table entry (a thesaural EXPAND); or

(c) if it is a direct.raference to a thesaurus table entry (argument is

parentherized). If it has a prefix, this prefix is validated for the current

data base. If it refers to a previous EXPAND table, the existence-of such a
-

referent is validated. If the argument is parenthesized, matChing of

parentheses is verified.

(4) TYPE and DISPLAY-4 Elements of'the argument are verified, isolated

and stored in the student history data base. If any elements are missing,

implied DIALOG default values are stored. If the argument refers directly to
,

access/on numbers,,thetformat codep-if pressent, is verified and saved in the

student data base. If a suffix qualifier-is present, the parser determines if

it is allowed for the current data base. Otherwise, if the argument is not a

referedce to accession numbers, the Set, format, and ref/cord-range eledents are

verified, ilipted, and saved.

I(5) LIMI and LIMITALL. If a set is specified, it is verified, isolated,

and saved. If it is limited to accession numbers, their general format is
-.

validated. That is, 6 digit# mmst be present in each number and the final

)r'number must not be less than the initial number. If the argument

qualifiedf the parser determines if the qualification is valid for the current

data base.

(6) BEGIP. If the command has an argument at all,. it mmat one of the

four data base numbers processei-by IIDA: 1,6,8,201.



et#
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(7) All othe commands. Validation is trivial. The orpiment must.either

literally match possible arguments in a list, or it must not present at all.

4.2.2. rsvparse.p11. This program has two major functions: (1) it

determines if a fesponse is normal and expected or if it is an error message

-
from either DIALOG or the network; aild (2) if the response is-normal, it-.

isdhtes the elements of the response for storage in the student history data

base. The gereral form of the progAm is a function, caned by a special

actionvin the main program.

The parameters passed to rsvparse.p11 are a code in4icating the command

verb and an image of the response Line from the retrieval system. The value

returned by rsvparse.p11 is aae of three condition codes, either 0,98,or 99.

If the response is parsed withOut error, the value 0 is ret.urned; if a system

or network error message is identified, the value 98 is returned; if the

response line cannot be handled by the program, the value 99 is returned.

Rsvparse.p11 -ists.of three major sections corresponding to the three

major types of responses. These are responses to (1) set-creating conmands, 0

(2) EXPAND table commands, and (3) abstract- and citation-requesting canmands.

The section executed is chosen according to thesverb-code parameter. Responses

to the following commandi are trivial so they are not parsed: EXPLAIN, BEGIN,

DS, LLMITALL, LOGOFF, .FILE, and END. The analysis of the three major sections

will now be discussed.

'(1) Responses to set-creating Commands., The p imary funcaon of the

response parser in this case is to isolate and itox the set's postings

count. The parser also compares the returned set n ber with the set number

maintained by IIDA. If the two numbers differ, a warning is issued. If the

returned string contains only one numeric value, the line is ignored for

parsing purposes; it is assume4 to be an intermediate result in response to a

super-SELECT command, which is valid under the IIDA-supressed option.

(2) Response lines to the EXPAND command. The elements of all lines but

the header are isolated and stored in the student history.data base. ,Both the

last lexical and the last thesaural tables are stored in their entirety.
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Tliese tables are 'used by some strategic analyses and by those parse.p11'

routitks which extend SELECT arguments that are references to EXPAND tables.

(In the latter case, the references are translated into their correWponding

terns.)

(3) Response lines to citation-requesting commands. If the oonditions are

met for record assistance (see Secton 5.2.4) the response lines are saved in

a modified form on an external file. If the data base is ERIC (1), COMPENDEX

(8), or ONTAP (201), a blank line is recognized as the end of a record. When

the response parser recognizet dhis, it requests dhe user.to rate the

'relevance.of the record to his search objectives. This relevance rating is

validated and 'stored betore control returns for the next response line, if

any'. If the data base is NTIS (6), this recsnition technique fails since

blank lines.are found within records for several fornats. With NTIS the

format code ofthe command argument is used in conjunction with the occurrence
g

of certain standard substrings in the record to recognize the blank line that

, really signals the end of the record. Only at this point is a relevance

rating requested. -
.

idverb.p11. The purpose of this program ii to do.an in-depth verb
F's

aneysis an command strings that.do not begin with any recognized command or

cannand abbreviation. The general form qf the program is a function, called

by a special action in the main program when an unrecognized command is

entered. The value returned is a code indicating the result of the analysis.

Identified by this program Are valid DIALOG commands that are.not

supported by LIDA. These include: .RECALL .EXECUTE, .RELEASE, and .SORT.

Special character abbreviations inherited from RECON by DIALOG are also

recognIzed here. These include: I for BEGrN, " for EXPAND, # for SELECT, $

for ODMBINE,' for TYPE/% for DISPLAY, & for PRINT, ) for LIMIT, 0 for PAGE, ?'

for EXPLAIN,/ @ for DS, and a for END.

If the, command in question is none ofithe above, the line is scanned for

clues that may imply the argUment of one or more classes of commands. For

instance, if left or rielt parentheses or a logical operator is present, the
A

command may have been OOMBINE;' if a question-martf is present it probably was

a truncated SELECT; if a large percentage of the symbbls are numbers, it is

0



likely'a TYPE or COMBINE ommnand. ,In each of these Citest the user is

referred to one or more frames of the Exercise 3 file,'accessed through HELP,

for detailed information--On the syntax and use'of the assumed comm

4.3. Strategic Anakfses.of Commands and Responses #'

4.3.1. -canalysis.p11. This command.analysis program is called by the

.main program. No vnlues are passed to or from canalysis:p11 as parameters,'

although the entire sltdent data base, whose structures are external, is

declared in and may be referenced 1:,"r the program. The program consists of two

parts: comnand-dependent analyses and thteshold analyses. The former creates

values based upon an analysis of the content .and context of the search; the

latter co6pares these analytic values with search history.values to determine

if strategic conditions exist.

The ommmand-dependent analyses include: isolating and storing a code for

the current class of command; countins consecutive commands of the current !

class; deterimining the average time taken to enter comnends; maintaining

string and cycle codes and measures; if a ned cycle', counting non-referenced

sets in the'previous cycle; calling no-rmalizer.p11 (see Section 4.3.2), if.it

applies to the current command; computation of command repetition; arid

computation of argunent similarily. Only the last two of these analyses

in7i6lve algorithms of much complexity. Discussion of these follow.

Computation of command repetition is made only if the command is EXPAND,

SELECT, COMBINE, TYPE or DISPLAYi, For EXPAND, TYPE, and DISPLAY, the current

argument is used for comparison; for SELECT and COMBINE, thA normalized form

of the current argument is used. The current argument is then compared with

all arguments of all previous commands of the same class. Whether the form of

these previous arguments is exact'or nornalized depends again upon the command

class. Any matches identified are recorded in the student data base. Both

exact (arguments are preciselSr alike) and virtual (intent is the same but

syntax of expression differs) matches are noted.
--",,
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Computation of 'ftument similarity is performed oaly upon COMBINE command

arguments. Each descriptor or term in COMBINE commands in eat current string

is compared with each descriptor in the current command's argument. The,

similarity index of the current command compared with a prribus command is

computed as: 1/2 x (number of matching descriptors) x (reeiprica/ of

descriptor count in the current command +rjreciprical of despeiptoi7count in
4

the previoua cammam1). The sum of these'values represents the striness

sindlarity index. This index is high when'mAny of the descriptors are held in
, .

comnoa; it is lad when few of the descriptors are the same. .

Threshold analyses turn-on bit-flags to indicate strategic conditions,

based on the Analytic values generated above,and>On-values stored and

Accumulated in the student data base. Ccndieiond itA identified by threshold
4

analyses in both this program and in ranalysis.p11 (see...Section 4.3.3). The
, .

following conditions are primarily, signalled in canalysis.pll: 'virtual and

exact cammand repetition; excessive string length; increasifig count of

non-referenced sets; time taken to enter commAnds; and "thrashing". This last

condition ii recognized by a low similarity index. A detailed descripticn of
0

all tests made to identify strategic conditicns can be found in Appendix 4.

4.3.2 normalizer.pll. The objective this program is to reduce

boolean exprepsions in cammand arguments to a standard form, insofar as

possible, for,tomparison purposes. The boolean expressions analyzed are the

extended argument of COMBINE and SELECT commands, -created by the command

parser. (SELECT ammands may have bookean extended arpments if the argument

refers tc2 a range of entries SELECTed Cron an EXPAND table.) ".

Reducticn is not always camplete an complex boolean expressions.

Conversion of the expressicn to Polish post-fix notation was not don in this
A

instance, although it probably would be a helpful step in future normalization
A

algorithms. On simple-expressions, reductica is achieved by applying

heuristic algorithms Which: (1) change NOT to AND NOT and apply deMorgan's

law if necessary; (2) eliminate all parenthesized expressions by distributing

'AND across ORed terms in parenthetical expressions; (3) alphabetize all

factors within terms; and (4) alphabetize all terms within the final complete

expression. Each of these algorithms deserve some discussion:
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(1) De Morgan's lao is applied whenever the NOT operates on a parenthetical
expression. The iterative application of this algorithm eventally replaces
all dyadic NOTs with monadic NOTs in the expression. (2) The distributive lm

is applied to the deepest parenthetical expressions fist, eliminating
parentheses from the innermotit to the outermost set. The argument is scanned
both left-to-right and right-to-left, distributing AND across all parenthesized
expressions. The resulting expression should, be a pare thesis-free string of
terms connected by the OR operator. These terms cons t of factors which may

2)r .may snot be connected by the AND operator.

(3) All the factors ANDed together into a term are alphabetized within
the term, and placed back into the argument being noimalized. (4) Then these
terms are alphabetized, connected with Cas, and become the normalized string.
This finally normalized string is now available for comparing wittiother
wrguments:

For instance, after normalization, the argument of COMBINE (344)*(1.+2)
will match the argreent of COMBINE (241-1)*(4+3) in the same search. Thip.

virtual repetition may be called-, to the 4ittention of the user after being
signalled 4 canalysis.pll, and approved by the Warning Control algorithm of
ranalys is .pl 1.

4.3.3. ranalysis.pll. This response analysis program is called by the
main program. No stralues are passed to or from ranalyais.pll as parameter's,
although variables throughout. the'st.udent data base can be referenced by the
program. The program consists of three parts: _ response-dependent analyses,
threshold analyses, and the yarning Control algorithms. The first creates
values based upon an analysis of the content and context of the search; the
second compares these analytic values with search history vaques to identify
strategic conditions; the third determines -whether or not messages about
strategiC conditions should be *sent to the user.

The significant response-dependent analyses include: analysis of null
sets (sets with 0 postings); inalysis of relevance ratings; and analysis of
convergence. All three analyses rnvolve fairly complex algorithms.
Discussion of these analses ; the threshold compvisons , and the Warning

Control algorithms follow.
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r
Analysis of null sets is. done when the command is SE COMBINE, Or , -

_ I . 4,k .. , .

LIMIT, i.e., a Pet-creating command. The number of null s es in the search,

.
' the cycle, and consecutively, by command, is increment.ed by 1. if the' current

set is' null. If the null-set-creating..command was SELEcr i(ith- a simple

, irgument, the scopes. of all previous EXPAND tables are 'checked to see if the, r,
.

..

,

present 'argument 'would have been seen.on one or more-tables. This is noted by
. .

i a flag that- is' part ,Cf the current- command history:, '

4.

,AnalySis of relevance ratihgs is &one when: (1) the command is TYPE or*,

. DISPLgY; .(2) the iormat is. not,1 (accession num6ers only);. and (3) IIDA is not

s suppressed.- The relevance eating assigned by the user to the records sseen iS

processed here. The average- relevance for.records.seen of the current set,

, string , and cycle are ell 'computed. Also computed is the. highest average

relevance in the current set,,string andWycle.

Akpalvet-ence is performed when the command is OaMBINE. It

results in a cgde indicating a pattern in the dispersion of set sizes. The

size of the current set is compared to the size of .both the pre,ious set and

.the goal- set size.entered by the user at the beginning of the program. The

following conditions are identified.with respect to dispersion and stored as a

code ;to be tested later: the current set size is significantly closer to the

goal size than the previous set size; the current set size is significantly

further away fro& the goal sizi.than the previous set size; the last two set

sizes are static with respect to the goal;, the last two set sizeehave

"bounced" around the goal, or otherwise have a dispersion characteristic that

cannot be determined.

Threshbld comparison analyses turn on bit-flags to indicate strategic

conditions. These follow from a comparison of analytic values generated abome

and values stored and accumulated in the student history data base. The

following conditiOns are primarily signalled in ranalysis.p11: null set

conditions; uninformative format condition; relevance cannents and conditions;

non-ueed sets when the user logp off; convergence and dwelling conditions;

relevance rating patterns; and null set SELECTion scoped by a previous EXPAND

table. A detailed description of all tests made can be found in Appendix 4.
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.1

. .
The Warning Control-algori.thms are alI cocained in a loop which tests,

: , 'each strategieconditir flag in turn. If the flag is off; none of the.1
"

. .0.- 4,_

. . '1 algorithms are executed. Otherwise,.an entry is added to the error history
. ,4,, 4 ::

I ''' 'table and the. algorithms proceed to determineif threshold adaptations should- ... .. ,

*be M:de avoi If lit-message .should be sent 'too the usg.r. If the 'strategic
- , ,

ConditieM
... . ' . . .

k-I,.......!#.. , r e. according.,
7 .

has *a thRishOld value that is adaptable, tlie adaptatida is m4de '

to the mode. ,If it is dot. adaptable and if a message on thir.... , 4

. condition was 's'e.en recently' the 'flag is turned' dff. Alsci, if' a more specific.. 't . , .
%

me

message i's,Available, and signalled, the flag ii turned off. Prefix And suffix
..

. ubstosagest are selected to provide a transition betWeen messages. If the .
\

,

conditi-on-'s Dlagia still on, a message about .the eondition is-requested by.4. \ . , ... .-

0

paossini the' cotidition code to mess_olitoll (see Section 5.3.3).
5.

)

5 . OTHER. SUPPORT PROGRAMS ,

Thip section discusses programs t:hat are not immediately concerned with
the medages exchanged as part of' a search online with DIALOG. Two of these
plirograms, exl.p11 and 'ex3.pll, operate without piacing any outgoing cal-1

.4.

through the AutoCall .device. These are discussed invSection 5.1. Another
group of pggrams represeints requests py the user for var.ipus types of
assistance 'provided by IIDA. These are discussed in Section 5.2. A third
group of programs handles pacaged messages. These are disCussed in Section

A 5.3.

5.1.. Non-DIALOG Exercises.

Exercises ltand 3 involve no network link to DIALOG. In some cases,
DIALOG responses are sizdulated in response to user entries that look like
DIALOG conmands. See Figure .6 for the general flow of these two programs.
Both programs access keyed sequential access files. .These are derived from

.

strictly sequential files that are, in turn, maintained by the MULTICS tixt
(editor.. Logical records on the keyed filesJaake up a frame of assistance or

instruction.. These consist of a variable number of MULTICS records. The key

consists of a frame number and a record sequenceznumber within the frame. The

instructional intent and content of these files .is discussed in Quarterly
Report 5.-
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Figute 6. Overview of flow-of-control-for Exercises 1 and 3.

Note that in Exercise 1 all frames of textual material are required,

while in Exercise 3 only the first eight frames are required.
After that, the pser has his choice of frames( to review.



511. 1.p11. After attaching and opening the indexed file, it is
essentiailrp *nted. froaNeginning to end at the ter:14nel for the user, with
same exceptions. If the first non-key charaFter of the record is an asterisk,

. .
the, recopci is a request for 'input from the user. ,The key of such a record is

' I .stoxed. If the first character is an up-arrow the system pauses for input .
, 1

f r '. thti user If the input does not exactly Ertch 'the rest of the current
re rd ifr subsequent tecords that also begin with an up-arrow, the user's
entry is invalid. A valid entry is requ ested again by printing at the
teminaji 'le record that began with an asterisk, i.e., the record whose key

A waii ju it .stored. t

Ali characters of user entries are converted from uppercase to lowercase
fo comparison'with acceptable responses; ithich are all stored in lowercase
chiaracters . If the user enters /DONE, he can escape from Exercise 1 and
return to the malt menu of the II system. If the user's response is not'
validated after three opportunities fot input, the user is alsd sent back to

k

the main menu. If the fink non-key character of the record begins with a
ti-ide, the date and time is printed ii the DIALOG format to complete the
siditulation of a IitGIN or LOGOFF cOmmand.

).1.2 ex3.p11. This,,programa operates in two modes: (1) at a
4,stiand-alote exercise; and (2) as the source of IIDA's online HELP, that

a
'diseusses commands and techniques. Only the first use of this program will be
disclissed here; the use of ex3.p11 as HELP is discussed in Section 5.2.2. In
maily ways, the operation of this program as an exercise looks like the
operation of exl.p11. The data file for Exercise 3, however, involves a
higray structured system of keys. The data structure of the Exercise 3 file
thus deserves an explanation which will precede the explanation of the
crocessing of this file.

Frames agaizr consist of a.group of MULTICS records lohose keys are the
frame number followed by a line seqeence number within the fraae. The frames

are numbered so that the instructional material. logically forms an n-ary
tree. Frameo 0 is the root of this tree. Single digit frmaes form the first
level; double-digit frames form the second level; etc. With as -many as 5

digits to a frmae number, the tree may descend to 5 levels. More detail on
any subject can be found in frames whose initial digits are the current frame
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a.

number, and whose last digit identifies a dtail frame, if such a frame

exists.. The text of each frame contains references to more detailed fr

the same-subject, if such detailed frames exist.

Exercise 3 requires the users to read frames 0 through 7. ,These

essentially serve as a table of contents to the rest of the informs on in the

file.. When these first 8 frames have been displayed, the user ist lowed to f

explore the-remainder of the file by entering frame numbers. 1t s expected

that he will follow one or more branches for more information on he search

process. The user can return at any time to the system's main enu by

entering /DONE.

tts in the Exercise I file, the first charac4pr of the m h'ine record

following the kepmay be a control-elaracter. If it is, it s not printed at

the terminal, but is,acted upon by the program. Remaining haracters in the

record may be printed.. If the control Character is the pe cent sign; the

.record contains simply the frame number. The program wai s Cor an entry or

carriage return at,the end of each frame. Ifthe first aracter is an

asterisk, the line requests a response from the user. 0 e or more subsequent

line begin with an up-arrow and contain the exact text f allowed responses.

.Processing conti*ues when a correct answer is given. if the line begins with

"$Enterinecit is not printed for Exercise 3, but is rinted when the file i

used as HELP sinC-eiUbsequent lines simulate a DIALOG response to a user's

simulated DIALOG comMand. If it begins with a tilde the date and time is

interpretted in the DIALOG format.

5.2. User-Initiated Assistance

5.2.1 help-iida.p11. This program provides two overt types of

assistance: (1) access to the frames of the Exercise 3 file while online a

DIALOG; and (2) up-to-the-minute reviews of the search from various

perspectives. This programs also serves as the vehicle through which IIDA

. invokes Exercises 1 and 3 as exercises, although this latter use of heip

iida.pll is transparent to the user.



HELP is invoked by the user entering eLther /HELP or /Hn, where n is a

number between 1 and 7. Entry of /HELP alone reiurns a menu summarizing seven

types of help available to the user. Entry of /Hn goes directly to' HELP type

n. Once .in HELP, the user may see the othez types of HELP by entering the

numbers, or return.to the 'search by-entering a VIALOG command. Entering /111

accesses frame 0 of the Exercise 3 file; entering /Hl.m accesses frame m of

the file. For use of dhis file as HELP, see Section 5.2.2.

Histories of the search also can be requested by number. The HELP

options-are: (1) instructional frames, (2) command history, (3) set history,

(4) iecords vieweci hiatory, (5) error history, (6) descriptors history, and

(7) quick advide. Tables in response to helps (2) through (6) appear exactly

as they do when proc_rep.p11 ill invoked (see Section 3.4.1). Note, however,

that a user cannot request histories of strategic oditditions or help usage, as

the proctor can.

optipn-7 provides quick advice. If a strategic error was raised by the

preirious DIALOG command, quick advice can be requested by entering either /H7

or /qA. A sentence or twn recommending a course of action is printed for each

strategic condition raised by the previous search pOinmend. These advice

.sentenees are store in messen.p11 (see Section 50.1).

5.2.2 ex3.p11 as help. When initructional frames are requested th'rough ,

HELP during a search, the Exercise 3/Jile is attached and opened. If the HELP

request included a frame number, e.g., /h1.231, the first line of that frame

is accessed and processing begins. If the request did not include a frame

number, e.g. /H1, the first line of frame 0 is accessed'and processing begins.

Processing includes printing each line of the frame. If the line begins

,witho.-bilde, the date and time is printed in the format given by DIALOG in

response to a BEGIN or LOGOFF command. If a line requires or verifies a

user's response, it is ignored, since that pertains- to the file being used

strictly as an exercise. After the frame has been printed, the user is asked

to enter a frame number or a search command. If a search command or any

IIDA-directed command is entered, control returns to the main program with tVe

command for processing. If another frmne number' is entered, the frame is

processed as described above.
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If the user enters /MENU n, where n is a frame number, only the.menu part-
-4

of the frame is printed. These pre lines that begin with a dollar-sign as a

control 'character and which refer by number to frames that contain more
detailid information on the subje4 discussed in the current frame.

5.2.3. da.pll. This program1 was written to provide a user with
assistance- in choosing descriptors. Both it and s Liccessor rec-assist .pl
were experimental efforts, and were not part of the softwar<evaluation
experizients that will, be reported in subsequent Quarterly Reports. Da.p11 is

called by the main program, iida;p1.1; through a special action invoked when
the 'user enter the IIIIk-airected command, /DA. Assistance is provided by IIDA
automatically sending to DIALOG: (1) a full format TYPE command, relayed to
user in full or in part, or (2) an EXPAND command whose argunent is a keyword

or phrase supplied by the users. Figure .7 presents a flowchart of, this
prafgram, which is discussed in more detail below.

After intraking this subsystem., the user is given a menu from which he may

choose one bf three' usage modes. Mode 1 requires the user to choose a set he
thinks best represents his search'objectives. IIDA determines if records from
this set have been sgeh iet 'in the full format. If' they have been, descriptors
are isolated 'and printed from records in the set not yet seen the user.
This may suggesb descriptors helpful j?or the search. If rec ds --df the se't

4.4have not yet been seen in the full format, up to four records from the set are
printed in'that format. Descriptors in-the record text may be found useful
for the search.

Mode 2 provides the EXPAND table type of assistance. Theuser is asked
Eo entei Ileywords of phrases related to the.objectives of the sea;ch. IIDA

determines, if ar_y keyword has already appeared within the scope of a previous
EXPAND ta.ble, that is, if the keyword falls alphabetically between the first
and last entry of. any previous table. If so, the user is refered to that
table. If not, IIDA offers to issue- an EXPAND on the terms, one at a time.

Mode 3 operates much like Mode 1, except that IIDA, rather than the user,
chooses the set number. IIDA identifies the last set created, if anyr with an
average relevance greater than 3. If there is one,,that set bec

46...
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Figtire 7- Flowch9t of Descriptor Assistance. Note th t the user may return

'to the main program at any tile 'when this program see1 input from the user,

by entering any DIALOG- or IIDA-directed command.
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fbr descriptor assistance activity. If there isn't dile, IIDA searches for the
_

last record viewed, if any, with an average relevance greater than 3 or any
previous set with a higher average relevance than such a set. If there is
'such a record, that record's set becomes the set for descriptor assistance
activity,"much as is done with Mode 1. Mode 1 differs from Mode 3 in that the
user supplies the set number in Mode 1 whileIIDA identifies the set number in
Mo'de 3.

After each IIDA response, the user is asked if Abe wishes to continue in
the current mode. If he does, the mode will be continued if there is
addftional input_to drive the mode. If he doesn't or if there is no driving
input, he is returned to the -top menu front which descriptor assistance modes
may be selected. 7hus, the user may continue in Mode 1 as long as he
furnishes valid set numbers, in Mode 2 as long as keywords or phrases are-
provided by the user, and in Mode 3'as long as sets or records with the

<required relevance are found.

The user may Leave descripemieasii.etance at any time by entering any
DIALOG- or IIDA-directed commanck.t. This. allows the user to resmae his search
as soon as he find descriQtors to

0.his liking. This ex]. technique is also
consistent with the technique found in other forms of II assistance, such as

HELP and record-assistance.

5.2.4 reS-assist.p11. This program was also written to assist users in
finding records relevant to their search topics. Rec_assist.p11 is an
external procedure called as a ftnction by a main program special action, and
is not passed any parameters. However, it does- return a character string
which may be either the null string (the user took rec_assist.p11 to
completion) or a command directed to DIALOG (the user terminated .rec-
assist.p11 short of completion). Structurally, rec_assist.p11 is quite
complex. It contains 10 internal Procedures which perform activities such as
lxiilding and searching a balanced binary tree, and performing recursive
qui4sorts and binary searches of various arrays used internally.



6
9Before this experimental program is invoked, the response parser

(rsvparse.pl1), under certain conditions, creates an external file contahing
a modified dopy of records retur ed by DIA,LOG in response to a TYPE command.
This is done anethe file is kept when the followiAg conditions obtain: (1)

thei user-id is one restricted for use by the IIDA-staff; (2) the data base is
COMPEKEX (file 8); (3) records were requested in full format (format 5); (4)
the set. contains at least 12 records; and (5) at least cue .of the records
viewed was assigned a relevance greater than 3. These records are analyzed by
rec assist.p11. They will be referred to as the "sample" in the discussion

I that follows.

When the user has finished seeing and rating records under the above
conditions, rec assist.p1} is autcmaiically invoked. The, file of modified
bibliographic 'records is closed for output and opened for input. IIDA then

begins a weight& word-frequency analysis onkthe sample. This includes the
f oll awing:

Every significant word in the title, abstrfct, descriptor, and identifier
fields of the records is isol,ated. A stop-list of neaky 200 words is checked
to eliminate trivial words. The words are maintained at nodes of a balanced
binary tree. The nodes of this tree are keyed by the initial 7-characters
(trunks) of significant words. If more than one word has the fame trunk, -the
full words are linked together in a list anchored to the trunk's node. The

tree is searched for every significant word isolated. If the word' s trunk is
not found, a node is inserted, and the tree is rebalancedlif necessary. Wtiten

found or eatablished, the number of occurences of the trunk is registered at
the node by record number.

After the file is completely processed, the weignted relevance of each
trunk is computed as follows: All nodes of the tree are read. For each node
a weight is computed as the stm of the products of record relevance ratings by
the numPer of occurences in the those records. The' addresses of the 15 nodes
with the highest computed weights are saved in an array. The weight range of
these high weight nodes is mapped into a range of 1 to 5.

The user,is given at this point the option of returning to the search by
entering a DIALOG coazaand. If he decides instead to continue with the
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experiment, the 15 selected words, both in their truncated and all entire
forms, are printed in alphabetical order at the terminal. The user then has
the opportunity to add to the list new terms with user-assigned weights, to
delete from the list unsuitable terms, and to change the assigned weight of
terms already on the list. The user may choose to see all the terms again, in
weient order, and to recycle through the list revision process..

When the user is satisfied with the fist as it stands, he is- given three
optio : (1)' he niay _terminate the experiment and return to the' search by
entering a DIAIOG command; (2) he may hal..re IIDA select records through an

e
algoiithm that Isaphasizes precision; or (3) he may have II1 select records
through an algorithm that emphasizes recall.

The algorithm of Ole precision experiment will do the following: (1)

issue a TYPE command id format 5 OA the next 12 records in the set, or on the
rest of the records in the set, if there are less than 12 records; (2) isolate
siglificant words, much as was done with the initial sample file; (3)
detertaine tor each significant word if it has a 7-character trunk that matches
a trunk on the modified weighted word list; (4) if there is a match, add the
weight scare into an accumulating score for the record; (5) when through
scanning the 12 records, print in format 5 the four records with the higlest
cumulative scores; (6) request a relevance rating for each of these 4 records;
(7) average and report the relevance of the initial sample and the records
subsequently selected by MAI and (8) return to the search.

The algorithm of the recall experiment will do the following: (1-')/ issue

the TYPE coninand to DIALOG for up to 100 recor&-accession numbers frau the
sample set (these are saved in an array); (2) SELECT as a truncated argument
each trunk frcei the revised list;. (3) COMBINE, in turn, each of the resulting
sets with the initial sample set using AND-logic; (4) isssue TYPE commands to
DIALOG to retrieve the accession ntmthers for eèch set resulting f rota the
combination; (5) look up each returned accession number on the table of
accession numbers saved from the TYPE response (1); (6) if the accession

11;number is found, add to an accumulator for the accession number the weigit of
the associated revised list term; (7) when the analysis is througil, print in
format 5 the four records whose cumulative scores are the highest; (8) request
a relevance rating for each of these 4 records; (9) average and report the



air
*ft

relevance of the initial,sample and the IIDA -selected records; and (10)..return

to the main pragram.

5.3., Message Handlers

At least three types of packaged messages may be sent to Ote user. These

include mJssages that are general in nature (Section 5.3.1), messages that are

specifiitO syntacticserrors (Section 5.3.2), and messages that are specific

to strategic ponditiods (Section 5.3.3).

5.3.1. messen.p11. This program provides IIDA with a faci,lity for

communicating strictly canned messages of a general nature to the user, based

upon a message code passed by the calling procedure. Mdssen.p11 is nonnally

called by the main-program, with the message code given in a production rule.

Other Twograms, however, 0(11 messen.p11, on occassion. The messageslare set

.up as data in a table, with controlling information set up in an auxillary

table. Execution of .the swogram involves accessing and printing a message

from the table, as requested by the message code and directed by the auxillary.

40?table.

flWessages.are
org anized in the table according to their functiOn in the

s stem. Message 1-6 provide intr9ductory frames to the IIDA systei. Message

7 gives the initial menu of exercises and modes. Message 8 introduces ihe

Exercise'2 search topic. Message 9 introduces the help library

(Exercise-3-as-help). Messages 26-30 are menus and other canned frames of

/HELP. Messages 49-50 explain why PRINT and a second BEGIN in Exercise 2.are

not allowed. Messages 51-86 amplify error messages received.from DIALOG and

the network.' Messages 11-98 provide prefixes to strategic condition

messages. Messages 150-200 provide advice on st tegic con itions, if

_requested through /HELP or /QA. Messages 201-208 provide suffixes for

strategic oandition messages. Messages codes not specified above are either

obsolete or don't exist.

5.3.2 mesyner.p11. This program describes syntactic error conditions

and "hybird" conditions. The latter are conditions caught by the command

parser but irre properly classified as strategic. Approximately 100 error

messages are reconstructed by this progrmn. The base of these messages is

-40- 1 '2 0



gi ve n in a data table at tlie beginning of the program. The student history

. data base is- updated )7 mesyner.p11 wit.4 information on syntax errors and

hybrid conditions. See Appendix 3 for the base syntax error messages. Also,

see Figure 8 for a classification scheme for these messages.

The hybrid conditions are handled fira.t. These include: (1) reference

to a null set in a COMBINE ar gument and excessive truncation (the commands are

-sertc. to DIALOG); and (2) reference to a null set in a TYPE Or LIMIT argument

itad..koo zaany sets requested for a given format (the cOmmands are notsent to.
DIALOG). No strictly syntactic errors are transuatted to DIALOG. Rather,

they are reconstructed forthe user as part of an error message.. The asstmed

command and argument are indicated, and the point up to which parsiarg was

successful, if any, Is printed. The error message from the table follows, this

analysis.

For initance; a typical syntactic command error message is:

**SYNTAX ERROR:: Command assumed: 'combine'; argument assumed:

'1 and oil'. The argument is acceptable up through '1 and

However, the next character is illegal in a COMBINE command.

5.3.3. mess-out.p11. This program constructs messages for the user

which describe strategic ,conditiont signalred by the two analysis programs and

approved for display to the user by the Warning control algorithms. The

program is called by ranalysis.p11, at the very end of the Warning Control

loop (see Section 4.3.3). It receives as a parameter from ranalysis.p11 the

code of the strategic condition which is to be called to the attention of the

user.

This program consists entirely of a set of comparisons of the current

code against constants representing the 45 possible codes. If the comparison

indicates a match, a message for the condition is constructed -and sent to the

user. Control then-returns to the Warning Control loop in ranalysis.p1.1. The

message is constructed out of constant character sti\ings and values in the

student history data base that pertain to the current strategic condition.

See Appendix 4 for a list of strategic conditions in code order.



Code Commands / ComMenth

Syntactic Eri.or Codes

. .

8 SELECT: argument consists entirely of truncation symbols

9 END: SDI option requested, izfrOhibiied by the IIDA system

10-11 .FILE,& BEGIN: argument is data base prohibited by IIDA

12 END: home argument is given, which is invalid

13 LOGUE: some argument is given, which is invalid

14 DISPLAY SETS: some argument is given, which is invalid

16-17 PAGE command errors

\.?20-29EXPAND command errors

30-50 %SELECT command errors

51-69 COMMIE command errors

70-79 LIMIT command errors

80-96 TYPE & DISPLAY command errors

97 all commands: missing argument when recfuired

98
,

EXPLAIN command error: argument not plathèd .by DIA4OG

99 IIDA programming eAik-
A

Hybrid Error Codes
.

1. too many records requested for given format - an IIDA.restriction

101, 104 COMBINE argument refers to a null set

102 TYPE argument refers to a null set

103 LIMIT argument refers to a null set

105 excessive truncation: prior to argument's 4th character

110 BACKSPACE used in argument a valid character cancel symbol for

DIALOG, but not valid in the MULTICS envireTent

Figure 8. Classification of syntactic and hybrid error codes4 Base messages for

every error code is given.in Appendix 3. Note that in the proctor

report, where the errors are,reported, the constant 400 is added to

the syntactic codes in order to distinguiph them'from the strategic

conditions also reported there.

4
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APPENDIX 1 -- SAMPLE PROCTOR REPORT

4066121P)

m /
*Al* COMMANO HIOORY 41.414:

CND
MD OD alb

1

2
3

6

CLASS.....
0

E

E

\E

E

TYPE"......

23
4C,

40
43
40
23
40

SET00

G

0

3

)
0

9 0 40" 0

1.0 48 J

11 0 48 0

12 20
13 Li .)4 3d.
14 40
1.5 0 4d 0

16 E 24 0

17 0 23 4
18 0 23 Si.
19 0 40 0

20 0 23 6

21 40 U

22 0 23
23 E 46

24 E 40 0

25 0 40 0

26 0 23
27 . E 40 0

28 40 0

29 0 23 9

0 20 0

31 23 10

,32 41
33 0 40 J
34 0 23 14.

35 0. 40 0
36 0 15 0

3d/21/79 .

C,
STR GPP S TK COMMA NO ARGUMENT
4.4. 4D.

2
0

0`
0

2
0

3 1
0

4

2

0 0

1. '3
3

2 3

1 4

5

5
6

0

2 6
1

1 7
1 7-
7 7

2 7

1. 8

2 8

0

0

La

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

La

0

a

a

0

o

0

---------------
begin
Se ect
tYpe
t YOe
type
type
Sal ec t
type
t yoe
Page
page
e X U n

s,e. I ec t
type
Page
S el ec t
S e! ec t
se I ec t
type
s e I ec t
type
sa I ec t
type
t yoe
type
S e I ec t
t ype
tyoe
sal ec t
expand
s el ec t

type
type
se I ec t
type
I oqof f

1 - 1

computer
.../5
1/5
_/50
J5/0
computer
:,./5 /1-5
L/5/1
mathematic al

or ogramming

m3th4emat
7&.16

LV4/1-3

mood's

mocels

eZ1
mathematical .sta tisti Cs
ma the mat ic a I structur e
5/4/1-2
mathamati;a1 theory

orob I em so I ying
7/ 4/1-13
7/5/1 --13
7/4/1-6
ma tnematIcs
Ai 8/1-7
7/8/.;.-3
computing
computing
compute st
1,;/4/1
9/4/1-3'
k_omputes
11/4/1-2

12/1



**** S_E T

SET
CMO 'NUM

2 1

HIST04Y ***

SET
SIZE REFSm444 44

J 2

7 211726 2
13 3 1675
17 4 0 0

18 5 2 1

20 6 2 1

22 7 5E86 3
26 8 14162- 2
29 9 647 1

31 1D 4

34 11 30 1

AVG.
REL. COMMAND EXTENOE0 ARGUMENT

3.00
5.00
5.00
3. 03
3.00
3.00
4.36
4.66
4. 66
5.30
44 0 G

select
sel ect
set ac t
sel c t
sel ect
saLac t
sel -ect
sel ect
sel ect
sel ec t
set ect

.
comput er programming
computer
ma them!a tic 3 I mociel
ma theriafi.ca I stati tics
ckathem at ic 3 I struc ture
maintrmatical theory
problem (;) I vim.]
mathematics
computing
comout est
comPut es

'41141*
4

CMO.
9

14
19
21
25
28
32
33
35

SETS

SET
444

2

3
5

0
7

3

10
q

4 1

&

FmT
444

5
4
4
5
4
ci

14

4

RECORDS, VIEWED
4

FIRST LAST
REC REC

.10 .10 ME

4

3

2.

6

3

.L 2

4'4*

AVG
REL

5.J6

4.j0
4.66
5.30
4.66
4.00

ARGUMENT

2/5/1
3/4/1-3

.ia/5/ ..-c
7/4/1-6

lu/ 4/1

11/.4/1-2

414%

CMO
--a

ERROR

CODE

HISTORY

TYPE COmMANO ARGUMENT

3 87 SYNTAX type
1.31 SYNTAX type 1/ 5

5 AL SYNTAX type 1/ SO
a 102 'SYNTAX type 115/0
8 435 STRATEGY type

10 16 SYNTAX Page ma them at ic a I model s
16 45 SYNTAX sel ect e21
19 426 STRATEGY type
21. 426 STRATEGY yPe 15/1-2 4

427
.t

STRA TEGY type 6/ 5/1-2
23 435 STRATEGY type 7/ 4/1-10
24 435 STRATEGY tyoe 7/5/1-10
27 435 STRATEGY type 8/ 8/1-7

1-2 125



** S TRATEGIC ERRORS BY COPE

ERROR ERROR, TOTAL . LAST
CLA SS CODE TIMES- CMU

411D a

3 26
a 27

a

10

10

35

3

4

MI

21
2 1

27

*

"s DESCRIPTORS H ISTORY ***

T I M E'S . U S E 0
SEL EXP REL. COm DE SCR IP TOR

1

IID 011

0

G

0

.111

3

J

0

1. o o

1
1
...

, 0

a

1 a a

1 o a
1. a

1. o a

1. 0 0

4. HELP HISTORY

TIME TIME
IN OUT

2001.7
ZOO 3. 2

2005.6
202 1. 2
202 1. 8

I I I
2003.2
2004.7
2006.3
2021.8
2022.5

3

0

o

0

0

o

o

o

0

0

o

3.

CLASS
DES GRIP T ION

Re evance. coniments

Viewing reauest excessive-

combuter
computer oh ogltammin g
computes
comoutes/
computing.
mathematical
ma.thema ca
mat hema fica
mathematica I
mathematics
brob em sol ving

models .

statist ics
struct ure
theory

TIME
CUFF

1 i 32

1:Z9
0:39
0:36
0241

HELP
G1 12

OW Mb

1

a

OPTION
03 04

0

0

0

05
.

0

06

1

a

67

G

0

1 - 3

1 2

0 8

0

a 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
aS 410,4 55
0 a
Li

a

Li

0 3



APPENDIX 2 -- SAMPLE ADAPTIVE VARIABLE REPORT

THRESHOLD ADAPTATIONS

- t

CLASS .

NET CHANGE TINAL VALUE .INITIAL VALUE ADAPTATIONS ADAPTED VARIAELE

essential command repetition

string lengtp

AO,

null sets

non-msad sets

ekact command repetition

dual command repetitiOn

a
3

"
u

5
.

d

2

0. 7 , 7

12 17 5

d 1.0 10

0 .2 2

0 3
3

4 5 5

6 3

a 5 5

0 0 0

a 2 2

0 6 6

0 C, 0

0 2 2

sv,

0 1

1 2

0 3

5 4

0 5

0 6

0 7

0 8

2 9
0 10

0

0 12

0 13

0 14
o 15

2 - 1



APPENDIX 3 -- BASE MESSAGES FOR SYNTACTIC ERRORS - CODES 8 through 99

/*

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/* me153/*/ 68,
/* me16 */ "PAGE takes no argument.', 4

0

/* m.17 */ 'the PAGE command must immediately follow a valid EXPAND command.',
/* m.18 */ ",
/* m.19 */ ",
/* m.20 */ 'the eauals sign does not follow a valid 2-character Prefix code.',
/* m.21 */ 'the prefix is not a valid 2-character code in this data base.',
/* 04.22 */ 'there was no Previous EXPAND, which is neces.sarta when referencing an E-number.',

/* mi.23 */ 'the next E-number exceeds the highest E-number on the last EXPAND table.",
/* m.24 */ 'for an argument in the E-number form, the character that follows is not legal.",

/* m.25 */ 'there was no Prior EXPAND on related terms so an R-number can't be reférenced.',(

A* m.26 */ 'the.next R-number exceeds the highest R-number on the EXPAND table.',
/* m.27 */ 'for an argument in the R-number form, the charactef that follqws is not legal.',

/* m.28 */ "parentheses for a thesaurus lookur- are nof matched or are misplaced.',
/* m.29 */ 'there are no related terms in the thesaurus for this EXPAND entry.",
/* m.30. */ 'the next character is not legal in the context of a list of E- and R-numbers.',

/* m.31 */ 'the next character does not repre!.ent. a valid infix format.",
/* m.32 */ 'the attempted truncation is not legal with the infix or suffix format.',
/* m.33 */ "the infix form of the SELECT argument is incomplete or incorrect here....',

/* mr.34 */ 'SELECTion from an R7table is assubed, but there is no prior thesaurus EXIOND.',

/* m.35 */ 'the next R-number is higher than the highest R-number on the table.',
/* m.36 */ 'the next character does not complete an R-number range SELECTion.',
/* m.37 */ 'when SELECTing from an R-table, the next character should be a number.',
/* m.38 */ 'the next nymber is less than the first number SELECTed.from an R-table.",
/* m.39 */ 'both a Prefix and a suffix are imr.lied/ which should not occur together.',
/* m.40 */ 'the eduals sign does not,follow a valid 2-character Prefix code.',

m. 8 */ 'an arMiment which is entirely truncation cannot be ProCessed.',

m. 9 */ 'SDI operations are.not suPPorted by IIDA software.",
m.10
m.11
m.12
m.13
m.14

*/*Ionito data base numbers 1, 6, 8, and 201 are allowed bg IIDA.',
t/ 'it can only be a data base numbery either 1, 6, 8, or 201..1,

V/ 'END does not take an argument.",
*/ 'LOGOFF does not take an argument.,
*/ 'DISPLAY SETS takes no arguments.',

3 - 1
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/* m.41 */
/* m.42 */
/* m.43 */
/* m.44 */
/* m.45 */
/* m.46 */
/* m.47 */
/* m.48 */
/* m.49 */
/* m.50 */
/* m.51 */
/* m.52 */
/* m.53 */
/* m.54 */
/* m.55 */
/* m.56 */
/* m.57 */
/* m.58 */
/* m.59 */
/* m.60 */
/* m.61 */
/* m.62 */
/* m.63 */
/* m.64 */
/* m.65 */
/* m.66 */
/* m.67 */
/* m.68 */
/* m.69 */
/* m.70 */

dP

a ,

*the prefix is not a valid 2-character code fox this data base,.*,
"the slash implies use of a suffix but is not followed bu a valid suffix cnde.',,

*use of a suffix is implied but the one given'is not valid for this data base**,

"SELECTion from an E-table isassumed, but there is no previous EXPAND**,

' the next E-number is larger than the highest E-number on the EXPpND table**,

"the next character does not complete an E-number range SELECTion',
' if SELECTing from an E-table, the next character should be a number**,
'the next I.:lumber is less than the first number SELECTed from an E-table**,

' the next character is ihvalid for a SELECTion from an EXPAND table.',
"a SUPER SELECT is implied,, which is not managed bu IIDA software.",
' the next left parenthesis is illegally placed**,
"the next right Parenthens is illegally Placed.',.
' it contains more right Parentheses than left parentheses**,
"the next AND -operator is illegally placed**,
"the next OR oPevtor is illegally Placed.",
*the next NOT opOrator is illegally Placed.",
*the next chiricter or operator is illegal in a COMBINE command.",
'the set number that follows is illegally Placed**,
*the next set number is zeria or exceeds the largest set number in this search**,

' it does not begin with a humber, as reauired.',
' the hext character is illegal in a COMBINE command of the form: m-n/oP.64

*the next character is illegal in a COMBINE command of the form: m-n/op.',
*the next character is illegal in a COMBINE command of the form: m-n/op.',
'the next set number exceeds the largest set number in the search**,
* the second set number is smaller than the first set number.',
' the operator is neither AND nor OR, which only are legal in this context**,

'it contains more left parentheses than right parentheses**,
"it is incomplete**,
' it does not contain the reauired minimum of 2 sets.',
* it does,not begin with a set number**,

13 2-



/* m.71 */ "the set number is zero or exceeds the largest set number in the search.",

/* m.72 */ "thgviext character should be to delimit the set number in the argument.",

/* m.73 */ 'the next number is assumed to be an accession number, which must be 6 digits.",

/* m.74 */ thq1 accession numbers must be separated bw a dash.",

/* m.75 */ "a etond accession number is expected to follow at.this Point.'?

/* m.76 */ "the next number is assumed to be an accession number, which must*be 6 digits.",

/* m.77 */ 'the second accession number must be greater than the first accession number.'?,

/* m.78 */ 'the second accession number must be followed bw the srash .(I) delimiter.",

/* m.79 */ 'use of a suffix i implied, but the one.used is illegal for this data base...I./4

/* m.80 */ 'it does not begin with a set number.",
/* m.81 */ 'the set number is 0 or is greater than the maximum set number in this search.',

/* m.82 */ 'the character following the set number should be a slash (/).",

/* m.83 */ 'the next character shpuld be a format code, which must he a number**,

/* -m484 */ 'th'e next character should be a format code which must be between 1 and 8.11,

/* m.85 */ 'the character following the format code should be a slash M.',
/* m.86 */ 'a record niumber is'expected to follow, but does not.",

/* m.87 */ Othe next record-number is greater than the total number of records in the set.',

/* m.88 */ °the riext characters ari illegal in-the context of a record-number range.",

/* m.89 */ .11a record number is expected to follow, but does not.",
/* m.90 */ 'the next number is smaller than the first number.",
/* m.91 */ "the next number exceeds the number of records in the set.",
/* m.92 */ 'the remaining characters are superfluous.",
/* m.93 */ 'the next number, assumed to be an accession number, is too large.',

/* m.94 */ "the next number, assumed to be an accession number, is not followed Ow a

/* m.95 */ 'a format number between 1 and 8 is expected next.",
/* m.96 */ 'if no record numbers are designated, onlw the rst record will be TYPEd.'r

/* m.97 */ 'this eommand reouires an argument, which is mi sing altogether.",
/* m.98 f/ 'the concept cannot be exPlained bv the DIALOG XPLAIN "command.',

/* m.99 */ 'IIDA CONTAINS A PROGRAMMING ERRORO PLEASE NOTIFY THE IIDA PROCTOR. P



A.PPENDIX 4 -- STRATEGIC CONDITIONS - BY CODE

(N)

DELETED
Rule 1:

if the number of essential repetitions thus far in the search
(reP_knt_search(2)) is less than or eaual to 2 and at least
ohe such repetition occur% during the current cycle
(reP_knt_c4cle(2)) then a message is signalle (te-send(1))
which gives the repeating commands.

Rule 2:
if the,number of essential repetitions thus.far in the search
(reP_knt_search(2)) is 1 or less and at least one such repetition
occurs during the cuOsent cycle(rep_knt_cyCle(2)) then a message
is signalled (te_send(2)) whAch gives the repeating commands
and help is offered.

Rule 3:
O M.

4if.the EXPAND command occurs 8 times consecutively(cons_now_type)
then a message is signalled (te,send(3)).

Rule 4:
if the SELECT command occurs 8 times consecutivel.y(cons_now_type)
ehen a message is signalled (te_send(4)).

Rule 5:
if type 2 commands(EXPAND/SELECT) occur 8 times consecutively
(cons_now_type) then a message 4is signalled (teL.send(5)).

Rule 6:
if the COMBINE command occurs 5 times consecutivelY
(string_length(g_lastyst_last)) then a message is signalled
(te_send(6)).

Rule, 7:
if the TYPE command occurs 5 times consecutively
(string_length(g-lastpst_last)) then a message is signalled
(te_send(7f),I

Rule 8:
if anw string of commands is 10 (string_lenAth(g_lastpst_last))
and the major command tyPe (c_tvPe_maP(c_last)) is 4

then a message is signalled (te_sendf8)) .
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Rule 9:
if two consecutive nulls occur from the use of the SELECT
command(zero_knt_cons(1)) then a message is signalled (te_send0)).
RULE FUNCTIONS ONLY ONCE IN EACH CYCLE

. Rule 10:
if two consecutive nulls occur from the use of the COMBINE
command(zero_knt_cons(2)) then a message is signalled (te,send(10)).
RULE FUNCTIONS ONLY ONCE IN EACH CYCLE

Rule 11: :

if two consecutive nulls occur(zero_
is signalled (te_sendX11)).
RULE FUNCTIONS ONLY ONCE IN EACH CYCLE

4.%

Rule 12:
if three nulls occur in'a cycle.frortVe use of the SELECf
command(zero_knt_cwcle(1,g_last)) then a message is signalaed
(te_send(12)), the arguments given for the nulls,
those arguments which have occurred with-in the scope of a previous
EXPAND table are listed separatelw.

_cons(3)) theo a'message

Rule 13:
if three nulls 43ccur in a cycle from the use'of the COMBINE
command(zero_knt...cycle(2,g_last))' then a message is
signalled (te_send(13)) which gives the arguments of ttre,nulls.

Rule 14:
if three nullA occur in a cwcle(zero_knt_cwcle(3,g_last.)) then a ,

message is signalled.(te_send(14)) which gives the arguments of
the nulls.

DELETED
Rule 15:

if the total nulls thus far in the search(zero_knt_search(1)),
from the use of the SELECT command is'S then a message is

signalled (te_tend(15)), the arguments-given tor the nulls, those
arguments occurring within the scope of a previous EXPAND table
.are listed, and the IIDA expand isc.issued.

DELETED
.Rule

if the total nulls thus far in the search(zero_knt_search(2))
from the use of the COMBINE command is 5 then a message is
signai16a (te_send(11 which gives the arguments of the nulls.

-DELETED
Rule 17:

if the total nulls thus far in the search(zero_knt_search(3)Y is
5 then a pessaga is signalled (te_send(17)) which gives
the arguments of the nulls.
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Rule 18:
if the record format of the current TYPE command is 1
.(record_format(r_last) then a message is signalled (te-send(18)).

Rule 151:

if the number of non-used sets created during the last cycle is 3
(no_ref_cwcle) then a messaqe is signalled (te_send(19)) which gives
the argument4 bf the non-used setts.

DELETED
Rule 20:

if, uPori entering the last cycle, the number of non-used sets
created thus far is 5 (no_ref_total) and this total is not
reduced by the end of the last cycle(do_ref_total no_ref_cycle <=0)
then a Message is signalled (te_send(20)) which gives the arguments of
tha non-used sets.

DELEfED
gee

Rule 21:
if the number of exact rePetitions thus far(rep_knt_search(1)) is 2

or less and at least ope such repetition occurS during this cycle then
a message is signalled"(te_send(21)).

Rule 22:
.if the number of exact repetitions.thus far(rep_knt_search(1)) is 1

or more and at least'one such repetition occurs during this
cycle then a message is signalled (le_send(22)).

Rtile 23:
if the total command repetitiorts,thus far(rep_total) is 6 or
more therva message is signalled (te_send(23))-

. Rule 24:
if for at least 4 consecutTce COMBINE commands using the AND/OR
operators, the similarity index(sim_avg <= tl) is less than .25 then
a message is signalled (te_send(24)) which_gives the arguments of

:the. COMBINE commands

-Rule 25:
if for at least 6 consecutive COMBINE commands using the AND/OR

.
operators, the similarity index(sim_avg >t2) is greater than
.75 and the set size is convering toward the goal

-_(set_size_disP = 1) then 'a message is signalled (te_se6d(25)).

Rule 26.:
if.the average relevance of docipents viewed at this command
(view_avg(r_last)) is less than 3 (t3) and more than 2 records

P

are seen then a message is signalled (te_send(26)).
4

Rule 27:
if for at least 4 consecutive TYPE commands the average relevancer
(fudge_rel 25 > view_avg(r_last)) is decreasing then,a
message Ls signalled (te_send(27)).
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Rule 28
if maximum relevance of a group in the Previous cvcle(max_rel(g_last-1))
is greater than the maximum relevance of the last cycle(max_rel(g_last))
then a message is sign'alled (te_send(28)).

Rule 29: 4

if the average relevance at this command(view_avg(r_last)) is
greater than 4 (t4) and more than 2 records are seen then
a message is signalled (te_send (29)).

Rule 30:
if the current command is LOGOFF(cmd_ch_code(c_last))
and a set exists which was not yiewed-with a full format
but has a relevance rating of 4Ibr more then a mpssage is
siAnalled (te_send(30)) the relevant set given and the user is
allowed to resume,his search.

Rule 31:
if for at least 4 consecutive COMBINE commands using the AND/UR
operators the similarity index is greater than .75(sim_avg>=t2)
and the Set size is diverging from the goal(set_size_disP = 2)

then a message is signalled (te_send(31)).

32:'
if for at- least 5 consecutive COMBINE commands using the AND/a---
uperators the similarity index is greater than .75(sim_avg)=t2)

the set: size is static, relative to the 3)

then a messasae is siAnalled (Le_send(32)).

Rule 33:
if for at least 5 consecutive COMBINE commands usiro the AND/OR
oPerators the similarity index is greater than .75(sim_avg>=t2)
and the set size relationship to the goal cannot be determined
(set_size_disp = 4) then a message is signalled-(te_send(33)).

Rule 34:
if the average time taken to enter commands(time_avg) is greater
than 30 seconds then a message is signalled (te_send(34)).

Rule 35:
if the number of records reauested in a TYPE command exceeds the
threshold for the format reouested, according to,the table below,
then a message is signalled (te....send(35)) and the command is cancelled.

4

FORMAT THRESHOLD
(record_forMat(r_last+1) (fmt_recs(record_format(r_last+1))

1 12
4

3 8

4 8
4

6 12
7 4

8 4

4 - 4
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RulW 36:
if the argument of a SELECT command Produces a null set and this
argument falls within the bounds of a Previous exF:and table

(z_flag(c_last) "l'b) then a message is signalled (te_send(36))
which gives the argument of the Previous expand commard.

DELETED
Rule 37:

if the number df dual rePetitions(exact and essential simultaneously)
thus far is less than 3(rep_knt_search(3)) and,at least one such
repetition occurs during this cycle(rep_knt_cmcle(3)) then a message
is signalled (te_send(37)) which jives the repeating commands.

Rule 38:
if the number of dual -repetitions(exact and essential simultaneousiv)
thus far is .greater than 1 (rep_knt_search(3)) and at least one such
rePetition occurs during this cycle (rep_knt_cycle(3)) then aNmessage
is s,ignallved-(te_send(38)1 which gives the repeating commands and help

is 'offered.

Rule 39:
if the lehgth of any string of commands eauals 20
(string_length(g_lastpst_last)) then a message is signalled (te_send(39))

'and the user is.logged off.

Rule 40:
if the number of consecutive command repetitions(cans_rep_knt) is 10

Lhen a messaSe is signalled (te_send(40)) and the user is loaed uff.

Rule 41:
if rur at'least 4 successiOe'TYPE commands the averasae relevance
of records viewed is increasing (f6dge_rel + .25 < view_avg(r_last))
then a message is signalled (te_send(41)).

Rule 42:
if for at leatt 4 ,successive TYPE commands the average releyance
of records viewed is static and no group had a relevance rating
greater than or eaual to 4 (fudge_rel_hi < 4) then a message is
signalled (te_send(4Q)).

-a.

Rule 43:
.# if for at lea7st 4 successive TYPE commands the average relevance

of records viewed is .static and at least one grouP had a relevance
rating greater than or eaual to 4 (fudge_rel_hi > 4) then a
message is signalled (te_send(43)) which gives the highly relevant

group.

Rule 44:
if the argument of a SELECT command contains more than 3 words
(space_knt) and a null set is generated.(s_size (sl.last)) then
a message is signalled (te_send (44)).

Rule 45:
if the argument of a SELECT command contains more than 3 words
(space_knt), there are fewerithan 5 descriptors thus far in the
entire search (d_last), and there are less than. 4 records in the
set (s_sizb (s_last)) then a message is signalled (te_send (45)).
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